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JOSE MARIA JESUS CARVAJAL, UNITED STATES
FOREIGN POLICY AND THE FILIBUSTERING SPIRIT
IN TEXAS, 1846-1853
by John Maretta
James K. Polk, an austere and methodical president, was seldom
eloquent in his public addresses. Even his last message to Congress
discussing the chief accomplishment of his administration - doubling the
size of the nation at the cost to Mexico of one-half of hers - was typically
uninspiring. "The acquisition of California and New Mexico, the
settlement of the Oregon boundary, and the annexation of Texas, extending
to the Rio Grande, are results which combined, are of greater consequence,
and will add more to the strength and wealth of the nation than any which
have preceded them since the adoption of the Constitution."! Though
colorless in presentation, Polk's utterance accurately reflected majority
public opinion regarding the nation's recent acquisitions from Mexico.
Rabid exponents of Manifest Destiny wanted more, but Polk was content
with what he had gained. The problem now, the president said, was to
establish legitimate governments in the new territories.
Unfortunately there were few individuals - Mexican or Anglo-
Americans - willing to develop these regions peacefully. Mexico never had
governed effectively the vast Borderlands (Alta California, New Mexico,
Arizona, and Texas prior to 1835), and after the Mexican War was unable
to maintain order in the provinces immediately south of the Rio Grande -
the states of Coahuila, Tamaulipas, and Nuevo Leon. Even before the war
Mexican separatists from the region had conspired with Anglo-Texans
from across the river to establish an independent northern republic forged
out of these states. One of the most determined and genuine of these
norteno revolutionaries was Don Jose Maria Jesus Carvajal, who together
with his Anglo-Texan allies, kept the lower Rio Grande in a constant state
of insurrection between 1851-1853. Carvajal's movement also caused a
serious strain in United States-Mexican relations which took several years
to pacify.
A tejano from Victoria and son-in-law of empresario Martin De Leon,
Carvajal first appeared on the Texas political scene in 1835 when he was
elected to the legislature of Coahuila-Texas. Prior to his election he had
been enjoying the life of an hacendado, managing an estate of over 4,000
acres near the coast in southeast Texas between the Lavaca and Guadalupe
rivers. Carvajal spoke English fluently, a skill he had acquired during his
adolescence thanks to the efforts of Stephen Austin who had befriended the
young tejano and arranged for him to attend an academy in Bethany,
John Moretta lives in Houston, Te.xas.
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Virginia, operated by the evangelical Disciples of Christ. Carvajal
remained at the school for four years, and by the time of his return to Texas
in 1828, his English was "nearly perfect in every form of verbal
expression."2
Tensions already were high betwecn Anglo-Texans and the Mexican
government by the time Carvajal joined the provincial assembly. He and
other delegates further antagonized Mexico City by passing a law
authorizing the government to sell 400 leagues of land to recent Anglo
emigres. The legislature's action was a blatant violation of Mexican law,
which since the early 1830s forbade the sale of further Texas land to any
individuals, Mexican or Anglo. Carvajal and the other members of the
legislature were accused of conspiracy against the Mexican government
and were ordered arrested. Mexican authorities believed Carvajal and his
cohorts were merely using the decree to further strain relations between
Mexico City and Coahuila-Texas, hoping to provoke Texans to armed
rebellion. Upon hearing of the order for his arrest, Carvajal quickly fled
across the Sabine into Louisiana, eventually making his way to New
Orleans. There he and other Tex.an refugees helped procure supplies for the
Texas forces. 3
The Texas Revolution official1y began in September 1835, and three
months later, on December 20, at Goliad, Texans announced their indepen-
dence from Mexico. In November, while attempting to bring arms into
Texas for rebel forces, Carvajal was captured by Mexican authorities and
imprisoned at Matamoros. However, while being transported to Vera Cruz
for confinement, Carvajal escaped his guard, eventually making his way
back to Texas in time to sign the declaration of independence. He then
joined various rebel contingents, seeing limited action in skinnishes with
Mexican troops chasing Texan armies all around southeast Texas. Carvajal
was elected a delegate to the convention at Washington-on-the Brazos
where the Republic of Texas was declared on March 2, 1836. Carvajal
never made it to the convention, and soon after the Texan victory at San
Jacinto, he disappeared for the next three years.4
The reasons for Carvajal's disappearance after San Jacinto can only be
sunnised. Perhaps like other tejanos, Carvajal realized that the new
Republic of Texas was to be for Anglos only, and that he and eventually all
Mexican-Texans would soon be deprived of their pre-revolutionary statllS.
Even before the rebellion Anglo-Americans made their contempt for the
Hispanic community well known. Disdain for tejanos became especially
acute by the late 1830s with the influx of aggressive Lower South Anglos
into Texas to exploit the region's rich bottomlands for cotton cultivation.
These newcomers openly violated all Mexican laws, refusing even the
most modest compliance, considering the native Mexicans to be the
intruders. As the movement for an independent Texas gathered momentum
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during the early 1830s, its leadership reflected this Lower South influence.
Although many tejanos such as Carvajal opposed the increased
authoritarianism of Mexico City, joining with their Anglo counterparts in
protest, and eventually fighting and dying for an independent Texas, they
soon discovered that Anglo-Texans were determined to strip them of their
wealth and influence and relegate them to second-class citizens in their
own country. Perhaps Carvajal sensed that this would be his fate l and
instead of remaining in Texas, he retreated into Mexico, waiting there until
conditions were conducive for a return home.
Carvajal never returned to Texas, at least legally. Tejano influence in
the aftennath of independence declined rapidly. By the time of Texas
annexation in 1845, many had been removed from political positions, and
their land was confiscated and sold to Anglo planters or yeoman. As a
result, a once proud and affluent people found themselves driven, over the
next three decades, into poverty and oppression. Watching his people's
degradation! and not wanting to suffer the same humiliation, Carvajal
decided after 1836 to stay in Mexico. Though abandoning his birthplace l
Carvajal maintained his ethnic identity, eventually transforming his
tejanoism into a devotion to norteno separatism (palria Chica), which he
expressed over the next several years by engaging in rebellion against the
centralist autocracy of Mexico City.
While contemplating his future in Mexico, Carvajal befriended
General Antonio Canales, who for several years had engaged in
conspiracies against the centralist regime in Mexico City. Canales wanted
to organize the northern Mexican states of Coahuila, Tamaulipas, and
Nuevo Leon into an independent republic, and actively sought a coalition
with Texas for his scheme. Carvajal was one of several hundred volunteers,
both Anglo and tejano, who joined Canales' movement in 1839. At a battle
near Mier, Carvajal was badly wounded l eventually losing the use of his
left ann. Though routed by the centralists in every engagement and forced
to retreat across the Rio Grande into Texas, Canales proclaimed the
establishment of the RepUblic of the Rio Grande, appointing Carvajal
secretary of the governing council. Chronically short of supplies and not
really welcomed in Texas, by 1840 Canales had no choice but to surrender
to the centralist forces. He dismissed his Texas auxiliaries, merging what
was left of his Mexican soldiers with those of the centralists commanded
by General Mariano Arista. Canrajal, however, remained true to the
separatist cause, and now was considered the undisputed leader of the
struggle for northern Mexican independence. Soon after his break with
Canales, Carvajal returned to his ranch in Tamaulipas..'l
Canales saw an opportunity to revive his scheme for establishing an
independent northern Mexican republic when in June 1845, American
forces commanded by General Zachary Taylor appeared on the south bank
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of the Nueces River. Taylor had been ordered to his position by President
James K. Polk, who believed a Mexican invasion of Texas was imminent
because of the republic's recent annexation by the United States. Since
Texas independence in 1836, Mexico City threatened the United States
with war if Texas was ever made part of the Union. No sooner was Taylor
encamped along the river than Canales sent an emissary to the general's
base. That agent was none other than Carvajal, who had emerged trom his
self-imposed exile at Tamaulipas a year earlier. Apparently Carvajal no
longer felt any animosity toward his fanner compadre, for soon after his
reappearance, he and Canales reunited. Much to Carvajars delight,
Canales had rejoined the Federalist cause.6
Carvajal was to seek American help to destroy the Mexican army,
"long the scourge of the nation," and to fonn a separate republic with "a
constitution based on the rights of man" - a colloquialism for a Federalist
republic. Carvajal was to negotiate with Taylor for arms for 3,000 men,
which Carvajal promised would be turned against the "usurper," Mariano
Paredes y ArrilJaga, who recently had overthrown the government of Jose
de Herrera. In return, the Carvajal-Canales junto pledged to do all in its
power to support American claims to Texas, as well as the repaying of
loans by customs arrangements or by boundary adjustments.'
Carvajal's offer appealed to the Polk Administration, for one of the
president's plans to prevent war with Mexico was to support the secession
movement of the northern states. Taylor submitted Carvajal's plan to
Secretary of War William Marcy, who, like Polk, believed the Canales-
Carvajal plan had possibilities. Marcy, however, refused to provide the
rebels with arms or money, not completely trusting that they would be used
against the Paredes government. 8 The deal was off.
When war with the United States began late in the spring of 1846,
Carvajal commanded a 425-man cavalry contingent but was so reluctant to
fight the American armies advancing through Mexico that the corrunander
of the northern Mexican forces, General Francisco Mejia, suspected him of
secret collaboration with the enemy and only grudgingly supplied him
with material. Carvajal's engagement of American forces was so sporadic
and half-hearted that many of his own men suspected his motives. Some
even believed el jefe was fighting with the Mexicans merely to keep the
United States out of northern Mexico so that he could establish a "little
republic" independent of Mexico City.9 Carvajal's purpose was exactly that
- to create the Republic of the Rio Grande. Thus, he was not at all
interested in helping the centralists in Mexico City.
In the fall of 1846, the Canales-Carvajal junto tried again to persuade
the Polk Administration to help them detach the northern Mexican states.
Secretary of State James. Buchanan was visited "by a person named Aelaria
de Masa, M.D., who represented himself to be a Mexican citizen residing
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in Tamaulipas. The letter of this person represented that the inhabitants of
the Northern Provinces of Mexico were ready to revolt & establish an
independent Republic, & would do so if they could have a guaranty [sicJ
from the U.S., 1st, that they would not be annexed to the U.S., and 2nd,
that we would protcct & defend them in their contemplated revolution as
long as war lasted with the U.S." Though attracted to the de Masa proposal,
Polk was reluctant to commit immediately to it, fearing "it might seriously
embarrass the U.S. when we came to make peace with Mexico."'o
Although personally desiring the taking of more territory from Mexico
thilll just the Borderlands, Polk was dissuaded from such a move by the
secretary of state, who "expressed his opinion strongly against acquiring
any more Southern territory, & said he thought jf we did it would be the
means of dissolving the Union." Buchanan's warning reflected the division
and political dissension the war already had caused within the nation,
From the conflict's beginning the majority of Whigs opposed the war in
principle, arguing (correctly) that the United States had no valid claims to
the area south of the Nueces River. Though voting for mi litary
appropriations while the war was being fought, Whig congressmen
nevertheless criticized the president for starting it. More ominous was the
charge of antislavery northerners from both parties that the war's real
purpose was to spread slavery, thus increasing the "s]aveocracy's" political
power. While battles were being fought in Mexico, Congress debated the
Wilmot Proviso to prohibit slavery in any territory acquired from Mexico.
Foremost on Buchanan's mind was the issue of slavery expansion. He
believed the majority of northerners would consider any move by the
administration to annex even portions of Mexico as a Southern
"conspiracy" to acquire more slave territory. The secretary thus told Polk
that "if it was believed by the people [northerners] that our object was to
make a conquest of Tamaulipas & New Leon & annex them to the U.S. the
war would be utterly odious.l 'll
After further consultation with his cabinet, Polk, "upon full
reflection," decided not to provide arms or money to Mexicans resisting
Paredes, or any other regime that might come to power during the course
of the war, Much to Carvajal's and Canales' disappointment, Polk also
refused to guarantee the recognition of the northern Mexican states'
independence after the war. 12 It seems Polk had little confidence or trust in
the will of the Mexican people to strike for freedom and form a stable
government.
After the war the disorderly conditions along the Rio Grande
worsened, creating the perfect environment for filibustering. Banditti
marauding occurred more frequently, and smuggling, always a problem,
reached a point of serious contention between the United States and
Mexico. The administration responded by instructing Robert Hughes,
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United States district attorney for Texas, to conduct an extensive
investigation. Hughes, in turn, asked Ovid F. Johnson, a Brownsville
newspaper editor and merchant, to lead the inquest. In a detailed letter to
Hughes, Johnson dismissed the Mexican charges as "alleged aggression
and insults, when carefully considered are very trivial border broils."
Although admitting that Hafter the war with Mexico, a refuse population on
both sides of the Rio Grande," was «ready for any enterprize, lawful or
unlawful that presents itself:' Johnson believed the trouble was largely the
fault of Mexican officials whose "enforcement of the revenue system is
most uncertain and inefficient." Then, in a display of Anglo-Saxon
righteousness, Johnson accused both local Mexican authorities and
citizens of "not having verey [sic] conscientious scruples of duty in favour
of its [the collection of duties] rigid execution. Evasions are practiced and
winked at by many of these officers and citizens, which seem to our view
extraordinary. The government of Mexico cannot be ignorant of these
facts, nor can it doubt that the only remedy against the evil, must be
furnished by its own vigilance, and not by the agency of the United
States."13
Unfortunately for the Fillmore administration, Johnson's assessment
could not have been more inaccurate. The smuggling was hardly "the acts
of a few persons influenced by motives of a private nature," nor was
American complicity in these activities simply "a few individuals avalling
themselves of opportunities to evade the revenue laws.~"4 Johnson was
either completely ignorant of the real situation or was lying, perhaps to
cover up his own involvement in illicit trade. Johnson was in fact part of
an Anglo smuggling ring operating out of Brownsville. Whatever the
reasons, Johnson's report led the Fillmore Administration to believe that
conditions along the Rio Grande no longer required the president's serious
consideration.
In the summer of 1851 Robert Hughes resigned as United States
district attorney for Texas, and within weeks of his departure, the "trivial
border broils" escalated into a potentially explosive international crisis. As
long as the flituation remained leaderless, the government believed it had
little to worry about. Endemic lawlessness was simply part of frontier life,
particularly along the lower Rio Grande valley. The government was
shaken with the reemergence of "Don" Carvajal. In a matter of weeks
Carvajal and his band turned the supposedly minor border problems into a
general uprising. For three years - beginning in 1848 - Carvajal had been
planning an insurrection of the northern provinces of Tamaulipas and
Nuevo Leon, wanting to fonn a new state called the Republ1c of the Sierra
Madre. Offering the promise of land and loot, Carvajal rallied to his cause
many Anglo-Texan "border dwellers." Of great concern for the United
States was the ability of revolutionists such as Carvajal to raise recruits
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from ex-officers and ex-soldiers of the United States army. For a variety of
reasons, Anglo-Texans, efipecially ex-Texas Rangers, found filibustering a
particularly appealing new career. Thus from the beginning of his exploits
Carvajal had the support of many ex-Texas lawmen. For quite some time
regular law enforcement agencies considered the Rangers "men of
unsettled hahits," who, since their disbandment by the state legislature in
August 1851, were "left without occupation or means of subsistence," and
were now "ready for anything that offered to fiupply their necessities.Hls
Perhaps the most famous Texas Ranger joining Carvajal was Captain
John Salmon Ford, who almost single-handedly made the Colt revolver the
most popular and effective frontier weapon. During his career as a Ranger,
Ford received the nickname "Rip" for his habit of turning in lists of the
men he killed - "in the line of duty of course" - with "R.I.P." nex.t to their
names, which was the abbreviated version for "rest in peace." Incredibly
tough, ruthless, profane, in general "a dowmight ornery fellow," Ford
personified the type of Anglo-Texan that Carvajal's promise of money and
plunder appealed.11>
In September 1851, Carvajal formally "pronounced" against the
Mexican government in his Plan de la Loba. Carvajal's decree called for
the removal of the Mexican army from the northern provinces and a drastic
reduction in duties and tines for contraband, as well as a promise to allow
American goods to flow across the river duty free for five years. Soon after
announcing his plan Carvajal was forced to flee to Brownsville where he
immediately negotiated with local Anglo merchants to supply him with the
guns and other goods he needed to separate the northern states. In return,
Carvajal promised merchants that under his new regime the Rio Grande
would become a free-trade zone. 17
It was at this juncture that the Fillmore Administration began worrying
about "the trivial border broils." Secretary of State Daniel Webster ordered
federal officials in Texas to conduct investigations along the Rio Grade.
New United States district attorney for Texas, William Pitt Ballinger, was
placed in charge of the investigation. Ballinger was instructed by Webster
to keep the Department of Smte informed "of all those who may be found
within your district engaged in expeditions against the possessions of a
friendly power. You are to report directly to this Department all movements
along the Rio Grande that may be considered by the Government of
Mexico as a violation of our Neutrality Laws with them, as well as any
other unlawful acts committed by U.S. citizens in the area."l8
Webster's directive took Ballinger by surprise, for he, too, was under
the impression based on his predecessor's reports, that all was relatively
calm along the Rio Grande. Ballinger had ,just taken over from Hughes
when he received Webster's letter, and consequently only had time to
"conduct a very hasty & cursory investigation." Ballinger nevertheless
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reassured Webster that "the otticers of the government in Texas may be
relied on as ready and determined to do everything in their power to
prevent any such movement from this state against Mexico." After
conducting his canvass, Ballinger, like Hughes, concluded "that a revolt is
contemplated in the northern provinces of Mexico, and that Mexican
officers, civil & military, are engaged in it and endeavoring to obtain
assistance from this side of the Rio Grande, are all rumors circulated by
local newspapers."'')
While federal officers were busy with their fact-finding, Carvajal
began his revolution. In late September 1851, Carvajal, with an anny of
100 Mexicans and seventy Americans, easily captured the village of
Camargo, remaining there until early October. The surrounding towns of
Mier and Guerrero also fell to the insurgents. Federal authorities in Texas
did not hear of Carvajal's taking of Camargo until October 3, 1851, about
three weeks after the town was occupied. Ballinger quickly sent a message
to Webster, but it was obviously too late for the Fillmore Administration to
take "preventive action."20
Fillmore was reluctant to denounce American participation in
Carvajal's insurrection. His hesitancy reflected a last-ditch Whig effort to
avoid defeat in the 1852 election by championing "Manifest Destiny," even
though aggressive territorial aggrandizement was contrary to traditional
Whig foreign policy. Unfortunately, too many Americans still believed in
the rhetoric of the "regenerative" effects of Anglo-Saxon values upon
nations bluntly called "backwards." Fillmore's policies were perceived by
many a~ attempts to undermine the Republic's "redemptive" mission.
Fillmore hoped to salvage his popularity and administration by
demonstrating at least tacit support for filibustering in Mexico. Such
approval would appeal to those still believing Mexico was "'destined" to
become United States territory. Interestingly, James K. Polk probably
would have annexed a large part of northern Mexico in 1848 except for
Whig obstruction led by Senator Millard FiI1more. 21
Realizing Camargo was of little strategic importance to his cause,
Carvajal cvacuated the town on October 9, proceeding with his reinforced
army of 400 men to Matamoros. Carvajal's original 170 man contingent
was augmented by the arrival of Rip Ford's ex-Rangers, as well as other
Anglo-Texan adventurers lured by el jefe 's promise of land and 100t.22
The participation of Anglo-American mercenaries in Carvajal's insur-
rection was not the Fillmore Administration's only concern. Equally
worrisome was Carvajal's appeal among local Anglo merchants, who saw
in his rebellion the potential for immense profit. Carvajal would need
unlimited supplies for his army, and the safest, most convenient place to
procure them would be on the Texas side of the Rio Grande. The United
States Neutrality Acts of 1818 naturally forbade American citizens from
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providing aid to anyone engaged in the overthrow of the government of "a
neutral or friendly power.'~ According to Ballinger, as early as June 1851,
Carvajal came to Texas as "the agent of several Mexicans claiming or
pretending title to large grants of land between the Rio Grande and Nueces
rivers. In particular, title to what is known as the Carasillas grant,
containing 106 leagues, or about 466,000 acres." Carvajal'o;; objective was
"to exchange the grant for merchandise to introduce into Mexico, free of
the duty at the Custom House," Carvajal wanted Anglo merchants in
Brownsville "to send the goods into Mexico, paying to Carvajal 35-40% of
the amount, a considerably lower amount than the Mexican tariff." In other
words, Carvajal wanted Anglo merchants to accept as credit or security
portions of the Carasillas grant in exchange for provisions. He also hoped
to raise money by getting a "kick-back" from his Anglo suppliers whose
goods he assured would enter Mexico duty-free. By the time of his
invasion of Mexico in September, he had "introduced goods valued at
$500,000." He also had raised an additional $500,000 by selling sizeable
tracts of land from the Carasillas grant. Ballinger was convinced that "the
amount raised on the goods & the sale of the land was the mode resorted
to obtain the means for carrying his movement against the government into
effect.'l2:1
In early September 1851, Mexican customs officials - at least those
stiH loyal to Mexico City - became suspicious of the type and volume of
goods flowing across the river from Brownsville paying little or no tariff.
When they discovered that Carvajal's duty-free policy never had official
approval, they began seizing thousands of dollars of contraband. Although
the Mexican government flatly denied the complicity of its local
authorities in Carvajal lS smuggling operation, American officials in Texas
believed otherwise. Ballinger maintained that Carvajal not only had the
tacit if not direct support of local officials, but the president of Mexico as
well! According to Ballinger~ "Cardenas, the Governor, Canales~ the Lt.
Governor of Tamaulipas, were both interested in the speculation, and they
were friends of long-standing with General Arista, President of Mexico,
who it is believed by the best informed persons with whom I have
conversed, must have been aware of the order given for the introduction of
the goods & favorable to it if it could have been consummated without
involving him." Although Anglo traders stopped outfitting Carvajal
directly, they nevertheless provided his Anglo mercenaries, such as
Captain Edward Hurd, Carvajal's chief purchasing agent, with all the
stores they needed. }·1
Soon after the taking of Camargo, Carvajal's insurrection entered its
second phase. From the beginning Carvajal had the clandestine support of
"Cardenas, Canales, and Macedonio Capistran, the commander of the
national guard at Matamoros, and other persons of influence were
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doubtless pledged to the movement." American officials also believed that
had Cardenas and the others continued supporting Carvajal the rebellion
would have succeeded. As Ballinger observed, Carvajal was "a rather
popular leader of the Mexican people living in the northern provinces. He
would have been able to greatly enhance his political credibility among the
people with the presence of Cardenas & his associates." The original plan
of action was for Carvajal "to commence the outbreak in the towns on the
Rio Grande, where he had the most influence, and after his success, the
stite authorities were to unite with him and Canales was to have chief
command." No sooner did Rip Ford and his men arrive than the
arrangement fell apart. The ex-Rangers "were unwilling to be commanded
by Canales on account of his treachery to Texas in 1840, and Carvajal
elated by his success, refused to yield the leadership to Canales."
Apparently the ex-Rangers wanted to be commanded by an individual
whom they respected, liked, and knew was committed to the separatist
cause. Canales, on the other hand, already had turned against the Federalist
movement and might do so again. As Ballinger noted. when Carvajal and
his Anglo followers refused to accept Canales' command, the governor
then "turned his anns in favor of the govemment."Z5
Rip Ford's ex-Rangers were not the only Anglo-Americans enlisting in
Carvajal's crusade. Soon after the capture of Camargo, Carvajal was joined
by "a company of Americans who had assembled at Mustang Island near
Corpus Christi, under the command of Captain Howel1 Norton." Also
aiding Carvajal were several "small companies raised at the Rio Grande by
Captain Trimble which joined Carvajal at Camargo." The Mexican leader
even had a contingent of "runaway negroes. under Warren Adams, with the
professed design of returning to Texas to help free other slaves after they
had been sufficiently armed by Carvajal."26
It was believed by American officials that the Anglos joining Carvajal
were motivated by more than the lure of plunder. Although the appeal of
loot excited "many of the rank and file, a good number of whom have been
recruited from border ruffians and other dissipated individuals from our
side of the river:' such was not true for the Anglo rebel leaders. The
majority of the Anglo leaders were experienced, committed, professional
filibusters who "cared not for the pecuniary rewards their profession might
bring, but rather, to see established an independent northern republic,
doubtless in which they had been promised positions of high standing."
Ballinger was certain Carvajal's "American auxiliaries look to the
establishment of the Sierra Madre Republic as the inevitable result of his
movement if successful."2'
After twelve days of deliberation~ Carvajal attacked Matamoros on
October 30, 1851. The rebel army, whose ranks had swelled to 400 men,
won a quick victory on the first day~ taking an earthwork on the town's
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perimeter. General Francisco Avalos, commander of Mexican frontier
forces, had prepared for Carvajal's assault by evacuating women and
children and establishing barricades all around the city. Though in
possession of three six-pound cannon, Carvajal realized his guns were not
sufficient to dislodge the Centralist forces. Thus, the only way Matamoros
could be taken was by an aU-out charge which would result in hand-to-
hand fighting from building to building. Carvajal was about to launch an
assault on the plaza on the morning of November 3 when he received news
that a United States vessel was headed up the Rio Grande with supplies for
General Avalos.~~
Carvajal was outraged by this blatant act of United States support ufor
the forces of a futhless and tyrannical regime." In a letter to l.W. Phelps,
commander at Ft. Brown, which was eventually published in several Texas
newspapers, Carvajal defended both his leadership and the legitimacy of
his revolution. "When the people assembled to consider in what manner
their rights and liberties could best be preserved, by common consent,
without any agency of my own, I was chosen to lead this patriotic enter-
prize. 1 accepted the appointment with pleasure, having seen and feit the
iniquitous exactions to which my countrymen were daily subjected~ and
the despotic outrages practiced upon them by minions of power, in the
name of freedom I raised the standard of liberation, and hundreds of my
aggrieved countrymen have rushed to its support. Oppressed and borne
down upon by the organized military despotism of the Central
government.' 29
In the same impassioned rhetoric, Carvajal explained that with "the
consent of my fellow citizens," he invited some Americans to aid him in
his "righteous and just pursuit of freedom and liberty for my own people."
Carvajal then described those Americans hearing "the people of Mexico
crying out for liberation" as individuals "'who will not shame either their
country or their name - they are fighting in a cause as just and righteous
as that which has inscribed on the same roll with Washington, those other
names, noble as his allies, Lafayette. Kosciusko, and Pulaski. I hope
regenerated Mexico will be grateful in her present hour of need as the
people of the United States have been to those gallant foreigners, who, in
the dark hour of their tribulation, came to their rescue."30 One of the Texas
papers that published Carvajal's message was the Austin. Texas, State
Gazette. which declared the rebel leader's manifesto would "awaken an
enthusiastic response in every American bosom not dead to every impulse
of patriotism."31
As Carvajal's uprising continued, Ballinger interestingly became more
sympathetic toward the insurrection and its leader. As he related to
Webster, Carvajal's claim of being a national liberator was proving "to be
of greater truth than was fIrst assumed. There were many causes of
disafTection on the frontier, real grievances under which the people
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labored. General Avalos, the military commandant at Matamoros, was
universally odious; Cardenas, Canales~ and Capistran, and other Mexican
officials whose corruption and treachery were well-known, were equally
despised by the people." Though more inclined to accept Carvajal as a
legitimate revolutionary, Ballinger still had "grave reservations regarding
the true motives & desires'~ of el jefe 's Anglo-American accomplices. To
the attorney, most of these men were "brigands out for plundcr."12
Failing to take the plaza at Matamoros despite repeated charges l
Carvajal finally decided to withdraw from the city on November 8. Chased
by government troops, he retreated to Camargo, reaching the pueblo on
November 16. While recuperating at Camargo, Carvajal sent Rip Ford on
a recruiting mission into Texas. Then, in an ';outburst or rage at being
defeated at Matamoros," Carvajal attacked Cerralvo without waiting for
Ford to return with reinforcements. Cerralvo was defended by 200
Mexican troops, about the same number Carvajal had left after the siege of
Matamoros. Carvajal's other purpose in attacking Cerralvo was to capture
the town's artillery pieces, which he desperately needed to continue his
revolution. The Mexican commander at Cerralvo. General Jauregui,
knowing that hj~ town was Carvajal's next target, prepared for the rebels
by placing his cannon in strategic locations to defend the city better from
the insurgents' charges. After two days of fierce fighting in which the rebel
army failed to take even one artillery piece, Carvajal retreated. Hastening
his departure was the news that government reinforcements were fast
approaching. This time Carvajal withdrew across the Rio Grande, deep
into United State~ territory. It was reported to Webster that Carvajal
"crossed to this side of the river with his whole force, 50, or 60 miles,
where he has remained in the vicinity of Salt Lake [TexasJ. His followers
are scattered and broken into various parties & encamped at different
places." Webster also was informed "that upon his return into the territory
of the United States, his army ceased its organization. He and his officers
nominally resigned, but they could rejoin him when he again entered
Mexico."'-~ Carvajal's disbanding of hi~ forces on the Texas side of the Rio
Grande was a clever move. By doing so he avoided violating the Neutrality
Acts and thus jeopardizing his connections with his Anglo supporters.
At this juncture the Mexican government wanted to make it clear to
the Fillmore Administration that Carvajal was not a revolutionary leader of
the Mexican people and that there was little support for his cause in the
northern states. In a letter to Webster, Luis de la Rosa told the secretary that
his understanding of the frontier disturbances was inaccurate. Despite
American reports to the contrary, Webster insisted that Carvajal's actions
"are treated here as a fonnal rebellion against the Government of Mexico."
De Ia Rosa warned Webster that Mexico would expect "due and adequate
indemnification as a consequence of these invasions." Of greater concern
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to the Mexican government than the smuggling issue was the participation
of sundry Anglo-Texans in Carvajars raids, whom de la Rosa believed
were largely responsible for keeping Carvajal's movement alive. The
J\.lexican minister feared that "the emigration of adventurers from the
United States will become so numerous that the government of this
republic will find it difficult to check."34
Carvajal remained in Texas until February 1852, recruiting and
reorganizing what was left of his army. By thi!) time, though, few Anglo-
Texans were willing to rally to his grito. Perhaps Texans were tired of
fighting for what appeared to be a losing cause or following an individual
who had yet to deliver the booty he had promised. Frustrated by the lack
of response to his latest grito, and tired of waiting in an increasingly
dangerous and unfriendly Texas, Carvajal precipitously launched his
second invasion of Mexico on February 20, 1852. Camargo was again his
objective. This time government troops under his former compadre
Antonio Canales were waiting for him~ and in a brief fight, Canales routed
the filibusters, who scurried back across the Rio Grande into Texas. No
sooner was Carvajal across the border and supposedly safe than a
detachment of United States dragoons surprised the rebel leader at his
camp, arresting Carvajal and cleven of his followers on March 1, 1852.
Three days later his Anglo cohorts, Robert Wheat, E.R. Hurd, Howell
Norton, Peter Dowd, Robert Hurd, J.R. Everett~ R.R. Stansberry, and AJ.
Mason were indicted by a grant jury "for their repeated violations of
United States neutrality laws."35
The initial excitement over the indictment quickly turned to disap-
pointment. Ballinger confessed to Webster he was having "great difficulty
in gathering enough evidence of guilt to bring Carvajal to trial, which has
been our principal objective since their indictment. I must now report to
you that such evidence that is necessary is insunnountablc to obtain
because we will have to largely rely on Mexicans who do not understand
our language, as well as many who are sympathisers with Carvajal."36
Border courts, however, always have used translators in courtrooms
because most witnesses and even jure~ were comprised largely of only
Spanish-speaking Mexicans or tejanos. Evidently Carvajal still had
significant Anglo support on the border - more than most United States
officials were willing to concede.
United States officials also could not charge Carvajal's Anglo
conspirators for their violations of United States laws. According to
Ballinger's assessment, Wheat. Norton, Hurd, and the others had "evaded
but not violated the neutrality laws of the U.S. These men evaded the law
because they did not organize into companie~, electing officers &c. until
they had crossed into Mexico. Had they done otherwise - organizing their
forces on our side of the river for the purpose of invading Mexico, then we
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could charge them with the violation of the Neutrality Acts of 1818.
However, since that is not the case, 1 regret to inform you that I will not be
able to pursue them legally any further than what I have already
accomplished."37 On March 8, 1852 l Carvajal and his Anglo associates
were released on bail of $5 l 000 and $3,000 each, respectively.
Over a year later, Carvajal and his band were active. This "negligence"
on behalf of the United Statcs government prompted the new Mexican
minister to the United States, Manuel Larrainzar, to lament that the
"salutary, prompt, and energetic action" of United States authorities after
Carvajal's arrest "would begin to producc some good effects, and that the
matter would not be neglected or slighted until the claim of Mexico had
been 8atisfied~ but this has not been the case." More disturbing to
Larrainzar and his government was "the demonstration of public
sympathy" displayed by Anglo-Texans for Carvajal and his men after they
were released on bail. According to Larrainzar, such popular approval only
emboldened the filibusters "to show themselves everywhere and boast of
their actions, and the evils they have occasioned. Instead of his acts
exciting public and general indignation, he was embraced with the
outpourings of support,"38
Larrainzar then told new Secretary of State William Marcy of the
Franklin Pierce Administration that because of Carvajal's popularity in
Texas, he and his followers "continue to laugh at justice:' and defy "the
proclamations of the most Excellent President" forbidding Anglo-
American participation in any new expeditions against Mexico. Since the
filibusters' release, "these acts of violation have been repeated. The
inhabitants of the frontier have twice again seen the tenitory of Mexico
invaded, their property plundered, their lives placed in jeopardy, their
peaceful existence paralized by war and danger, the blood of thcir fellow
citizens again spilled, and the soi 1 on which they before lived, without
anxiety and fear, sullied with crimes."39
Soon after his release, Carvajal hit the south Texas "speaking circuit,"
trying to rouse Anglo support for another invasion of northern Mexico. He
was often the main attraction at local fairs, and as a result of rallies given
in his honor, he raised over $40,000 for his next campaign. The donations
given to Carvajal's cause at these expositions was due largely to the efforts
of such prominent Texans as Ashbel Smith, south Texas land baron and
commercial entrepreneur Henry L. Kinney (Kinney later organized a
filibustering enterprise to establish a colony on the Mosquito Coast of
Nicaragua), and Hugh MacLeod, ex-commander of the Lamar
Administration's ill-fated expedition to Santa Fe in 1841. All three men
accompanied Carvajal on his speaking junkets through south Texas,
touting the rebel leader as "the Savior of Mexico and the Liberator of his
People."40
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Although Carvajal had the patronage of the~e conspicuous Texans, he
had little success in raising sufficient money and men to lead an effective
rebellion in Mexico's northern provinces. Nevertheless, on March 26,
1853, Carvajal sent another force across the Rio Grande. This latest action,
however, was not a full-scale invasion, but what turned out to be an
insignificant raid of about eighty men commanded by one of Carvajal's
more loyal Anglo lieutenants, A. Howell Norton, upon the already
beleaguered town of Reynosa. As the Brownsville American Flag reported
in a scathingly sarcastic tone, Norton and his marauders easily captured the
town because "the guard was composed of five men, who they valiantly
charged upon and captured." The bandits then seized the alcalde, Garcia y
Trevino, and another municipal official, a Senor Flores, whom they held
for a ransom of $30,000. As the American Flag noted, "The enlightened
and humane leader of this pack of freebooters proved how worthy he was
of the name American, by flogging and threatening to kill his prisoners if
they did not ·put up' to a large amount in cash, which it appears is
necessary to sustain their sinking fortunes." The inhabitants raised only
$2,000, which Norton accepted, and then "retired, like a snow-ball rolling
down hill, gathering as he went horses, mules, saddles, bridles, guns - in
fact nothing appears to have bcen 'too hot or too heavy' for him to take
provided it fell into his way and was capable of being removed."41
After sacking Reynosa, Norton's band retreated to Rio Grande City on
the Texas side of the border, and there "enjoyed the fruits of their
expedition in security, under the protecting folds of the 'Star-Spangled
Banner' - whose dignity and honor is now being constantly trampled under
foot by the foreign refugee, Carvajal, supported and sustained as he is by
renegades unfortunately among us - some of whom can boast of being
Arnerican !"4~
Carvajal's stay within "the protecting folds of the Star-Spangled
Banner" was brief. Five days after the looting of Reynosa, a United States
infantry company commanded by Major Gabriel R. Paul from nearby
Ringgold Barracks, arrested Carvajal in a surprise raid on his headquarters
at Roma, Texas. The real culprit, Norton, managed to escape. Over the next
three days however, all of Carvajal's Anglo followers, including Norton,
were apprehended and sent to Fort Brown to await arraignment before the
United States commissioner at Brownsville, Frederick Cummings. The
filibusters were held in custody for six weeks at Fort Brown before
appearing in court. Once again they were released on bail ($10,000 for
Carvajal and $5,000 each for his Anglo co-conspirators) because of a
"legal technicality:" affidavits were not filed properly against them!
Cummings had no choice but to free them immediately.4~
Needless to say, the t'ilibusters were elated, and as the American Flag
reported, "Norton and his followers walk the streets with the air of men
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whose gallant conduct was the theme of universal approbation." Their
jubilation was short lived. In late April 1853, only a few weeks after their
previous arraignment, Carvajal and all eleven of his Anglo comrades were
again arrested upon a complaint lodged by the Mexican consul at
Brownsville that Carvajal was planning another raid into northern Mexico.
No sooner were the conspirators "examined before U.S. Commissioner, F.
Cummings," than once again they "were admitted to bail for their
appearance before the Federal Court for this district, to be held in
Brownsville some time in June." Even though the bail set by Cummings
was $15.000 for Carvajal and $7,000 each for his Anglo associates. they all
managed to raise the money as they had in the past, with little difficulty.44
After this latest attempt at trying to indict Carvajal for violation of the
Neutrality Acts failed, federal officials in Texas surely were convinced that
Carvajal was either the luckiest desperado they had ever come across, or
that el jeJe was indeed "destined" to be a free man in order to bring about
his revolution.
After their release, Carvajal and his followers seemed to disappear.
Many of el j(~fe's Anglo comrades gave up the filibustering business and
returned to their home states to pursue morc legitimate occupations.
Others, like Roberdeau Wheat and Howell Norton, were professional
filibusters who cared nothing for the sedentary, tedious life of a yeoman
farmer or shopkeeper. Filibustering was their trade and both men were
devoted to their "calling." Indeed, both Wheat and Norton remained
committed to filibustering. participating in many other enterprises
throughout the 1850s.
Carvajal typically returned to his ranch in Tamaulipas. He
occasionally was seen in south Texas "walking the streets of Brownsville,
telling everyone who he is and filling their heads with his past exploits."4'i
But few Mex jean officials believed Carvajal had retired from his former
occupation. Rumors abounded that he was merely biding his time, playing
the rueful ex-revolutionary while secretly organizing Anglo mercenaries
for another expedition across the river. El jefe was simply waiting for that
moment when conditions along the Rio Grande and in northern Mexico
were conducive for another pronunciamento against the current regime in
Mexico City. Carvajal's only incursions into Mexico late in the 1850s were
insignificant forays reminiscent of Howell Norton's raid on Reynosa. By
the eve of the American Civil War, the alleged "scourge of the Rio Grande"
ceased being a disturbance in United States-Mexican relations. By 1860
Carvajal had crossed back into Mexico, there to stay until his death in
1874. Once in Mexico he joined various rebel forces opposing the
authoritarianism of Mexico City, and when the French invaded in 1862,
Carvajal joined with the Juaristas to drive the intruders out of his country:16
From the moment he first took up arms against the centralists in 1839 until
his death over three decades later, Carvajal remained committed, heart and
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soul, to his idea of an independent northern Mexican federal republic. Like
most nor/enos today, he neither cared for nor understood the politics of
central Mexico. He knew and loved the North and wanted to create his
federalist dream there.
In retrospect, it is easy to recognize that the filibustering activities of
Carvajal's Anglo comrades marked the climax in Texas of an aggressive,
aggrandizing foreign policy which began early in the 1840s. Concealed
behind the grandiose label of "Manifest Destiny," filibustering was
associated with a militant program of tenitorial acquisition, and with what
now seems a naive, parochial, and self-righteous belief in the "redemptive"
effect of Anglo-Saxon values upon "backward" societies. Unquestionably
many of Carvajal's Anglo cohorts possessed such sentiments and were
more than likely hoping to use Carvajal as a means of eventually taking
more Mexican tenitory, either by annexing it to the United States or
establishing their own independent republic a-la-William Walker.
Whatever their ultimate designs, a good number of Carvajal's Anglo-
American allies had much more in mind than simply helping a Mexican
liberate his people.
On the other hand, it is also possible Carvajal may have been using the
Anglo filibusters and merchants rather than vice versa. If this interpretation
is allowed, then Carvajal's Anglo allies were not necessarily the "guiding
force" behind his movement. In short, Carvajal was a man who led, not one
who was being led. Though ultimately defeated by poor generalship,
nevertheless for over two years he held together rambunctious Anglo
filibusters; convinced merchants and wealthy Anglo ranchers and
entrepreneurs to loan him thousands of dollars in either goods or cash; out-
talked politicians; swayed judges; and out-foxed both the national
governments of Mexico and the United States. His defeat was not the result
of a diligent, concerted effort on behalf of the United States government.
Rather, Carvajal was defeated by factors within his movement - poor
leadership, factionalism, lack of arms and money, and myriad other
internal conflicts.
Had Carvajal been successful in separating the northern Mexican
states! he no doubt, for awhile, would have been able to sustain his republic
by sheer force of personality and will. However, given the nature of the
Anglos who rode with him, and given the fanaticism of the Southem-
Texan filibustering spirit, it would have been difficult for Carvajal to
prevent his Anglo comrades from imposing their brand of "manifest
destiny" upon his country eventually. Since most of these men had a larger
purpose in mind when they joined Carvajal, it is unlikely they would have
been content to settle in northern Mexico and live peacefully under
Mexican, albeit, federalist, rule. Carvajal likely would have been
overthrown by his former Anglo chieftains, and he and his countrymen
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would have found themselves a conquered rather than liberated people.
Luckily for the hemisphere, the United States found something more
profound to occupy itself in IS61.
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THE GHOSTLY·SILENT GUNS OF GALVESTON:
A CHRONICLE OF COLONEL J.G. KELLERSBERGER,
THE CONFEDERATE CHIEF ENGINEER OF EAST TEXAS
by WT. Block
Tn 1896, as wintry blasts swept down the valley of the River Aare in
northern Switzerland, an old man consumed endless hours in his ancestral
home, laboring to complete a manuscript. With his hair and beard as snow-
capped as the neighboring Alpine peaks, Julius Getulius Kellersberger,
who felt that life was fast ebbing from his aging frame, wrote and rewrote
each page with an engineer~s masterful precision, before shipping the
finished version of his narrative to Juchli and Beck, book publishers of
Zurich.]
After forty-nine years in America, Kellersberger, civil engineer,
former Forty-oiner, San Francisco Vigilante, surveyor~ town, bridge, and
railroad builder; and Confederate chief engineer for East Texas, bade
farewell to a son and four daughters, his grandchildren~ and the grave of
his wife, all located at Cypress Mill, Blanco County, Texas. He then left
the state he had grown to love and returned to his Alpine homeland for two
reasons - to write his German language memoirs and to die in the huge
stone house where he was born and had grown up, but had abandoned as a
young man to seek his fortune in America. Although hundreds of
Kellersberger's descendants in the Hou~ton, Dallas, and Austin vicinities
still spell the family name as "Kellersberger," its original Swiss spelling,
the engineer enlisted in the Confederate Army as "Julius Kellersberg,"
which for purposes of simplicity, the writer will adopt for the remainder of
this monograph. And although Kellersberg was promoted to lieutenant
colonel early in 1864, he was a Confederate major of artillery, assigned to
the engineering service, for much of the time span of this story.
Kellersberg, born in Baden, in the Swiss Canton of Aargau, on
February 9, 1821, received his secondary schooling in Switzerland and his
college training in civil engineering and the military sciences at a military
academy in Austria. By age twenty-five, he was already superintendent of
the Austrian Army arsenal in Wiener Neustadt, located south of Vienna.
Restless for adventure, the youth embarked for New York in 1847 and soon
was joined by his younger brother, Rudolph, in the United States. While
aboard ship, Julius Kellersberg met his future wife, Caroline Bauch of
Mecklenberg, a German immigrant bound for Texas and the daughter of a
pioneer Lutheran pastor of Blackjack Springs, Texas. For a few months, he
worked as a surveyor in Central Park and elsewhere in New York City, but
quit that position to move on to Texas, where he was married.2
A few weeks after Kellcrberg's arrival in Texas, news of a fabulous
W:T. Block lives in Nederland. Texns.
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California gold strike anived. Julius and Caroline booked passage from
Galveston on the German bark Steinwarder on a six-months, San
Francisco-bound voyage around Cape Horn, which endured much stonny
weather and a three-month delay for ship repairs. They were soon joined
in San Francisco by the Julius' brother, Rudolph Kellcrsberger. Julius and
Caroline disliked the violence and primitiveness of the gold-mining camps
and returned to San Francisco, but Rudolph remained there, wh~re he
acquired valuable mining claims and where eventually he was also
murdered.~
Julius and Caroline Kellersberg's first three children were born in San
Francisco. In 1851 and 1856, K.ellersberg was a member of the Committee
of Safety of the San Francisco Vigilantes who hanged three murderers and
forced a hundred other outlaws to leave town on penahy of death. 4 In 1851,
he was hired by E. Adams, H.W. Carpentier, and AJ. Moon to survey the
original townsite of Oakland, California, and Kellersberg's original map of
that city survives. In 1853, the Swiss immigrant was appointed engineer of
the town of Oakland, and in 1854, was elected the first city engineer of the
City of Oakland.5
Kellersberg also surveyed the early townsites of Berkeley and Santa
Barbara. California.6 In September 1855, he was appointed by President
Franklin Pierce as Deputy Surveyor General of California under Colonel
Jack Hays and charged with completing such important surveys as the
"Humboldt Meridian ... north to the state line and to extend the second
standard line ... west to the Pacific Ocean ." He also completed the
survey of the "Mount Diablo Meridian .. _ west to the Pacific Ocean.'l In
1857, President James Buchanan removed Hays and Kellersberg from
office in furtherance of his "Spoils System" policy. Having been offered
already a railroad construction assignment in Mexico, Kellersberg decided
to leave California permanently, and he sent his wife and children back to
Galveston to live. i
Weeks earlier, Kellersberg had received an engineering offer of
employment from Jecker, the Swiss banking firm, in Mexico, his
assignment being to survey, clear, and build a road bed for the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec Railroad to connect the Gulf of Mexico seaport of Minatitlan
with the Pacific Ocean seaport of Juchitan, some 120 miles distant. When
completed, the railroad was expected to become the first North American
transcontinental roadroad. At first the Swiss surveyor had no inclination to
accept the offer because of the heat and insect-infested jungle, but he did
so quickly after he was discharged as deputy surveyor general. For almost
four years Kellersberg worked on the Tehuantepec Railroad, but after the
outbreak of the American Civil War he quickly decided to return to
Galveston, where his family was living, before that seaport was blockaded.
He arrived in the harbor on July II 1861, only one day before the Federal
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gunboat South Carolina arrived and began blockading the harbor.R
Kellersberg was delighted to be with his family once more, but he
hardly had time to shake the ocean spray from his coat before he was
inducted into the Confederate Army. In August 1861. he was
commissioned a Confederate captain of artillery and assigned to
engineering duties by General PaulO. Hebert of the Galveston
headquarters and specifically to the port fortifications of the town. On
October 11, 1861, the engineer was handed a mammoth assignment
(General Order No. 34). as follows: to construct two batteries.
bombproofs. and powder magazines for four guns, one at Virginia Point
and the other battery al the island end of the railroad bridge; a battery of
two heavy guns on Pellican Spit. to command the channel, Bolivar Point,
and East Bay; a battery of guns at Fort Point; and another on the Front
Beach at Tremont Street. Six weeks later, the roadroad bridge batteries
were completed and the work well advanced on the others. 9
In the spring of 1862, when the blockade fleet demanded the surrender
of Galveston on penalty of bombardment of the town, General Hebert
transferred his command headquarters to Houston and Kellersberg was
sent to that point as well. He was then promoted to major and appointed
chief engineer of East Texas. lo People from the Sabine Pass area had been
complaining for months about the sad state of the defenses in the Sabine
Pass Estuary. In July 1862, Colonel X.B. DeBray, commander of the Sub-
Military District of Houston, issued Special Order No. 95, directing Major
Kellersberg to proceed to the Sabine River and inspect the state of defenses
there. In his letter of July 30, the engineer noted that:"
... all four {guns at Sabine Pas~J arc on old and unwieldy truck carriages.
The powder magazine is not bomb-proof, and also subject to overflows.
The whole work is in a dilapidated condition. There is ammunition
enough for all four guns, hut they have no fuses for shells, nor port-fires,
neither gunner's level, tangent scales, pass-boxes, friction-tubes, lanyards,
etc.... The pass at Sabine is certainly a very important point, and in fact
the only port from where we receive our powder and olher articles....
In September 1862, Major Kellersberg returned to Galveston with
orders to perfect the south beach fortifications as he saw t'it. 12 In the
meantime, Colonel DeBray chided the Trans-Mississippi Department for
their failure to act on hi s recommendation to improve the Sabine Pass
defenses. He observed that "Sabine Pass has proven to be our most
important seaport;' and that a current disaster, the successful occupation of
Sabine Lake by a Union naval squadron, could have been avoided. DeBray,
however, failed to note in his letter that a yellow fever epidemic was
spreading like wildfire there, with a hundred soldiers and civilians already
dead. L~ On October 4, 1862, while Major Kellersberg was away on an
inspection trip, Commander W.B. Renshaw~s blockading squadron
occupied Galveston Bay, leaving Kellersberg cut off from his family.14
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Letters from Colonel A.W. Spaight advised the sad state of affairs at
Sabine Pass, where the town's civilians and soldiers were overwhelmed by
a deadly epidemic and Union gunboats dominated Sabine Lake. He
urgently requested that Major Kellersberg, his engineers, guns, and
equipment be sent immediately to fortify the Neches and Sabine rivers to
prevent the invaders from reaching the interior of Texas. L'i
On October 18. 1862, Major Kellcrsberg reported from Harrisburg that
he had completed his Sabine and Neches River defenses. On the Sabine,
eight miles south of Orange, he built a fortification on a large shell bank
and aImed it with one battery of two brass, 32-pounder howitzers. On the
Neches River at Port Neches he built Fort Grigsby and armed it with a
battery of two 24-pounder guns. He then loaded six eighty-foot barges
with clam shell and sank three of them on the bar of each river, leaving
only a forty-foot, unmarked passageway between the sunken barges. 1(,
Major Kellersberg then moved his engineering companies and a
thousand slaves to fortify and obstruct the other streams in his district. He
erected a battery of two guns on the San Bernard River, and built a fort
with a battery of two 24-pounders on the San lacinto River. He then built
a fort and sank clamshell barges at the mouth of the Trinity River, and
began construction of Forts Quintana and Velasco at the mouth of the
Brazos River. He also built two small forts near Harrisburg on Buffalo
Bayou. Such was the state of East Texas' coastal defenses in November
1862 when a new commander, Major General John B. Magruder, arrived
in Houston to command the District of Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona. 17
Early in December, Kellersberg, along with two other staff officers,
Majors Von Harten and O.W. Watkins, traveled over the railroad bridge
under a flag of truce to carry out a prisoner exchange. The Confederates
had captured eighteen Union sailors who had come ashore to hunt geese
and rabbits. The blockade fleet held a like number of Rebel prisoners and
Confederate majors hoped for an exchange. At the end of the day, the
engineer was permitted an hour with his wife and children, and it was a sad
farewell for him when he had 10 return to the mainland. 'B
The aggressive new commander, General Magruder, was not one to
permit Federal encroachments on his Texas coast line without some bold
reprisals. On January 8, 1863, a group of Confederates rowed during a
dense fog to the lone Federal gunboat in Sabine Lake, the steamer Dan,
and burned it, using pine knot torches while the hated gunboat was at
anchor at the Sabine lighthouse. This freed the Sabine estuary of Federal
control for the first time in fOUf months.l<l On January 21, 1863, the
Confederate cottonclad gunboats, Josiah Bell and Uncle Ben, steamed out
of the Sabine estuary, and after a battle and a thirty-mile chase at sea,
captured the offshore blockaders Morning Light and Velocity.~o
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Long before daylight on January 1, 1863, Major Kellersberg and a
detachment of engineers helped push the rail cars, upon which captain
McMahon's 12-pounder cannons were mounted, across the Galveston
Island railroad bridge, and at daylight the guns opened up on Kuhn's
\Vhan, where the 42nd Massachusetts Regiment of 421 men were
encamped. The battle raged simultaneously ashore and between
Confederate and Union gunboats in Galveston Bay, and it was over in two
hours. The Massachusetts unit surrendered intact. The Confederates
captured the frigate Harriet Lane and three supply ships and watched as the
Union gunboat Westfield blew up after running aground, with the loss to
the Confederates of one cottonc1ad sunk and twenty-six men killed and
117 wounded. 21 In his official report to Richmond on the Confederate
victory, General Magruder observed, "In the land attack especially,
commendations are due to ... Major J. Kel1ersberg of the Engineering
Corps ...."
With Galveston recaptured, Kellersberg had hoped to spend a few days
with his family, but some emergency was forever erasing that prospect.
Since Magruder had been promised twenty heavy cannons from Richmond
for Galveston's defenses, the general ordered fortification of the entire
island, particularly along South Beach. He placed 5,000 slaves and 300
(non-English speaking) German mechanics at Kellersherg's disposal and
ordered him to build six case matched fortifications, built of shell and
crossties, for large guns along the beach front. As these coastal artillery
ramparts neared completion, Kellersberg learned that there would be no
cannons forthcoming from Richmond as promised, and he would still have
only his two eight-inch guns for defending the beach. He noted in his
memoirs that: 2~
... I took charge of an abandoned foundry where there was stored a good
supply of timber. I put twenty of the best German craftsmen into the
foundry and _.. near the end of March, 200 wooden cannon barrels had
been completed ... They were highly polished and . '. since the early
morning fog of that year lasted longer than usual, we were able to place
our "deaf and dumb" (Quaker) cannons into position...
Kellersberg laid a railroad on the beach in front of the fortifications
and twenty sidetracks among the casemates of Quaker cannons. He then
mounted his two eight-inch guns on railway gravel cars that could be
pulled by mules along the beach front at night and sidetracked at different
points. Each morning, the Rebel gunners fired two or three practice rounds
at targets anchored offshore, and each morning the firing originated at
different points. Although the enemy fleet offshore soon learned that there
were Quaker cannons on the beach, they were never quite sure which ones
were "deaf and dumb" and which ones were not. Later, when two officers
met under a flat of truce, the Confederate noted that anytime the Union
fleet wanted to try a frontal assault on the beach, they were welcome to try.
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Kellersberg added that: 2J
... then the Yankee broke into hellish laughter, and the officer declared to
the lieutenant that about fourteen days before, they had seen two of our
artillerymen carry a large cannon, which ordinarily weighed some 5.400
pounds, into position all alone, and they did not think it advisable to tie
into such strong men as that ...
About the same time, General Magruder promoted Colonel Valery
Sulakowski to chief engineer of the District of Texas, New Mexico, and
Arizona. The staff of engineers at Galveston also included Colonel C.G.
Forshey, who had commanded the engineering contingent at the Battle of
Galveston and had been Magruder's chief consulting engineer. Kellersberg
felt he had been passed over for promotion, and surely there were others
who felt the same. He often referred irreverently to his ;'Polish chief' in his
memoirs.
Late in March 1863, General Magruder ordered Kellersberg to Sabine
Pass with thirty engineers and 500 slaves to build a new fort (Griffin),
capable of withstanding a naval assault on that seaport city_ The engineer
designed a triangular, sawtooth fort with six gun emplacements and a
bombproof and powder magazine under each emplacement. Altogether,
Kellersberg assigned at various time four different engineering officers to
work on that project, one of whom, Lieutenant Nicholas H. Smith, would
command a battery of guns during the Battle of Sabine Pass. The former
had a good supply of construction material, plenty of oyster shell, acres of
saw logs left over from a burned sawmill, and eight miles of abandoned
trackage from which he removed the rails and crossties. He made periodic
trips back to Sabine Pass to check on his fort's progress, and one letter
revealed that Fort Griffin was "covered with two feet of solid timber, two
layers of railroad iron, and fOUf feet of earth on top."24
By July 1863, Major Kellersberg was informed that he would receive
no additional heavy guns for installation at Fort Griffin. He already knew
that four guns were available, the two 24-pounders whenever he
dismantled Fort Grigsby at Port Neches, and the two 32-pounder, brass
howitzers at the shellbank fort on the Sabine River. He still lacked,
however, the two cannons for the fifth and sixth emplacements at Fort
Griffin that were needed to give that fortification the firepower it needed to
withstand a naval assault.
Kellersberg recalled a story an old fisherman in Sabine Pass had told
him about the four guns the Confederates had spiked and buried when they
evacuated Fort Sabine, a mile to the south, on September 24, 1862. On his
next trip to Sabine, Kellersberg took the fisherman to the site of the old
fan, where after a half-hour's time they dug up the rusted cannons. It was
obvious that the cannons survived the test firings. He then computed
elevation settings for each one hundred yards for the elevation screws on
each gun. The engineer knew, however, that in the din of battle, the guns
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probably would not be given even the minimum precaution of barrel-
swabbing, which proved true.
Major Kellersberg's next visit to Fort Griffin occurred on September
9, 1863, one day after the Battle of Sabine Pass was fought. Two of Fort
Griffin's guns had been silenced during the battle, one knocked off its
carriage, and a cannonball struck the elevating screw of another.
Kellersberg's repaired guns had performed excellently, however, each of
them firing about forty six-inch cannonballs during the forty-minute battle.
And instead of bursting their barrels as feared, they exploded the steam
drums on each of the captured gunboats, Sachem and Clifton.2~
Like the aftermath of the Battle of Galveston, General Magruder
refused to believe that the Federals would accept defeat at Sabine Pass or
that they might scrap their invasion plans and return to New Orleans. He
ordered frenzied defense preparations in anticipation of a second attack,
and again, all of the engineering assignments would fa)] on Major
Kellersberg. As early as August 2, a month before the battle, he already had
been handed a new list of fortifications to build at Sabine.26 Immediately
after the battle, the general ordered that all the old smooth-bore guns in the
fort be replaced with rifled cannons taken from the captured gunboats.
Again on October 5~ 1863, Colonel Sulakowski handed Kellersberg
another new list of defense preparations ordered by the general, more
obstructions in the two channels, the planking of all roads leading to the
fort, repairs to the eight miles of abandoned railroad, and the building of
Fort Manhassett, seven miles to the west of Sabine City.27
Magruder had learned from a prisoner that an alternate plan for the
Federals was to land troops to the west of Sabine Pass, bypass Fort Griffin,
and move directly on Beaumont via the Back Ridge - hence, the building
of Fort Manhassett. An inspector-general's report late in October indicated
that the fortifications of Manhassett's five redoubts were well under way,
but the inspector had some misgivings about their value, noting that;2R
... Too much reliance seems to me to be placed upon the." impassable
nature of the marsh, which if succeeded in passing, the forts are turned
and rendered useless ...
In June 1863, General Magruder recommended Major Kellersberg for
promotion to lieutenant colonel on a list of names submitted to the Trans-
Mississippi Department, but his recommendation was not acted upon until
the following winter. In his letter accompanying the recommendation, the
general observed that: 2q
. ,. Major KeIJersberg is also an engineer of great merit who was
appointed major of artillery by Brigadier General Hebert, and he has
rendered the greatest service. I recommend him to be lieutenant colonel
of artillery on engineer service _...
By November 23, 1863, another event had diverted the general's
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attention from Sabine Pass to the south coast of Texas. He noted in a letter
to the governor of Texas that 5,000 of the enemy had captured Aransas
Pass, Corpus Christi, and Brownsville, and he feared that they would soon
drive into the interior of the state. Consequently, the general dispatched
slaves and equipment westward, and he ordered the fortification of the
following cities, with Colonel A.M. Lea to proceed to Gonzales, Captain
H. Schleicher to San Antonio, Major Wilson to Houston, and Major
Kellersberg to Austin. 30
Kellersberg, did not plan to accept his Austin assignment without a
passionate plea to the general l for he had long planned to celebrate
Christmas with his family, a luxury he had not experienced for many years.
En route to Austin, Kellersberg stopped at Houston and talked to General
Magruder, but the commander was unrelenting. He "became most irritated
and asked me whether I was not familiar with the duty of a soldier?"31 As
a result, the engineer continued on his journey to Austin.
Major Kellersbcrg met the 500 slaves for the Austin assignment at
LaGrange, where he also stopped for a day and visited with his mother-in-
law. The engineer encountered quickly the enmity of some of the citizens
of Austin, who opposed fortifying their city. Kellersberg noted as well that
there were many Northern sympathizers in Austin, but the greatest enmity
arose because he was blamed for the quartering of the slaves in an unused
church which actually had been the responsibility and action of the local
quartennaster. No other information, except in the engineer's memoirs,
survives concerning the fortification of the capitol city~ but apparently that
task either had been completed or abandoned by March 1864. In fOUf
months time, the invading force on the Rio Grande had shown no
aggressive intent toward the interior of Texas, being apparently content to
halt the flow of overland wagon-freighting of Texas cotton to Matamoros
and to express President Abraham Lincoln's displeasure with the French
invasion of Mexico.-l2
The writer has no exact information about Kellersberg's promotion
date, but apparently it occurred in January 1864. On March 12, 1864, the
city council of Galveston "introduced, which unanimously adopted," the
following resolution:~1
... RESOLVED, that the thanks of the Mayor and Aldermen of the City
of Galveston are hereby tendered to Colonel V. Sulakow~ki and Colonel
J. Kellerberger, the two distinguished engineers who have displayed such
scientific and military skill in erecting defense~ around the city and other
vulnerable point~ on the gulf coast, which stand in bold defiance. now
complete, to resist any force which our common enemy can bring to bear
against us.
In April 1864, perhaps as a gesture of goodwill for service rendered,
General Magruder appointed Colonel Kellersberg superintendent of the
Houston Foundry until the war ended. Perhaps the foundry's greatest
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resource was its body of German mechanics l machinists, die makers, and
other metallurgic and metal-cutting talents, who made and repaired much
Confederate equipment, and Kellersberg had a particular knack for com-
manding such personnel. The engineer described only one phase of his
military assignment in Houston, the particulars of the only rocket battery
in the Confederate Army, whose personnel were commanded by the
foundry's superintendent.
A Gennan lieutenant at the foundry, name Schroeder, had served in a
rocket battery in the Austrian army and claimed that he could make rockets
as good as could be found in Europe. Kellersberg had observed Austrian
rocket batteries while serving in that country. The problem with making
rockets in Houston, however, was that many substitutions for metals and
other ingredients l such as tin for copper, had to be made. At first, such
needed ingredients as saltpeter and sulphur were unobtainable. The first
rockets were tried out in Houston in front of some generals, and the results
were satisfactory. After about 1,000 rockets had been completed - many
loaded with six pounds of gunpowder as a grenade - the second test at
Houston, before a crowd of soldier and civilian dignitaries, went
completely awry. Rockets spewed, flew zigzag patterns, exploded, created
clouds of black smoke l and so scared the onlookers and horses that men
and animals galloped off in all directions. The next day Ke1tersberg
received an order from the general as follows: "The Rocket Battery NO.1
... is herewith dissolved. Officers and men will resume their previous
positions in their regiments ...."34
By the summer of 1864, Colonel Kellersberg knew that the war was
lost, and he began planning for the days of defeat. By January 1865, most
everything was unobtainable at any price, and whenever in stock, a sack of
corn meal cost $1,000. The engineer feared that his family might even go
hungry, and many schools were already closing for lack of supplies. As
soon as he could, he sent his family back to Switzerland, via a Gennan
ship, and within a few months they were resettled in the ancestral
Kellersberger rock house, close to the Schlossberg Mountain, in Baden,
Switzerland. Kellersberger also wrote to Jecker, his old employer in
Mexico l seeking to return to his old railway position at Tehuantepec.
Instead, he was offered a job as construction engineer on the Vera Cruz and
Mexico City Railroad, which was being rushed to completion by the
Emperor Maximilian. As soon as the war ended, Kellersberg and General
Magruder were two of the many Texas Confederate officers who left for
Mexico. 1.,
Kellersberg worked on the Mexico City Railroad until it was
completed in 1868. Homesick for his family, he boarded a German ship
and returned to Switzerland l where he soon found employment as a bridge
designer and builder for the Swiss government. In 1871, he built the fIrst
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steel bridge over the Linnat River, and about 1960, his granddaughterl Mrs.
Annie Kellersberger Schnelle of Marble Falls, was able to walk across that
river on the same bridge that her grandfather had built a century earlier.36
From the beginning, the Kellersberger children were unhappy with the
Swiss culture and were homesick for America. About 1875, the oldest
daughter, Emma Kellersberger, returned to her grandparents' home at
Blackjack Springs, where she supported herself by giving piano lessons.
Her mother, Caroline Bauch Kellersberger, was an accomplished pianist.
In 1877, Julius R. Kellersberger, the only son and a well-known Swiss
athlete, left Switzerland for Galveston, where he worked in a store for a
few years. Later he bought a store in Cypress Mill, near Austin, where he
also operated a sawmill, grist mill, and cotton gin, and served as
postmaster for twenty-nine years. In 1885, Julius and Caroline
Kellersberger brought their three youngest daughters, Bertha, Wilhelmina,
and Dora, back to Cypress Mill, where Caroline Bauch Kellersberger died
a few months later. Julius R. KeJlersberger, the son, married Helena
Mattern and raised a large family. Emma Kellersberger married Benno
Fuchs of Blackjack Springs and Mina Kellersberger married Ira Mattern.
Bertha and Dora Kellersberger moved to Blackjack Springs, where the
former owned a millinery shop and the latter, a spinster, lived with her
sisterY
In 1893, at age seventy-two, Julius Getulius Kellersberger did a most
unusual thing by American standards. He said goodbye to all of his
children, grandchildren, and friends and returned to Switzerland, where his
only relative was a distant cousin. Perhaps he thought he had a terminal
illness, and his last wish was to write his memoirs and die in his ancestral
home. However, death was not as imminent as he perhaps had believed. He
wrote his memoirs in 1895 and 1896 and published them in 1897. Also in
1897, he was the only ex-Confederate at a reunion of seventeen Swiss
veterans of the American Civil Warl the other sixteen having fought in the
Northern armies. He died at Baden, canton of Aargau, in September 1900,
where he was buried:\8
On January 8, 1972, the writer had the privilege of meeting more than
forty of Kellersbergerls descendants who attended the dedication of the
Fort Manhassett state historical marker at Sabine Pass and had come there
to honor their illustrious forebear who had built the fort. In 1970 the writer
was one of several excavators who dug up more than 200 six-inch cannon
balls on the same site.
Julius G. Kellersberger was a most uncommon man in many respects,
having brought his civil engineering and military prowess to the American
frontier at a time when such skills were as rare as a mother lode of silver.
His maps survive today in California in the city plats of Oakland and other
towns he surveyed; in maps of the Humboldt Meridian and Mount Diablo
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Meridian in the National Archives; and in maps of the Confederate forts of
the Texas Gulf Coast, which are in Record Group 77 of the National
Archives. According to his memoirs, he commanded the only rocket
battery in the Confederate Anny. Two of his forts (Griffin and Manhassett)
were the last in the Confederacy to lower their Rebel emblems on May 24,
1865, since a major Confederate naval historian recorded that "only the
forts at Sabine Pass were still defiantly held."J9 And one can only wonder
what role, if any, his 200 Quaker guns may have played in preventing a
second attack on Galveston. The old engineer himself realized he had lived
an unusual and eventful life, and indeed, a record of Julius G.
Kellersberger's accomplishments deserves a niche somewhere among the
chronicles of Texas for the edification of generations of Texans still
unborn.
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THE ALABAMA-COUSHATTA INDIANS:
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
35
by Daniel J. Gelo and Tammy J. Morales
Unlike most similar works, this bibliography grew out of a field
project, an ethnographic survey of the Alabama-Coushattas by the Institute
of Texan Cultures in 1990. Relevant works were examined prior to the
fieldwork and annotated as the fieldwork progressed. The resulting
document, which covers published sources, theses, and dissertations
through 1991, serves as a basic reference and highlights gaps in the
scholarship of the tribes. It also promotes a critical reading of the works
collectively; the entire corpus can be considered as a reflection of Indian-
white relations. I
Tate's guide to Texas Indians was the logical foundation for this
bibliography, though many items quite practically omitted from his
comprehensive work are included here. For example, more magazine
articles have been included in the belief that a dynamic view of tribal
culture must take into account external perceptions fostered by these
writings (they are best treated as artifacts rather than references). Also,
greater attention is paid here to the linguistics literature. And while our
evaluations of items are often consistent with those in Tate, a few are
markedly different, and in general we strove to give more specific
descriptions than were possible in the longer work. One item Tate lists (his
No. 1178) was found not to pertain to the AJabama-Coushattas.2
The two closely-related tribes, members of the Creek Confederacy,
left their historic homelands in North Alahama, migrating westward
through Louisiana before entering Texas around 1790. A reservation was
established in the Big Thicket forest land of Polk County in 1854-55,
which now houses most Alabamas and a smaller proportion of Coushattas
in one political entity, the Alabama-Coushatta Tribe. More Coushattas, and
a minority of AJabamas. remain in Louisiana. tied to the Texas community
through continued migration and intermarriage. Some from each tribe also
settled in the Creek Natian, now eastern Oklahoma.3
Following advice from their supporter Sam Houston, the Texas
Indians have allowed few non-Indians to reside among them. Indian
experience with the larger society was confined mostly to trading trips to
nearby towns until the 1920s, when some began attending high school or
working as domestics in Livingston. Though today a modern highway
links Livingston and Woodville with Indian Village, contact between
reservation residents and non-Indians is stiJI of a limited nature, occurring
at school, the workplace (including the tribal tourist complex), and
Daniel J. Geln, assistant professor of anlhmpolog)~ The University of Texas al San Antonio.
Tammy 1. Morales, graduate studem in anthropology, The University o.fTexas at Austin.
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sporting events.
Isolation insured preservation of Indian languages and lines of
descent, but also fostered scholarly neglect. The great surges of
anthropological study in the early 1900s bypassed the Texas Alabama-
Coushattas. John Swanton, the preeminent Southeast Indian scholar,
managed only two brief visits to Indian Village {cf. items 158-168 below}
and the pioneering ethnomusicologisl Frances Densmore was able to
record only one singer {36}. Though the first literate generation was
educated about 1910, and literacy rapidly became a mark of
accomplishment in the tribal prestige system, writings by Alabama-
Coushatta people on their own culture are extremely scarce {169, 170}.
Members of local historical organizations only rarely consider the Indians
[e.g. 131}, and there is but one pertinent work on historical archaeology
{76}.
Fortunately, there have always been a few observers to record aspects
of tribal life. Many of these writers visited the reservation while involved
in goodwill efforts, so that valuable infonnation is contained in documents
prepared for legislative campaigns to secure relief or augment the
reservation {27, 45, 147, 177-180}, and also in writings on the history of
the Presbyterian mission at Indian Village {I 08 }. Area teachers have also
written on the tribes, though the level of insight they offer is usually
disappointing {ll, 21, 55, 111, 149, 150 l 151}. A number of master's
theses on Alabama-Coushatta history and education have been written at
regional colleges, usually by people with some prior church or school
connection to the tribes {96, 115, 117,127,140,152, 172}.
Howard Martin, a trained avocational researcher, is the leading
ethnohistorian of the Texas tribes and official Tribal Historian. He has
conducted scrupulous research on early trails and village sites {123},
Alabama and Coushatta service to the Confederacy {124}, and folktales
{119-122, 125}. Advances have also been made by specialists in areas
such as Texas colonial and republican history {18, 32, 51, 53, 62, 109, 126,
132. 156}, In recent years the related but distinct Alabama and Koasati
languages have been well documented~ most important is the study of
Alabama conducted since 1980 by Heather Hardy, which has produced
several technical articles {34, 35, 64-66, 129, 130}, and will soon yield a
dictionary, written in collaboration with the late tribe member Cora
Sylestinc.4 Geoffrey Kimball has made a similar concerted effort for
Koasati {89-95 J, and others have made contributions {24, 61, 84, 106,
154 }.
Overall, however, the sound scholarship is outweighed by derivative
writings and journalism. The demand for pedestrian literature on Texas
Indians has resulted in a highly incestuous corpus, with the reiteration of
many false or doubtful points and, in one instance, what appears to be a
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clear case of plagiarism {114}. If researchers have first-hand experience
on the reservation, it tends to be very limited, often with access gained
through acculturative institutions. No extended ethnohistoric study has
been published, and no long-tenn ethnographic study has been undertaken.
1. Abernethy, Frances E. How the Critters Created Texas. Austin: Ellen
C. Temple, 1982. 36 pp. Children's adaptation of the Alabama creation
myth published in Martin 1977 {122}.
2. "Alabama-Coushatta Indian Reservation." Texas Public Employee,
25 (July 1970),24-27. Invitation to the tribal tourist complex; notes plans
for expansion; nineteen photos.
3. "The Alabama-Coushatta Reservation, Texas." Smoke Signals, 43
(1965), 34. Announces inauguratal of crafts classes for reservation
artisans, taught by three Pueblo Indian instructors.
4. "Alabama-Coushatta Want Economic Freedom." Wassaja, 4
(November-December 1976), 9. Indian newspaper item on relations
between the tribe and federal and state governments. Data on reservation
land purchases and demographics is inaccurate.
5. Allen, RuthA. East Texas Lumber Workers: An Economic and Social
Picture. 1870-1950. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1961. 239 pp. Cites
1910 census showing 30 lumbermen in the "other" racial category,
probably Alabamas and Coushattas.
·6. Almonte, Juan N. "Statistical Report on Texas." Translated by Carlos
E. Castaneda. Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 28 (January 1925), 177-
222. Mexican government observer in 1834 notes Coushattas among
friendly Indians around Nacogdoches.
7. Austin, Stephen F. The Austin Papers. Annual Report of the
American Historical Association for the Year 1919, Vol. II, parts 1 and 2.
Edited by Eugene C. Barker. Washington, D.C: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1924. 1824 pp. Letters for the period 1789-1827 include numerous
references to the Alabamas and Coushattas ("Coshatti"). "Coushatta" and
"Coshatti" were also used for Alabamas and Coushattas collectively during
this period.
8. "A Benefit to Indians on the Alabama and Coushatta Reservation."
Indians at Work, 2 (April 15, 1935), 33. Paragraph noting that Emergency
Conservation work was an economic boon to the Alabama-Coushattas
after the drought of 1934.
9. Berlandier, Jean Louis. The Indians ofTexas in 1830. Edited by John
C. Ewers. Translated by Patricia Reading Leclercq. Washington, D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1969. 209 pp. Berlandier was a French
botanist and zoologist who explored Texas as a member of the Mexican
government's Comision de Limites expedition. He describes the tribes,
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their pacivity and assimilated appearance; concise footnotes by the editor
amplify these descriptions. Coushatta capital punishment and first fruits
ceremony are discussed~ Alabama cotton cloth weaving is noted.
Population figures provided by the author and editor. A watercolor of two
Coushatta men by Luis Sanchez y Tapia shows period dress. Serious and
chronic translation errors affect the ethnographic information; careful
researchers will consult the original manuscripts, locations of which are
given in the book's introduction. Cf. Sanchez 1926 {153}.
10. -----. Journey to Mexico During the Years 1826 to 1834. Volume 2.
Translated by Sheila M. Ohlendorfl Josette M. Bigelowl and Mary M.
Standifer. Austin: Texas State Historical Association. pp. 288-672.
Mentions a Coushatta village on the Trinity River and a Coushatta-
Comanche battle in 1832-33.
11. Berry, Rotha McClain. "The Alabama and Coushatta Indians of
Texas." Texas Geographic Magazine, 12 (Fall 1948), 19-23. Teacher
discusses the tribes' settlement of Texas, reliance on the Presbyterian
Church and Federal government, and economic failures. Contains dubious
statements, lacks references.
12. Bludworthl G.T. "How the Alabamas Came Southward." In Straight
Texas. Publications of the Texas Folklore Society, No. 13. Edited by J.
Frank Dobie. Austin: Texas Folklore Society, 1937. pp, 298-299; rpt.
Hatboro, Pennsylvania: Folklore Associates, Inc., 1966. Tale of the journey
of the Alabamas from Saskatchewan to the southeast, relayed by a
Cherokee Indian to the author through a third individual. The notion of the
Alabamas migrating as such from the far northwest is improbable.
13. Bolton, Herbert. Athanase de Mezieres and the Louisiana-Texas
Frontier, 1768-1780, Vol. 2. Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark, 1914. 392 pp.
Documents the Alabama occupation of Louisiana.
14. Bossu, Jean-Bernard. Nouveaux voyages aux Indes Occidentales. 2
vols. Paris: Le JaYl 1768; Amsterdam: D.J. Changuion, 1769. Letters of a
French marine officer stationed at Fort Toulouse in 1759 note Alabama
marriage, funeral customs, religion, warfare, diplomacy, family life, and
hunting.
15. -----. Travels through That Part of North America Formerly Called
Louisiana. 2 vols. Translated by John Reinhold Forster, London: T. Davies,
1771. Rare English translation of Bossu.
16. -----. Travels in the Interior ofNorth America, 1751-1762. Translated
by Seymour Feiler. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1962. 243 pp.
Modern English translation of BaSSil 1768 utilizing contemporary names
for tribes, places, and fauna.
17. Bounds, John H. "The Alabama-Coushatta Indians of Texas."
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Journal of Geography, 70 (March 1971), 175-182. Migration history and
account of reservation development between 1854 and 1970, emphasizing
the shift from foraging to logging and farming, then tourism. Demographic
and economic details drawn from technical reports and interviews with
local officials,
18. Burch, Marvin C. "The Indigenous Indians of the Lower Tri nity Area
of Texas." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 60 (July 1956), 36-52.
Briefly discusses the Alabama and Coushatta occupation, citing Swanton
and the Texas State Archives.
19. Campbell, Thomas Nolan. "Alabama Indians." The Handbook of
Texas, a Supplement, Vol. 3. Edited by Eldon Stephen Branda. Austin:
Texas State Historical Association, 1976. pp. 13-14. General statement on
the Alabamas supplementing other Handbook entries (37, 116). Notes the
dire state of Alabama ethnohistory.
20. -----. "Koasati Indians." The Handhook qfTexas, a Supplement, Vol.
3, Edited by Eldon Stephen Branda. Austin: Texas State Historical
Association, 1976. pp. 483-484. Covers Coushattas in Louisiana, Texas,
and Oklahoma; see related Handbook entries (37, 116). Calls for
ethnohistorical research. Citation of Swanton 1946 (162) contains an error.
21. Carleton, Lessie. "Indians of Southeast Texas." Master's thesis,
North Texas State Teacher's College, 1939.91 pp. Mostly on the Alabamas
and Coushattas; standard migration account plus a specific discussion of
Indian-white relations and reservation life after ca. 1920. Reports a trade
dialect distinct from the Alabama language. Based on informal interviews
with Chief Charles M. Thompson and some participant observation, but
mainly a summary of newspaper articles and other secondary sources.
Stereotypic language colors references to culture.
22. Castaneda, Carlos E. Our Catholic Heritage in Texas. Vol. 5. Austin:
Von Boekman-Jones, 1942. 514 pp. Cites a 1795 colonial report that the
Alabamas were displacing Caddoans.
23. Chamberlain, C.K. "East Texas: Alabama-Coushatta Indian
Reservation." East Texas Historical Journal, 8 (March 1970), 109-117.
Standard historical sketch, from the office of reservation superintendent
Walter W. Broemer, with a newspaper account of the installation of chiefs
Fulton and Emmett Battise.
24. Chiu, Bonnie Hui-Chun. "Alabama Verbal Morphology: Set I
Affixes." Master's thesis, University of California at Los Angeles, 1987.49
pp. Fonnulation of rules for the positioning of inflexional affixes in
Alabama verbs; rejects the traditional definition of the morpheme as
minimal unit of meaning.
25. Clarke, Mary Whatley. David G. Burnet. New York: Pemberton
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Press, 1969. 303 pp. Notes purported attempt by slaves to instigate a
"Coshatti" revolt against the Texas Republic.
26. -----. "The State of 1\\'0 Tribes." The Cattleman, 69 (August 1982),
158-162, 177. General descriptions of the Tiguas and Alabama-
Coushattas; photos of Jack Battisc and Myra Battise.
27. Cogdell, Mrs. Earl. "Financial Aid Is Promised Isolated Indians in
Texas." The American Indian (Society of Oklahoma Indians), 1 (August
1927), 6. Sketch of reservation history, living conditions, and aid efforts.
Author was Texas State Chainnan of Indian Welfare. Gives the tribal
population as 206, and states incorrectly that the A]abama~ are a branch of
the Choctaws. Photo of author at reservation with an Indian child. Cf.
'<Indians of Polk County" {78}, "Report of Committee {t 47 }.
28. Constitution and By-laws qf the Alabama and Coushatta Tribes of
Texas. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1938. 10 pp.
29. Corporate Charter of the Alabama and Coushatta Tn'bes of Texas.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office~ 1940. 6 pp. Documents
establishing the modem tribal government; reproduced in March 1940
{I17} and Rothe 1963 {150}.
30. "Coushatta Victory." Indian Affairs (July 1973), 3-6. Announces
.federal recognition of Louisiana Coushattas; details of the recognition
process and a rich synopsis of tribal history.
31. Coston, l.A. "Only Indian Reservation In Texas." Frontier Times, 24
(April] 947), 386-389. Condescending tribal profile written in 1924. The
unusual historical infonnation, plus descriptions of Indian racial attitudes
and the shift from farming to lumbering. Notes population of 249.
32. Cox, Isaac Joslin. "The Louisiana-Texas Frontier, IT." Southwestern
Historical Quarterly, 17 (July) 1913, 1-42. Mentions Spanish efforts to use
the tribes as buffer populations.
33. Cozzine, James Joseph Jr. "Assault on a Wilderness: The Big Thicket
of East Texas." Ph.D. dissertation, Texas A&M University, 1976. 365 pp.
The chapter on Indian occupation of the area surveys common sources and
concludes that Indians did no lasting environmental damage. Relies on a
summary of Indian subsistence practices instead of ethnohistorical and
ecological data, so full assessment of environmental change is precluded.
Treats Indian occupation as a first wave, not continuing process.
34. Davis, Philip K. and Heather K. Hardy. "Absence of Noun Marking
in Alabama." International Journal (~f American Linguistics, 54 (1988),
279-309. Discusses the meaning of noun suffixes .:1, -k, and -n and their
purpo~eful omission. Infonnants were Cora Sylestine and Wanda Williams
Poncho.
35. -----. "Nominal-Sentential Morphology in Alabama." Southwest
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Journal of Linguistics. 7 (Fall 1984), 87-101. Investigates the meaning of
suffixes :1, -k, and -n as they appear in nouns and verbs.
36. Densmore, Frances. "The Alabama Indians and Their Music." In
Straight Texas. Publications of the Texas Folklore Society, no. 13. Edited
by J. Frank Dobie. Austin: Texas Folklore Society, 1937. pp. 270-293; rpt.
Hatboro, Pennsylvania: Folklore Associates Inc., 1966. Synopsis of
materials collected from Charles M. Thompson in 1933 for the Bureau of
American Ethnology. Twenty musical examples: Buffalo, Corn, Duck,
Chicken, Rabbit, Frog, Terrapin, Horse, Women's and Nateka dances.
Brief discussion of each genre's form, melodic structure, and performance
practice. Also gives a limited comparative analysis of Alabama music, an
organology, a version of the myth "The Visit to the Sky:' and a historical
resume after Swanton 1922 {160}, with recent data from Hickman
Chambers of the missionary family.
37. Dicker~on, W.E.S. (W.E.S. Folsom-Dickerson). "Alabama-Coushatta
Indians." In Handbook of Texas, Vol. 1. Edited by Walter Prescott Webb.
Austin: Texas State Historical Association, 1952. pp. 20-21. Overview
based on 1940 field study (Folsom-Dickerson 1965 {49 D. Remarks on
differential acculturation and tribal decision making are unique and
important in understanding modern sociopolitical organization.
38. Dresel, Gustav. Houston Journal. Translated and edited by Max
Freund. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1954. 168 pp. Locates the
Alabama settlement Fenced-in Village circa 1830.
39. Duff, Gerald. Indian Giver. Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1983.244 pp. Novel about a Texas Coushatta youth named Sam Houston
Leaping Deer, and his encounter with the dominant society when he
attends college on a basketball scholarship. Shows familiarity with
reservation life and tribal mythology as recorded by Martin~ Leaping
Deer's mystic world view, however, must be regarded as exaggerated and
stereotypic.
40. Edward! David B. The Risto/}: of Texas. Cincinnati: I.A. James,
1836. 336 pp. Includes discussion of Cohta, principal chief of the
Coushattas in the 1830s.
41. Eilers, WilJiam, lr. "Indians of Polk County." Frontier Times, 2
(February 1925), 14-15. Brief profile of the Alabamas reprinted from the
Houston Chronicle, December 7, 1924. States erroneously that the
Alabamas were lumbennen early on and became farmers only after
deforestation. Gives the earliest published version of a common anecdote
illustrating the Alabamas' unwillingness to engage in disputes.
42. Emmons, Martha L. "The Texas Indian Village." Naylor's Epic
Century, 3 (July 1936),29-31. Description of lifeways from a 1936 visit;
tales from Charles M. Thompson: "Why the Terrapin's Back is Rough"
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and "How the Snake Got Its Rattlers."
43. Fain, Anna Kilpatrick. The Alabama Indians in Polk County, Texas.
Livingston, Texas: Polk County Enterprise, 1948. 17 pp.
44. -----. Texas Indians - The Story of Indian Village and the Alabama
Indians of Polk County, Texas. Livingston, Texas: n.p., 1960. 21 pp.
Booklet presenting a paternalistic history of the tribes by the mother of
Clem Fain, Jr., a lawyer and Iegi'llator who worked on behalf of the
Indians. Focuses on local white personalities involved in bettering the
reservation; most useful as a record of these advocates and as an artifact of
Indian-white interaction. Good photos of tribal leaders John Scott, Charles
M. Thompson, and Bronson Cooper Sylestine, the "white chief' Clem
Fain, Jr., and Dr. and Mrs. Chambers, missionaries. It is incorrectly
implied that John Blount, a Pakana Muskogee from Polk County, was an
Alabama. Patchwork revisions in the later edition include an updated list
of reservation medical staff, new data on education, and a photo of
Winifred Battise.
45. Fain, Clem F, Jr. "White Chief's Tepee." East Texas, (April 1928),
28-29. Description of the 1928 journey of Chief Sunkee (Charles M.
Thompson), McConico Battise, and "white chief' Fain to Washington to
successfully request an appropriation for the Alabamas: H. Report 5479
{182}. Contains interesting details about the trip and testimony, while
Fain's writing style conveys his flair for public relations. Includes two rare
photos.
46. Flores, Dan L., ed. "'The John Maley Journal: Travels and Adventures
in the American Southwest, 1810-1813." Master's thesis, Northwestern
State University, 1972. 194 pp. Good observations on Coushatta
settlements in Louisiana.
47. -----, ed. Journal of an Indian Trader: Anthony Glass and the Texas
Trading Frontier, 1790-1810. College Station: Texas A&M University
Press, 1985. 158 pp. Glass located Alabamas and Coushattas on the Red
River northwest of Natchitoches in July 1808; gives map and Sanchez y
Tapia's watercolor of two Cou'lhatta men (cf. Berlandier 1969 {9}).
48. -----. "The Red River Branch of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians: An
Ethnohistory." Southern Studies, 16 (Spring 1977), 55-72. Scholarly
account of the sojourn of Alabamas and Coushattas in northwest Louisiana
ca. 1800-1830. Based on records of Indian Agent John Sibley and
explorers Freeman and Custis; refines understanding of tribal migrations,
contradicting Jacobson 1974 {81} on certain points. Documents
establishment of trade with Natchitoches and Nacogdoches, relations with
Americans, Caddos, Osages, Choctaws, and Chickasaws.
49. Folsom-Dickerson, William Edwin Shepard. The White Path. San
Antonio: Naylor Co., 1965. 148 pp. Anthropological work from the
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University of Texas based on four months of participant observation in
1940. Son of a part Chocktaw mother and Presbyterian minister father, the
author entered the community through the church before living with hif\
principal informant l Speaker Chief McConico Battise. His aim of
producing an acculturation study a la Redfield, Linton, and Herskovits is
not met, since the process he outlines is oversimplified and not supported
with his data. The explanation of relations between the Alabamas and
Coushattas is particularly simplistic. There is valuable information,
however: Alabama and Coushatta names and uses for 196 plant species
(the author's English glosses of native plant names are inexact); a
linguistic sketch~ data on social organization and log cabin building.
50. Fox l Vivian. The Winding Trail. Austin: Eakin Press l 1983. 99 pp.
''The Story of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians," useful as an introduction
for children, but only if presented by an informed instructor. The author is
usually sensitive, but there are some questionable statements, and the
topics are organized in a confusing way. Contains twenty-seven photos and
ten drawings.
51. Franco, Jere. "The Alabama-Coushatta and Their Texas Friends."
East Texas Historical Journal, 27 (Spring 1989), 31-43. Precise history of
relations between the tribes and neighboring whites in the 1800s.
Especially helpful in explaining the strategies of Houston, Lamar, and their
agents. The article is missing its last footnote.
52. "The Friendly Indians of Trinity River l in Tex.as." In Texas Almanac
for 1861. Galveston: Richardson and Company, 1861. pp. 126-131. An
anonymous but knowledgeable correspondent views triballifeways during
an important and obscure period. Good description of hunting and
gardening practices, and references to the Mobilian and Servile Choctaw
languages, sex roles, binge drinking, and wage work in the cotton fields of
white farmers.
53. Garett l Julia Kathryn. "Doctor John Sibley and the Louisiana-Texas
Frontier, 1803-1814." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 45 (January
1942),286-301; 46 (January 1943),272-277; 47 (January 1944),319-324;
49 (January 1946), 399-431; (April 1946), 598-614. Letters from
entrepreneur and Indian agent Sibley to Gen. Henry Dearborn report an
Alabama-Coushatta attack on Osages and murders committed by a
Coushatta at Natchitoches and Alabamas at Opelousas. Letters to the
secretary of war locate 400-600 Alabamas and Coushattas near the Bay of
St. Bernard, call for relief for the Louisiana Alabamas, and report Creek
agitators among the two tribes.
54. -----. Green Flag Over Texas. Austin: Pemberton Press, 1969.275 pp.
Mentions efforts of Samuel Davenport to gain Coushatta ("Couchate")
cooperation with the Republican Army of the North in 1812.
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55. Garner, Patsy. "The Alabama Indians." Texas Histo1}' Teachers's
Bulletin, 12 (October 1924), 100-105. Historical sketch by a Livingston
resident; depends on oral report!\ and manuscripts from local whites, and
newspaper items. Contains false report that the Coushattas became extinct
as a tribe, and conflicting statements about tribal agriculture.
56. Gatschet, Albert A. A Migration Legend of the Creek Indians.
Philadelphia: D.G. Brinton, 1884. 251 pp. Rpt. New York: AMS Press,
1969. Includes a particularly detailed reconstruction of Alabama history in
the early 1700s, after early chroniclers such as Gallatin, Margry,
Schoolcraft, and Hawkins.
_56. Gatschet, Albert S. A Migration Legend of the Creek Indians.
Philadelphia: D.G. Brinton, 1884. 251 pp. Rpt. NewYork: AMS Press,
1969. Includes a particularly detailed reconstruction of Alabama history in
the early 1700s, after early chroniclers such as Gallatin, Margry,
Schoolcraft, and Hawkins.
57. Gatschet, Albert, and Cyrus Thomas. "'Alibamu." In Handbook of
American Indians North of Mexico, Vol. 1. Edited by Frederick Webb
Hodge. Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 30. Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1907. pp. 43-44. Brief, dependable
outline of Alabama history; useful for its tribal synonymy and bibliography
of early sources.
58. Girvin, Eb Carl. "The Ecology of the Indian Reservation, Polk
County, Texas." Master's thesis, University of Texas, 1941. 51 pp. Field
study of vegetation and detennining physiographic features. Includes a soil
distribution map and photos showing plant communities and succession,
an incomplete plant inventory listing 339 species, and brief discussion of
native plant nomenclature, with examples.
59. Gordon, Jennifer. "Beyond the Sundown." Texas Highways, (June
1976), 12-14. Description of the now-defunct pageant which dramatized
tribal history for reservation tourists.
60. Gunter, Pete. The Big Thicket. New York; Jenkins Publishing
Company, 1971. 172 pp. Sporadic reference to natural resources on the
reservation; brief tribal history.
61. Haas, Mary R. "Men's and Women's Speech in Koasati." Language,
20 (1944), 142-149; rpt. in Language in Culture and Society. Edited by
Dell Hymes. New York: Harper and Row, 1964. pp. 228-233. Technical
description of rules governing supposed morphemic differences in men's
and women's speech, with sociolinguistic and comparative data. Field data
from Louisiana. Discussion of this subject is renewed in Kimball 1987
{94}, 1990 {91} and Saville-Troike 1988 {154}.
62. Haggard, J. Villasana. <The Neutral Ground Between Louigiana and
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Texas, 1806-1821." Louisiana Historical Quarterly, 28 (October 1945),
1001-1128. Excellent history of the buffer zone between New Spain and
the United States showing the role of the Alabamas and Coushattas as
barrier populations.
63. Hamilton, Peter J. Colonial Mobile. Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1897. 446 pp. Based mainly on original sources, this history of the
Alabama-Tombigbee Basin from 1519 to 1821 provides numerous
references to the Alabamas (Allbamons) and Coushattas (Coosadas), A
1732 map locating the Alabamas is reproduced.
64. Hardy, Heather K. and Philip W. Davis. "Comparatives in Alabama."
International Journal of American Linguistics, 54 (1988), 209-231.
Analysis of the four types of comparative constructions, which vary
semantically and in degree of syntactic complexity. Data from Cora
Sylestine and Wanda Williams Poncho.
65. Hardy, Heather K. and Timothy R. MontIer. "Alabama Radical
Morphology: H-infix and Disfixation." In In Honor of Mary Haas. Edited
by William Shipley. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1988. pp. 377-410.
Discussion of three features carrying the nuance "more," and their
implications for linguistic theory. Main infonnants were Cora Sylestine
and Wanda Williams Poncho.
66. -----. "Imperfective Gemination in Alabama." International Journal
of American Linguistics, 54 (1988), 399-415. Description of the
gemination of consonants and vowels (vowel lengthening), which is
morphemic in Alabama.
67. Harrigan, Stephen. "Bury my Heart at the Souvenir Shop." Texas
Monthly, 10 (1975), 82-87. Sardonic report on the modern Alabama-
Coushattas, focllsing on tourism, softball, and Chief Fulton Battise.
Includes keen observations on reservation life; conveys the journalist's
discomfort with an alien culture.
68. Harrington, M.R. "Among Louisiana Indians." Southern Workman,
37 (1908), 656-66 L Ethnologist's record of conditions of remaining
Louisiana Indians - Chitimachas. Houmas, Coushattas, and Alabamas.
Notes locations, populations, status of native languages and traditions,
split cane basketry, Spanish moss weaving, and blowgun usc. Five photos
are provided.
69. Hatcher, Mattie Alice Austin. The Opening of Texas to Foreign
Settlement, 1801-1821. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1927. 368 pp.
Notes the employment of Coushatta observers in East Texas by the Spanish
government.
70. "Heap Big Thicket Pow-wow, New Chief Installed." Texas
Clubwoman, 43 (March 1970), 12. Notice of installation of Robert Fulton
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Battise as Mikko Choba or principal chief.
71. Heard, Elma. "Down the Moccasin Trail: A Study and Reshaping of
Legends and Tales from the Alabama and Koasati Indians." Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Denver, 1957. 92 pp. Eleven tales used to
exemplify common literary devices in American Indian narrative.
Unsophisticated analysis, but variants bear comparison with those in
Swanton {159, 166} and Martin {119-122l 125}. Stories include "The
Rescue of Sun," "How the Indians First Got Seed," "The White Squirrel,"
"The Celestial Skiff,l' ''The Musical Stranger," "Big Man-eater and the
Persimmon Tree," "Bead Splitter," "Mother Opossum and Tcukbilabila,"
"The Remorseful Terrapin," "Dog and Heron," and "The Monster." Heard
came to the reservation via her father's friend, Clem Fain, Jr.; she collected
most of the tales in English from Charles M. Thompson and Celestine
during 1935-1940.
72. -----. "Two Tales from the Alabamas." In Straight Texas. Publications
of the Texas Folk-lore Society, No. 13. Edited by J. Frank Dobie. Austin:
Texas Folklore Society~ 1937. pp. 294-297; rpt. Hatboro, Pennsylvania:
Folklore Associates Inc., 1966. "How the Indians First Got Seed" and "The
Dice Game," tales told by Charles M. Thompson and showing Biblical
influence. Thompson told another variant of the first tale to densmore
(1937 {36}), and three versions of it appear in Swanton 1929 {166}.
73. Holley, Mary Austin. The Texas Diaf)~ 1835-1838. Edited by J.P.
Bryan. Austin: The University of Texas Humanities Research Center,
1965. 120 pp. Diary by Stephen F. Austinls cousin containing a reference
to Coushattas protecting her brother's plantation in Fort Bend County~
Texas, circa 1838.
74. Houston, Sam. The Writings of Sam Houston. Edited by Amelia W.
Williams and Eugene C. Barker. 8 vols. Austin: University of Texas Press,
1938-1943; rpt. Austin: Pemberton Press, 1970. Letters in volumes 2, 4, 7,
and 8 make sporadic reference to Alabama and Coushatta (Coosattee,
Cushattee, Coshattee) characteristics and land rights issues.
75. Hudson, Charles. The Southeastern Indians. Knoxville: University of
Tennessee Press, 1976. 573 pp. Well-assembled culture-area study with
strong discussion of Creek history and culture; few specific references to
Alabamas and Coushattas.
76. Hsu, Dick Ping. The Arthur Patterson Site: A Mid-Nineteenth
Century Site, San Jacinto County, Texas. Survey No.5. Austin: Texas
Historical Commission, Office of the State Archeologist, 1969. 50 pp.
Reports excavation of three probable Alabama or Coushatta burials. Some
analysis of remnant clothing, beads, metal ornaments, and ceramic grave
goods.
77. The Indian Papers ofTexas and the Southwest, 1825-1916. Edited by
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Dorman H. Winfrey and James M. Day. 5 Vols. Austin: The Pemberton
Press, 1966. Comprehensive edition of Indian materials from the Texas
State Archives; includes important correspondence on Alabama-Coushatta
tribal affairs and living conditions in each volume (volumes indexed
separately).
78. "Indians of Polk County." Frontier Times, 5 (October 1927), 30-31.
Account (from the Dallas News) of a Texas Senate Committee's 1927 visit
which precipitated reservation aid. Ct. Cogdell 1927 [27}, "Report of
Committee" {147}.
79. Jacobson, Daniel. "'Koasati Cultural Change." Ph.D. dissertation,
Louisiana State University, 1954. 231 pp. Study of the Louisiana
community resting on the thorough use of old historical sources, the
author's fieldwork in the early 1950s, and unpublished materials of
ethnographer Lyda Averill Taylor and missionary Paul Leeds. Creek
culture circa 1750 is reconstructed as a baseline for Coushatta culture
change. Superb source on culture traits; outstanding bibliography.
Appendices give Louisiana tribe role for 1952 and biographies of Taylor's
informants. Four maps are included. The original typescript contains
twenty-three photos taken by Taylor in 1936-37. Numerous typographic
errors.
80. -----. "The Origin of the Koasati Community of Louisiana."
Ethnohistory, 7 (Spring 1960), 97-120. Ambitious history tracing
Coushatta migration and townsites from the Tennessee River drainage in
1540 to Bayou Blue near Elton in 1910. Remarks on Indian relations with
colonial powers and the white settlers of Louisiana. The carly history is not
entirely dependable; disregard of Smither 1932 {156} weakens account of
the Texas Coushattas. Good descriptions of the settlement pattern at Bayou
Blue (with map, dated 1935) and the advent of the cash economy.
81. -----. "Written Ethnological Report and Statement of Testimony: The
Alabama-Coushatta Indians of Texas and the Coushatta Indians of
Louisiana." In Alabama-Coushatta (Creek) Indians. NewYork: Garland
Publishing, 1974. pp. 25-178. Well-documented report and transcript of
spoken testimony to the Indian Claims Commission on migration and the
development of tribal title in the states. Contradicted in Flores 1977 {48}.
82. Johnson, Bobby H. The Coushatta People. Phoenix: Indian Tribal
Series, 1976. 103 pp. Well-written derivative culture history emphasizing
the Louisiana community. Includes sixteen photos. two maps, and
illustration of the Louisiana tribal seal.
83. Johnson, Kathryn S., and Paul Leeds. Patteran: The L~fe and Works
of Paul Leeds. San Antonio: Naylor Co., 1964. 162 pp. Biography of
Congregational minister among the Louisiana Coushattas during 1893-
1958. Johnson was a high school English teacher. The fIrst half is a
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narrative by Johnson, based on Leed's diary entries; the second half is a
series of memoirs written by Leeds in 1941 and edited by Johnson. Little
information about Indians; valuable as a look into the motives of a
missionary. Thirteen photos and a facsimile of the constitution of St.
Peter's Congregational Church near Kinder.
84. Jones, Roy G. «The Semantics of -0- in Coushatta." In The Twelfth
LACUS Forum, /985. Lake Bluff, Illinois: LACUS, 1986. pp. 306-314.
Proposes meanings of the suffix -0-: "new information," "emphasis,"
"identification," "differentiation."
85. Journal of the Fourth Congress of the Republic of Texas, 1839-1840.
3 vols. Edited by Harriet Smither. Austin: Von Boeckmann Jones, 1931.
Volumes 1 and 2, the Senate and House journals respectively, offer
numerous references to an unsuccessful act to survey lands to be provided
to the Alabamas and Coushattas. Volume 1 reproduces Lamar's
presidential message of 1839 stating his friendly disposition toward the
tribes.
86. Kelly, Herman. "A Red Man in a White Man's WorJd." Texas
Highways, (October 1971), 10-17. Instructive article for a general
readership on modem Alabama-Coushatta life, mostly through the eyes of
the Jack Battise family.
87. -----. ·'Pow-wow." Texas Highways, 21 (May 1974),8-13. Photo story
on the Fifth Annual Alabama-Coushatta Powwow written for a general
audience, significant for documenting Kiowa and Comanche intluence on
Alabama-Coushatta music and dance.
88. Kenney, M.M. "The History of the Indian Tribes of Texas." In A
Comprehensive History o/Texas, 16R5, 1897, Vol. 1. Edited by Dudley G.
Wooten. Dallas: Scharff, 1898. pp. 717-783. Rpt: Texas State Historical
Association 1986. Profi les the Alabamas and Coushattas, with brief
discussion of the Coushatta Trace and early hostilities in the region. Based
on an 1831 report by 1. Francisco Madero, commissioner of the State of
Coahuila and Texas. Includes a map of tribal locations.
89. KimbalL Geoffrey. "A Descriptive Grammar of Koasati." Ph.D.
dissertation, Tulane University, 1985. 539 pp. The only extended work on
Koasati; a sophisticated description of phonology, verbs, nouns, pronouns,
syntax, and semantics. Much attention is given to the complicated system
of verb prefixes and suffixes. Speech styles appropriate to different oral
genres, such as conversation or didactic narrative, are exemplified. Also
includes a historical sketch based on primary sources (which notes the
etymology of Coushatta surnames), a summary on previous Coushatta
linguistic work, six photos of infonnants, and a musical transcription of a
Horse Dance song. Several mi~takes occur in bibliographic citation.
Principal consultants were Bel Abbey, Nora Abbey, Martha John, Ed John,
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and Ruth Poncho. Published in slightly revised fonn in 1990 {91).
90. -----. "A Further Note on Koasati 'Men!s! Speech'." international
Journal ofAmerican Linguistics, 56 (January 1990), t58-162. Disputes the
existence of a marked speech form for men in Koasati, as reported by
Saville-Troike (1988). See also Kimball 1987 {94} and Haas 1944 {61}.
91. -----. Koasati Grammar. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1990. 640 pp. Published version of the author's doctoral dissertation {91 }.
92.-----. "Koasati Internal Change." Mid-America Linguistics Conference
Papers. Edited by David S. Rood. Boulder: University of Colorado
Department of Linguistics, 1984. pp. 230-245. Study of internal
modifications in Koasati verhs, which may indicate tense or aspect;
includes discussion of obsolete modifications.
93. -----. "Koasati Reduplication." In In Honor of Mary Haas. Edited by
William Shipley. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1988. pp. 431-441. Studies
tow fonus of syllable reduplication in verbs, used to indicate continuous or
punctual repeLition of the aciton.
94. -----. "Men's and Women's Speech in Koasati: A Reappraisal."
International Journal of American Linguistics, 53 (1987), 30-38. Report
that the "male" suffix described by Haas 1944 {61} is in fact a phrase
tenninal marker indicating the status, not sex, of the speaker. Usage was
not restricted to men, and was decreasing, contrary to Haas. Data from
Louisiana.
95. -----. "Peregrine Falcon and Great Horned Owl: Ego and Shadow in
a Koasati Tale." Southwest Journal oj Linguistics, 9 (1989), 45-74.
Swanton's typescript of the myth he called "The Pigeon Hawk's GiftH
(Swanton 1929 {166}) is retranscribed for greater linguistic accuracy; the
characters are interpreted as Jungian archetypes. Shows deficiencies in
Swanton's publication.
96. King, Willie Ford. "The Educational Growth of the Alabama and
Coushatta Indians of East Texas." Master's thesis, Stephen F. Austin State
University, 1949. 62 pp. Intelligent study of education efforts, from
mission schooling in the 1880s to public school enrollment in the 1940s.
Offers transcripts of interviews with relevant non-Indians, including
teacher Mrs, C,W. Chambers, Presbyterian minister Oscar Landry, the
reservation dentist, and an office manager at W.T. Carter lumber company.
97. Kniffen, Fred B., Hiram F. Gregory, and George A. Stokes, The
Historic Indian Tribes of Louisiana. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press. 1987. 324 pp_ Excellent synthesis of standard and
ohscure sources and recent ethnography, discusses Lhe Alabamas and
Coushattas (Koasatis) among several groups. Covers material culture and
social history, with a short view of current conditions in Louisiana. The
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references and notes are an outstanding guide to the Ii tcrature on Southeast
Indians.
98. Koch, Clara Lena. "The Federal Indian Policy in Texas, 1845-1860,"
Southl"vestern Historical Quarterly, 28 (January 1925), 223-234; (April
1925),259-286; 29 (July 1925), 19-35; (October 1925), 98-127. Includes
discussion of Alabama, Coushatta, and Muskogee settlement in Polk
County, with some inadequate references to cultural patterns. Vicws
settlement in the context of variable federal policy toward Tcxas Indians.
99. Krzywicki, Ludwik. Primitive Society and its Vital Statistics.
London: Macmillan, 1934. 576 pp. Includes Alabama (Alibamu)
population figures from 1541 to 1910.
100, Kyzer, Willye Mayc. "A Descriptive Study of the Speech of the
Koasati Indians of Louisiana," Master's thesis, Louisiana State University,
1952. 172 pp. Examination of the Indian's English speech, determining the
influence of native language and regional dialects on English phonology.
Informants were Leona Abbey, Loris Abbot LangleYl and Bertha John.
Hindered by a theoretical perspective which considers dialectal variations
"errors," yet only work on subject~ data for future research.
101. Lamarl Mirabcau Bounaparte. The Papers of Mirabeau Bounaparte
Lamar. Edited by Charles A. Gulick, Jr. et al. 6 vols. Austin: Von
Boeckmann-Jones, 1921-1927; rpC New York: AMS Press, 1973.
References to the Coushattas (Cushatta), indexed under "Koasati," in
volumes 2 and 3; the index mistakenly lists a reference in volume 6 also.
Lamarl Texas Republic president. was known for his intolerant Indian
policy but looked kindly on the Alabamas and Coushattas. An 1839 letter
from John Ross relates Chief Coleta's address on the killing of five
Coushattas by whites; a letter from Lamar to Liberty County citizens
instructs them to avoid further violence,
102. Lasswell, Mary. I'll Take Texas. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Press,
1958. 376 pp. Travel book; chapter on the Big Thicket describes the tribal
burial ground and an Indian hasketball game.
103. Laws of the Repuhlic of Texas Houston Passed at the Session of the
Fourth Congress. Houston: Telegraph Power Press, 1840.280 pp. Includes
an act which authorizes and requires the president of the Republic to have
lands surveyed to establish separate reservations for the Alabamas and
Coushattas, authorizes him to appoint an agent to the tribes, and gives the
government jurisdiction over them. Reproduced in The Indian Papers of
Texas, Vol. 1 {77}, with historical annotation.
104. The La»'s of Te.xas, /822-1905. 12 voIs. Compiled and arranged by
H.P.N. Gammel. Austin: Gammel Book Company, 1898-1906. Laws in
volumes 2,4, and 5 include the 1840 Alabama-Coushatta act of relief and
survey directive, 1R66 call for the appointment of an agent (with job
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description), and delineation of the Indians' civil rights. Cumulative index
does not list all Alabama-Coushatta references~ see volume indexes.
105. Lowery, Jack. "A Celebration of Cultures." Texas Highways, 38
(November 1991), 42-49. Ordinary sketch of the Tiguas and Alabama-
Coushattas for tourists, with information provided by Roland Poncho and
Bryan Williams.
106. Lupardus, Karen J. "The Language of the Alabama Indians." Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Kansas, 1982.297 pp. The most complete single
document on the subject; basic vocabulary plus sections on phonology,
morphology, and syntax. Reviews previous linguistic work and gives brief
but important comment on the sociolinguistic value of Alabama versus
Coushatta in Texas. Based mainly on Swanton's field materials in the
National Anthropological Archives, collected circa 1912 from Charles M,
Thompson. Celissy Henry, George Henry, and possibly Charlie Adams and
Battiste. Author conducted interviews during 1972-1977 with Sharon
Poncho, Nellie Williams, Matthew Bullock, and Dorothy Ragsdale.
Publications of Hardy et aI, based on more intensive fieldwork, call for
some revision, particularly in morphology.
107. "Ma Thicket Recollects." Texas Clubwoman, 43 (March 1970), 13.
Reminiscences of Ethel Osborn Hill of the Texas Federation of Women's
Clubs, who knew reservation personalities, on the occasion of Fulton
Battise's installation as First Chief.
108, McClamroch, Mrs. R.S. History of the Alabama Indian Church.
Beaumont, Texas: n.p., 1944. 22 pp. Best source on the establishment of
the reservation Presbyterian Church, describing mission efforts and
developments up to World War II. The author, a secretary of the Eastern
Texas Presbyterial, chaired the finance committee that erected the present
church in 1930. Observations on native belief disclose a Christian bias.
l09. McClendon, R. Earl. "The First Treaty of the Republic of Texas,"
Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 60 (July 1956), 36-52. Names of the
Alabamas and Coushattas among the associates of the Cherokees whose
dissatisfaction with Republic Indian policy prompted Sam Houston's
Cherokee Treaty of February 23, 1836.
110. McGillvray, Alexander. McGillvray of the Creeks. Edited by John
Walter Caughey. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 193H. Letters of
the Scots-Creek "'Tallyrand of Alabama" refer to Coushattas vis-a-vis the
Creek Confederacy in the 1770s.
111. McMurrey, Marion. "Sissie Thompson Sylestine." In Women in Early
Texas. Edited by Evelyn M. Carrington. Austin: Jenkins Publishing
Company, 1975. 5 pp. Essay by a retired Big Thicket teacher tries but fails
to epitomize Alabama culture history in the life of one woman. Contains
several factual errors.
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112. Maguire, Jack. Talk of Texas. Austin: Shoal Creek Publishers, 1973.
156 pp. This compendium of Texas curiosities notes that Alabama-
Coushatta dances and tipi-building for the tourist trade were learned from
other tribes.
113. Maillard, N. Doran. The History of the Republic of Texas. London:
Smith, Elderl 1842. 512 pp. Contains a contemporary description of
Coushatta dress.
114. Malone, Prairie View. Sam Houston's Indians: The Alabama-
Coushatti. San Antonio: Naylor, 1960.77 pp. Readable history from 1541
to 1959 by an elementary school principal and Texana author, based on
common secondary sources and interviews with Chief Bronson Cooper
Sylestine and local non-Indians. Plagiarizes extensively from Thompson
1947.
115. Manry, Corinne. "A History of Education of the Alabama Indians of
Polk County, Texas.l ' Master's thesis, University of Texas, 1937. 110 pp.
Synthesis of puhlished references and interviews on tribal education,
viewed in three phases: aboriginal, missionary. and govemment-
sponsored. Contains ten photos, a diagram of a Creek town square, and
four maps, including one showing all reservation buildings as of 1937; also
valuable excerpts from the reservation annual report for 1936.
116. Markham, James W. "Alabama-Coushatta Indian Reservation." In
Handbook of Texas, Vol. 1. Edited by Walter Prescott Webb. Austin: Texas
State Historical Association, 1952. pp. 19-20. Basically accurate synopsis
of reservation history and society, derived mostly [rom Smither 1932
{l56} and Wade 1936 {189}.
117. Marsh, Ralph Henry. "The History of Polk County, Texas Indians."
Master's thesis, SuI Ross State Teacher's College (SuI Ross State
University), 1941. 93 pp. Printed in Alabama-Coushatta (Creek) Indians.
New York: Garland Publishing, 1974. pp. 257-361. Thesis later offered as
a report to the Indian Claims Commission on Alabama, Coushatta, and
Kickapoo occupation of East Texas: by a Livingston teacher. Relies on
standard sources (borrowing verhatim from Smither 1932 {156}) and
interviews with local non-Indians and Charles Wilson, Kickapoo.
Discussion of culture is burdened with evolutionist phrases. The tribal
constitution, by-laws. corporate charter, and fOUf tribal land deeds are
appended. The original includes a map of village sites, drawing of
Kickapoo leader John Blount's presidential gorget, and three photos; no
photos in the published version.
118. Martin, Howard N. "Ethnohistorical Analysis of Documents Relating
to the Alabama and Coushatta Tribes of the Stale of Texas." In Alabama-
Coushatta (Creek) Indians. New York: Garland Publishing, 1974. pp. 179-
256, Clearly-outlined report to [he Indian Claims Commission on
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Alabama-Coushatta occupation of seventeen counties in East Texas, based
on primary sources.
119. -----. Folktales of the Alahama-Coushalla indians. Livingston, Texas:
Howard N. Martin, 1946. 75 pp. Thirty-nine texts presented in
straightforward English, collected by the author in the 19305 from aged
informants, with Matthew Bullock as translator. Most of the narrators were
Alabama-speakers; they could not assign specific tribal origin to the tales.
Along with Martin 1977 {122} and Swanton 1929 {166}, a principal
reference on Alabama-Coushatta oral tradition.
120. -----. "Folktales of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians." In Mexican
Border Ballads and Other Lore. Texas Folklore Society Publication No.
21. Edited by Mody C. Boatright. Dallas: Southern Methodist University
Press, 1946. pp. 65-80. Nine tales reproduced from Martin's own 1946
publication.
121. -----. "Myths of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians." In Folklore ofTexa,'i
Cultures. Texas Folklore Society Publication No. 38. Edited by Francis E.
Abernethy. Austin: Encino Press. 1974. pp. 19-21. "The Creation of the
Earth" and "The Origin of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians," reprinted from
Martin 1946.
122. -----. M.vths and Folktales (?f the Alabama-Coushatta Indians of
Texas. Austin: Encino Press, 1977. 141 pp. Forty-six translated tales,
'''consensus versions" forged from variants collected mostly between 1931
and 1941. Most of these tales appear in Martin 1946, but the present
versions are much livelier. Prefaced by a historical outline and concise
analysis of narrative structure; tales classified by type and motif
123. -----. "Polk County Indians: Alabamas, Coushattas, Pakana
Muskogees." East Texas Historical Journal, 17: 1 (1979), 3-23.
Authoritative history to 1928, based on extensive research in primary
documents. Sections on the origin and arrival of the tribes, their
Confederate service, post-bellum decline, and twentieth-century
improvements. Four photos of chiefs and maps of Indian vilJage sites and
trails are provided. This information was originally otJered in Martin 1966
{125}.
124. -----. "Texas Redskins in Confederate Gray." South\-vestern
Histnrical Quarterly. 70:4 (April 1967), 586-592. Documents the
participation of Alabamas and Coushattas in Confederate military
activities. The term "redskin" is now considered a derogatory.
125. -----. "Tales of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians." In Tales from the Big
Thicket. Edited by Francis E. Abernethy. Austin: University of Texas Pres~,
1966. pp. 33-57. "The Creation of the Earth;' "'The Origin of the Alabama-
Coushatta Indians," "The Great Flood;' "The Origin of Corn and
Tobacco," "'Why Fire Came to the Indians." "Abba Mingo's Son and the
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Corn Grinder," "The Westward Migration of the Alabamas," and "Chief
Coleta and the Coushatta Indians," repri nted from Martin 1946 { 120}, plus
the history later published as Martin 1979 (123). Four photos.
126. Martinez, Antonio. The Letters ofAntonio Martinez, the Last Spanish
Governor of Texas. Edited by Virginia H. Taylor. Austin: Texas State
Library, 1957. 354 pp. Martinez's letters in the Texas State Archives
discuss Spanish employment of Coushatta observers along the Coushatta
Trace and Trinity River.
127. Mead, Mildred Ford. "Indians of Texas in Legend and Poetry." M.A.
thesis, Sam Houston State Teachers College, 1941. 105 pp. Includes an
unsophisticated sketch of Alabama-Coushatta history and culture,
followed by the story "Visit to the Sky" and notes on tribal music from
Densmore 1937.
128. A Message from the President Relative to Indian Affairs, with
Accompanying Documents. Houston: n.p., 1838. This pamphlet includes a
copy of a talk sent by Sam Houston to the Alabamas and Coushattas
entreating them not to join the Cordova Rebellion, reproduced in Houston
1970, vol. 2 {74}.
t 29. MontIer, Timothy R. and Heather K. Hardy. "The Phonology of
Alabama Agent Agreement." Word, 41 (December 1990), 257-273.
Analysis of pronomial markers which typically signify controlling agents;
data from Cora Sylestine and Wanda Williams Poncho.
130. -----. "The Phonology of Negation in Alabama." International
Journal ofAmerican Linguistics, 57 (January 1991), 1-23. Description of
the process of fonning negatives with suffixes, infixes, and prefixes: -ki, ::
ikki, -ki-, -kii-, ik-. Consultants were Cora Sylestine and Wanda Williams
Poncho.
131. Moore, Luther C. Cemeterie.\· in Polk Count)~ Texas. Livingston,
Texas: Polk County Memorial Museum and Polk County Historical
Commission, 1986. 18 pp. Guide by a local historian containing directions
to two Alabama-Coushatta graveyards with traditional burials: Indian
Baptist and Indian VjJJage.
132. Muckleroy, Anna. "The Indian Policy of the Republic of Texas,"
Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 25 (April 1922), 229-260; 26 (July
1922), 1-29; (October 1922), 128-148; (January 1923), 184-206.
Landmark treatment of Texas Indian policy contextualizing Anglo dealings
with the Alabamas and Coushattas. Specific references occur in the first
and third installments.
133. '·New Chief for Alabama-Coushatta Tribes." East Texas, 44
(February 1970), 17. Announces inauguration of Fulton Battise.
144. "New Indian Theater in Texas." Wassaja, 3 (January-February 1975),
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23. Announces plans to construct $2.2 million theater at the reservation
tourist complex.
135. Oates, Stephen B. Confederate Calvab)1 West of the River. Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1961. 234 pp. Records efforts to enlist Polk
County Indians in the Confederate cavalry.
136. Official Records of the Union and CDnfederate Navies in the War of
the Rebellion. 31 vols. Washington, D.C.: US Government Printing Office,
1905. In Series T, Volume 19, two reports from Confederate Navy
Commander W.W. Hunter to Navy Secretary S.R. Mallory, mention role of
Polk County Indians in defense activities. Related lettcrs discuss defensive
measures undeIWay. The information is indexed in this volume under
"Trinity River, Texas - Operations in." A letter from Hunter to J.N. Barney
in Series I, Volume 20 further explains the activities.
137. Olmsted, Frederick Law. A Journey through Texas. New York: Dix,
Edwards, 1857. 516 pp. Rpt. Au~tin: University of Texas Press, 1978.
Describes some Alabamas at Lake Charles.
138. Padilla, Juan Antonio. "Texas in 1820: Report of the Barbarous
Indians of the Province of Texas, by Juan Antonio Padilla, Madc December
27, 1819." Translated by Mattie Austin Hatcher. Southwestern Historical
Quarterly, 23 (July ]919), pp. 47-68. Offers brief glimpses of the
Alabamas and Coushattas from a colonial observer.
139. Peden, Allen V. "Texas Alabaman Indians Have No Form of
Government." The American Indian (Society of Oklahoma Indians), 1
(July 1927), 10-1 L Misleadingly-titled article reprinted from the Houston
Post-Dispatch touches on tribal politics, education, customary law, and
living conditions. Based on a visit to the reservation.
140. Peebles, Ruth. "The Westward Migration of the Alabama and
Coushatta Indians." Master's thesis, Sam Houston State University, 1968.
84 pp. History from 1540 to ]854, couched as a struggle for human rights.
The author, a Livingston educator, relies on some obscure sources, making
this thesis an important reference. Six excellent maps locate tribal villages.
141. Pickett, Albert James. History of Alabama, and Incidentally of
Georgia and Mississippi. from the Earliest Period. Charleston, South
Carolina: Walker and Jones, 1851. 445 pp. Rpt. NewYork: Arno Press,
1971. Consolidates historical references to early Alabama and Coushatta
locations and activitie~, including relations with Fort Toulouse.
142. Pinkard, Tommie. "Feast for a Chief." Texas Highways, 25
(November 1978), 14-15. Popular description of Thanksgiving dinner at
the home of Chief Fulton Battise, plus standard tribal history~ includes
some details about foodways.
143. -----. "Fulton Battise- Mikko Choba." Texas Highways, 33 (June
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1986), 40-41. Profile of the chief with standard tribal history. Includes a
rare photo of the 1936 installation of chiefs Bronson Cooper Sylestine and
Fulton Battise.
144. -----. "A Stitch from Time." Texas Highways, 27 (June 1980), 26-29.
Introduction to Alabama-Coushatta headwork techniques; well-written but
lacks infonnation on the development of the craft among the tribe
specifically. Photos of Leona Sylestine, Comanche George "Woogie"
Watchetaker, beaded items.
145. -----. "Weaving Ways." Texas Highways, 25 (November 1978), 10-
13. Introduction to Alabama-Coushatta basketry for the general public.
Photos of Maggie Poncho and Rebecca Williams working on baskets, plus
five photos of baskets.
146. Reading, Robert S. Arrows Over Texl/"·... San Antonio: Naylor Co.,
1960. 269 pp. This wandering guide to Indian sites and history for young
readers offers a non-scholarly treatment of Alabamas and Coushanas:
lacks sensitivity toward Indian culture.
147. "Report of Committee to Investigate Surrounds of Alabama Indians
in Polk County, Texaf\." Texas Senate Journal, (February IS, 1929), 760-
765. Members, charged by the Texas Senate, visited the reservation on
August 2, 1927 and December 8, 1928. Notes Indians' dire poverty and
noble character, recommends relief measures: full-time agent, more land,
livestock, supplies, etc. Cf. cogdell (1927), "Indians of Polk County"
(1927).
148. Richardson, W. "Friendly Indians of the Trinity River." Frontier
Times, 2 (June 1925),4-7. Richardson was the publisher, not author, of this
anonymous tribal sketch that originally appeared in the 1861 (not 1860)
Texa.... Almanac (see "Friendly Indians of the Trinity River 152 n. The
present version is abridged by omission of three paragraphs.
149. Rothe, Aline Thompson. How and Why Stories: Tales Collected for
the Alabama-Coushatta Indians. Livingston, Texas: Century II Printing
Company, n.d. n.p. Fifteen stories for children, compiled by a Polk County
educator and journalist. "Most ... were told ... by Indians": e.g. Bettie
Battise and Charley Boatman, with Dorothy Chambers (Shill) as translator.
The tales are not provenienced, Each is illustrated by Charles Schmidt.
150. -----. Kalita'5 People: A Histol)' (~fthe Alabama-Coushatta Indians (4
Texas. Waco: Texian Press, 1963. 141 pp. Readable culture history of the
Texas tribes, depending heavily Gatschet, Swanton, and Smither.
Enlivened by interviews with leading citizens of Livingston, and
observations made by the author as a correspondent for the Houston
Chronicle. Thirteen photos, tribal constitution and by-laws, corporate
charter, three deed records.
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151. -----. "From Tamath-le-Mingo to Tu-ca-iche. l ' The Texas Outlook,
(July 1940)l 19-20. Describes use of Alabama-Coushatta data in a local
history project at Corrigan (Texas) High School.
152. Rushing, Dorothy M. "The Promised Land of the Alabama-
Coushatta." M.A. thesis, East Texas State University, 1974. 138 pp. Well-
written examination of circumstances behind the establishment and
survival of the Texas reservation. Some conclusions about tribal culture are
not well supported, but the history is grounded in the sophisticated use of
primary sources, seldom-cited secondary works, and newspapers. Three
maps.
153. Sanchez, Carlos E. "A Trip to Texas in 1828." Translated by Carlos
E Casteneda. Southl'v'estern Historical Quarterly, 29 (April 1926), 249-
28R. Draftsman on the Comision de Limites expedition (cf. Berlandier
1959 {9}) documents Alabamas and Coushatta trade at Nacogdoches.
154. Saville-Troike, Muriel. "A Note on Men's and Women's Speech in
Koasati." International Journal of American Lin/?uistics, 54 (1988), pp.
241-242. Report, based on work with Texas infonnant Matthew Bullock
(elsewhere identified as an Alabama), that use of the excrescent ~ phrase-
terminal marker was restricted to men. Supports Haas 1944 {61 }; disputed
by Kimball 1990 {91}.
155. Shaw, Charles. Indian Life in Texas. Austin: State House Press, 1987.
204 pp. Mostly devoted to historical "illustrated narratives" on various
tribes. The last section. a photo essay by Reagan Bradshaw, includes
twenty welcomed images showing Alabama-Coushatta people,
occupations, church life, and softball.
156. Smither, Harriet. «The Alabama Indians of Texas." Southwestern
Historical Quarterl}', 36 (October 1932), 83-108, Seminal article on both
the Alabamas and Coushattas, covering origins, migration, colonial
relations, founding of the reservation, missionization, and early twentieth-
century conditions; utilizes numerous primary sources.
157. Strickland, Rex Wallace. "History of Fannin County, Texas, 1836-
1843." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 33 (April 1930), 247-298.
Names the Coushattas and Alabamas among the "Cherokee and their
twelve associated bands" that dwelled between the Trinity and Red rivers
and fought settlers during 1837-1839.
158. Swanton, John R. "Aboriginal Culture of the Southeast." Bureau of
American Ethnology, Forty-Second Annual Report. Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1928. pp. 673-726. Superb survey of
southeast cultural patterns, defining the culture area; places Alabama
culture in a broader context.
159. -----. "Animal Stories from the Indians of the Muskhogean Stock."
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Journal ofAmerican Folklore, 26 (1913), 119-218. Gives six Alabama and
Coushatta tales collected by the author in 1911-1912: "Rabbit and Big
Man-Eater," "The Girls and the Hogs," "Rabbit and the Turkeys," «The
Girl and the Buffaloes," "Rabbit and the Negro," and "How Rabbit Killed
Big Man-eater." Notable for revealing African and European influences.
Kimball (1989 {95}) identifies problems in Swanton's Koasati
translations.
160. -----. "Early History of the Creek Indians and Their Neighbors."
Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 73. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1922. 492 pp. Fundamental source on
Alabama and Coushatta settlements and relations with colonial powers in
the 1700s, based largely on archival documents. Includes origin myths
collected by the author and Albert Gatschet.
161. -----. "Indian Language Studies in Louisiana." In t.xplorations and
Field- Work of the Smithsonian Institution. Washington, D.C: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1930. pp. 195-200. Account of Swanton's
1929 search for remaining speakers of Indian languages. He worked about
ten days with Jackson Langley, a Coushatta at Kinder, and reports sixty to
seventy Koasati speakers (and 200 Alabama speakers). Includes photo of
five unidentified Coushatta boys.
162. -----. The indians of the Southeastern United States. Bureau of
American Ethnology, Bulletin 137. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1946. Rpt. Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution
Press, 1979. 943 pp. Classic reference on the culture area of the Alabamas
and Coushattas.
163. -----. "The Kaskinampo Indians and their Neighbors." American
Anthropologist, 32 (1930), 405-418. Assessment of early maps and
narratives to determine that the Kaskinampos merged with the Coushattas
circa 1700.
164. -----. "Koasati." In Handbook ofAmerican Indians North ofMexico,
Vol. 1. Edited by Frederick Webb Hodge. Bureau of American Ethnology.
Bulletin 30. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1907.
pp. 719-720. Mostly a resume of Koasati locations from the mid-1700s to
1886. Mistakenly reports that Alabama and Koasati languages are almost
identical.
165. -----. "Modern Square Grounds of the Creek Indians." In Smithsonian
Miscellaneous Collections. Volume 85. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1931 . 46 pp. Survey of Creek sacred areas in
eastern Oklahoma made in 1929~ describes an Alabama square ground.
Discussion of Creek social organization, including Alabama clans and
moieties, serves as background for study of the Texas population.
166. -----. "Myths and Tales of the Southeastern Indians." Bureau of
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American Ethnology. Bulletin 88. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1929.275 pp. The most extensive such collection; includes
sixty-four Alabama and sixty-tive Coushatta tales, Comparative analysis
identifies motifs. Kimball (1989 {95}) notes problems in Swanton's
translations.
167. -----. "Religious Beliefs and Medical Practices of the Creek Indians,"
Bureau of American Ethnology, Forty-Second Annual Report. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1928. pp. 473-672. Rich work on
cosmology and ritual, with information on the busk, shamanism,
witchcraft, pathology, botanicals; numerous references to Alabama,
Coushatta practice.
168. -----. "Social Organization and social Usages of the Indians of the
Creek Confederacy." Bureau of American Ethnology, Forty-Second
Annual Report. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govermnent Printing Office,
1928. pp. 23-472. Essential source on family, clan, town, and confederacy,
life cycles and daily customs. Based on twenty-two months fieldwork,
including Texas trips in 1911 and 1912; substantial data on the AJabamas
and Coushattas.
169. Sylestine, Clenson, "CCC at the Alabama-Coushatta Reservation,
Livingston, Texas." Indians at Work, 5 (October 15, 1937), 18. Report by
leader of the reservation Civilian Conservation Corps on timber
management, revegetation, mosquito control, and stream improvement.
Notes recent population surge.
170. Sylvestine, Emily (Emily Sylestine). "History of the Alabama
Indians." Frontier Times, 9 (April 1932), 300-304. Essay written by an
Alabama high school student for her benefactors, Houston clubwomen.
Combines standard historical information with valuable insider views of
reservation life. Interesting for its disparagement of aboriginal traditions.
171. Taylor, Lyda Averill. Plants Used as Curatives by Certain
Southeastern Tribes. Cambridge: Botanical Museum of Harvard
University, 1940. 88 pp. Rpt. New York: AMS Press, 1978. Analysis of
herbal remedies in light of Western medicinal knowledge. Of 185 species
studied, seventeen were used by the Alabamas and thirty-two by the
Coushattas. Alabama data is from Swanton 1928 (pp. 473-672) {167L
Coushatta data was gathered by the author in Louisiana (reported in
manuscript Item No. 1891, Library of the American Philosophical
Society.) Concludes, with important stipulations, that 80% of the Alabama
and 50% of the Coushatta remedies have actual therapeutic value.
172. Thompson, William Bird. "A History of the Alabama and Coushattis
Indians." Master's thesis, Stephen F. Austin State University, 1947. 101 pp.
Basic history of the Texas tribes with better-than-usual coverage of the
early twentieth century.
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173. "Tribal Chief." Houston Rexional Business News, 41 (April 1970),
57-59. Article on the inauguration of Fulton Battise as First Chief upon the
death of Bronson Cooper Sylcstine.
174. U.S. Congress. House. Relief of Certain Indians in Texas. H. Exec.
Doc. 234, 42nd Cong., 3rd sess., 1873. 3 pp. [ser. set 1569]. Contains a
copy of failed House Bill 3090, calling for the removal of Alabama,
Coushatta, and Muskogee Indians from Texas and Oklahoma to Indian
Territory; also two letters from the Department of the Interior refening to
the bill.
175. -----. -----. A Bill Granting to the Alabama Trihe of Indians in the
State ofTexas 25,000 Acres (~rLand. H. Rep0l14453, 54th Cong., 1st sess.,
1896.
176. . -----. -----. A Hill Granting to the Alabama Tribe of Indians in the
State of Texas 25,000 Acres of Land. H. Report 2310, 55th Cong., 1st.
Sess., 1897. Failed legislation introduced twice by Congressman Samuel
Bronson Cooper at the urging of J.e. Feagin, Livingston attorney and
Indian advocate.
177. -----. -----. Report on Alabama Indians in Texas. H. Doc. 1232, 61 st
Cong., 3rd sess., 1911.3 pp. Special Agent William Loker's 1910 report to
Congress on reservation conditions, basis for request for federal
appropriations of $125,000 in 1928. Valuable documentation, based
mainly on discussions with local authorities. Notes remnant Caddos and
their intennarriage with Alabamas. Names 192 tribe members, their ages
and households.
]78. -----. -----. Report of William Loker and Letters to the Indian
Department Relative to the Alahanw Indians of Texas, July 6, 1912. H.
Doc, 866, 62nd Cong., 2nd sess., 1912. ]8 pp. Loker's 1910 report with
suhsequent correspondence from the Department of the Interior and Polk
County Indian advocates.
179. -----. -----, Advisability {if PurchasinR Lands for Alabama and
Coushatta lndians, Polk County, Texas. H. Doc. 1579, 65th Cong., 3rd
sess., 1918.4 pp. Letter from Secretary Franklin K. Lane, concurring with
a report flied by Inspector James McLaughlin, that the Indians could not
grow enough crops owing to inadequate soil conservation and were
deserving of more land.
180. -----. -----. Indian Affairs Committee. Alabama and Coushatta
Indians {~f Texas. H. Report 5479, 70th Cong., 1st sess., 1928. 60 pp.
Testimony of Congressman Clay Stone Briggs, Clem Fain, Jr., Senator
Earl Mayfield, Chief Sun-Kee, and others, resulting in a bill calling for
$100,000 to purchase more reservation land and $25,000 for livestock and
farm equipment. Reproduces Loker's 1910 report; updates tribal
population to 250.
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181. -----, -----. Purchase ofLand, Livestock and Agricultural Equipment
for Alabama and Coushatta Indians. H. Report 824 to accompany H.R.
5479. submitted by Mr. Blanton. 70th Cong., 1st sess., 1928. 3 pp.
Recommendation that HR 5479 pass, with the stipulation that new
purchases for the Indians be held in Federal trust. Includes testimony of
Polk County's Judge Briggs to the Committee on Indian Affairs.
182. -----. -----. Purchase (~fLand for Alabama and Coushatta indians (~f
Texas. H. Report 2318 to accompany H.R. 16527, submitted by Mr.
Leavitt. 70th Cong.. 2nd sess., 1929. Committee on Indian Affairs
recommendation that the bill calling for a land purchase for the tribes pass
without amendment. Explains mineral rights and lumber company rights
of way.
183. -----. -----. Interior and Insular Affairs Committee. Providing for
Tennination of Federal Supervision over Property qf Alahama and
Coushatta Tribes of Indians of Texas and Individual Members Thereof H.
Report 2491 to accompany S. 2744. 83rd Cong., 2nd sess. 1954. 12 pp.
House report on the tennination bill, with amendment preserving the
Indian's U.S. citizenship after termination. Reiterate~ explanation from S.
Report 1321, introduced two months prior.
184. -----. Senate. A Bill Granting to the Alabama Tribe of Indians in the
State of Texas 25,000 Acres (~f Land. S. 2244. 54th Cong., 1st sess., 1896.
Unsuccessful bill conesponding to H. Report 2310, introduced by Sen.
Horace Chilton at the urging of J.C. Feagin.
185. -----. -----. Indian Affairs Committee. Purchase ~fLandfor Alabama
and Coushatta Indians qf Texas. S. Report 1629 to accompany S. 5519,
submitted by Mr. Frazier. 70th Cong., 2nd sess" 1929. 2 pp. Report
recommending thaL the bill for relief pass without amendment. Includes a
copy of a letter from the Secretary of the Interior requesting the land
purchase; also a notice explaining mineral rights.
186. -----. -----, Termination of Federal Supervision of Certain Tribes {~f
indians. Joint Hearings before the Subcommittees of the Committees on
Interior and Insular Affair~. 83rd Cong., 2nd scss., 1954. 1604 pp. Second
section includes materials on tennination of the Texas Alabama and
Coushattas,
187. -----. -----. Termination of Federal Supervision over Property of
Alabama and Coushatta Indians ofTexas. S. Report 1321 to accompany S.
2744, 83rd Cong., 2nd sess., 1954. 13 pp. Uxt of amendments and
resolutions pe11aining to the abolition of Federal trusLeeship over the Tribe.
Includes a resolution transferring trusteeship to the State. Reiterated in
H.R.2491.
188, Villiers du Terragc, M. de "Documents concernant L'histoire des
Indiens de la region orientale de Ie Louisiane:' Journal de la Societe des
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Americanistes de Paris. 16 (1922), 127-140. Review (in French) of letters
of French colonials in the early 1700s discusses Alabamas along the
Mobile River; includes an illustration of an Alabama council house.
189. Wade, Mary Donaldson. The Alabama Indians of East Texas.
Livingston l Texas: Polk County Enterprise, 1936. 24 pp. Often-cited
pamphlet by a local non-Indian which lends insight into the dynamics of
reservation life by describing missionary efforts and government aid
programs. Lacks citations, but many points are traceable to prior
publications.
190. The War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records of
the Union and Confederate Armies. Series I, Vol. 41, Part 4. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1893. 1310 pp. Report of the 2nd
Infantry Division notes organization of a cavalry company of Polk County
Indians.
191. White, Dabney. "Alabama Inmans First Finders of Oil in Texas."
Frontier Times, 8 (August 1931), 520-526. Reprinted from the Tyler
County Booster~ meffiOTies of bygone days in East Texas l usual tribal
history. Notes Indian use of oil in curing.
192. Winfrey, Dorman H. "The Alabama-Coushattas." In Indian Tribes of
Tex,as. Waco: Texian Press, 1971. pp. 5-14. Good overview of the tribes for
general readers, mostly without citations but obviously based on solid
sources. Jack Bryant picture of tourist complex dancers may be misleading
because illustrations for the other tribes depict aboriginal dress.
193. Wright, Muriel H. A Guide to the lndian Trihes of Oklahoma.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1951. 300 pp. Entries "Alabama"
and "Koasati" give populations of the Texas groups.
194. YOakUffi l Henderson. History of Texas from its First Settlement in
1685 to its Annexation to the United State.'! in 1846, VoL 2. New York:
Redfield, 1855. 576 pp. Rpt. Austin: Steck, 1935. Discusses strategic
position of the Coushattas in the Texas War of Independence.
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NOTES
I An earlier version of this work appeared as Recent Research 2:2 (March, 1992), an internal
publication uf the Institute of Texan Cultures. University of Texas at San Antonio.
'Michael L. Tate, The Indians of Texas: An Annotated Research Biblio~raphy (Metuchen,
New Jersey, 1986). Also invaluahle was a manuscript bibliol:,'Taphy of Muskogean linguistics by
Heather Hardy and Janine Scancarelli, kindly provided by the authors.
'This bibliography focuses on the Texas population and also covers the literature on the
Louisiana group. Those interested in the Oklahoma Alabamas and Coushattas must review the
Oklahoma Creek literature, descrihed in A Creek Sourcebook, edited by William C. Sturtevant
(New York. 1987), pp. x.v-xxi.
"Alabama-Coushatta" designates the modern political entity in Texas and is used here also
to refer to the two peoples as they constitute a general research topic. The spellings "Alabama"
and "Coushatta," preferred by bOlh the Texas and Louisiana tribal governments, are used in the
annotations, even while variant spellings have been preserved in the titles. The one departure from
this practice i~ the use of "Koasali" for the Coushatta language. which has become a convention
among linguists.
~Cora V. Sylestine, Heather K. Hardy. and Timothy R. Montier, Alabama-Engli~'h
Dictionary (Austin, in press).
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BOOK NOTES
The following are the cditor's rambling observations about recent
publications of intcrest in one way or another to East Texans.
The first is of a different sort from the usual books one finds noted
here; it is a tape titled "Voices of Valor: Words of the Civil War" (Texas
A&M Press, College Station, TX 77843-4354), listed as Number 34 in the
Texas A&M Military History Series, and is narrated by Frank E. Vandiver.
Since I can't read bar codes, I don't know how much it costs. Frank
delivers a narrative of the entire war that is punctuated with readings of
quotations from letters, diaries, speeches, and other written souree~ on the
war, including the Gettysburg Address, Lee's Farewell, Lincoln's and
Davis' inaugurals, and the Emancipation Proclamation. Best of all is the
voice; listening to the tape while traveling up Highway 59 toward home
from Houston, I was carried southward and backward to 1959 and a scene
in Frank's den (that's what we called them before they became "family
rooms") during our days at the Rice Institute when Judy and I gathered
'round his big brown leather chair to hear him read from Shelby Foote's
recently published The Civil War: A Narrative. That voice was created to
tell about the American Civil War, and more than three decades have nol
rohbed it of its resonance or romance. Like the fellow said, you have to
hear it to believe it.
A second "different" notice is for "Talk Of Texas," subtitled "A
Newsletter for Texans - Homesick and Otherwise," prepared by Jack
McGuire and published by Eakin Press (P.O. Drawer 90159, Austin, TX
78709 $38). Jack is known to all who have followed Texana publishing for
the last thirty or more years; he has published books ami hundreds of
feature articles in newspapers on the subject, and for quite a few of those
years headed the Institute of Texan Cultures in San Antonio, the enduring
legacy of Hemisfair. "Talk Of Texas" provides news of goings on in Our
State for the expatriated and a review of the same for the Stay-At-Homes
who missed something. As I review the Vol. J, No. 2 issue, it contains
items on state finance, business, celebrities, health and medicine, politics,
and sports. Make a good gift for that brother off in Oregon.
I began reading Kyle Thompson's A Thousand Cups of Rice:
Surviving the Death Railway (Eakin Press, P.O. Drawer 90159, Austin, TX
78709-0159. $19.95) on December 7, Pearl Harbor Day, so his
remembrance of the hardships of four years as a prisoner-of-war as a
member of the noted "Lost Battalion" of Texas Guardsmen who
participated as forced-laborers on Japan's railroad construction project in
Burma and Thailand had a special poignance. Thompson yet has little
regard for even subsequent generations of his captors and reading of his
treatment makcs for sympathetic understanding of his attitude. As one who
narrowly survived bouts with malaria, jungle ukcrs, and inadequate food
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and shelter, not to mention beating and the whim of captors who held life
and death in their hands, he has a right to a negative opinion of Nippon.
Thompson writes well, but it was Jim Hightower, not Jack, that he helped
defeat in a latter life as a political consultant.
In 1963, the late Ernest Wallace and the late David Vigness, both
friends and mentors to yours truly, published Documents of Texas History,
a collection of 126 documents associated with our state that ranged from
Cabeza de Vaca's report to Hurricane Carla. Now, George B. Ward and
State House Press (Box 15247, Austin, TX 78761) have issued a second
edition with the previously published documents in tact and added
materials dealing with the assassination of JFK, the LBJ presidency,
Charles Whitman's violence, Neil Armstrong on the moon, Roe v Wade,
and much more, even Larry McMurtry and Lonesome Dove - pertinent and
important documents of things Texas. Each document has a brief
introductory comment. I have used the original for years; the second
edition is a welcomed replacement.
An interesting, and possibly provocative new book, is Holly Beachley
Brear's Inherit The Alamo: Myth and Ritual at an American Shrine
(University of Texas Press: Austin, Box 7819, 78713-7819). Brear brings
an anthropologist-sociologist approach to the controversy over the
appropriate interpretation of events at San Antonio de Velaro, better known
as the Alamo. The two sides: the Daughters of the Republic of Texas
emphasis on "the Alamo," or the battle in 1936; and Hispanics and others
who wish emphasis to be on the mission, or the period of 1718 to 1835.
Modern political aggendas are involved. Brear's approach is to articule
what she calls the Texas Creation Myth (essentially the popular version of
Texas revolutionary history espoused by the DRT and most other Anglos),
then the opposite view, and finally analyses everything about the place. It
probably will not please either side completely, but then we all ought to
know what the other side is thinking.
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The Fightin' Texas Aggie Band, by Donald B. Powell and Mary 10
Powell (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station,
TX 77843-4354) 1994. B&W/Color Photographs. Notes.
Appendixes. P. 157. $29.95 Hardcover.
The first Texas A&M band in 1884 consisted of thirteen cadets and
a band master. In 1994 the Aggie band marched 370 strong during half
time shows at football games. This book does an excellent job of telling
the story of how an agricultural and mechanical college in Texas gave
birth to a military marching band that has set the standards for such
music organizations throughout the world. If that sounds like I am an
Aggie, you are right, but if you think I am exaggerating, you need to read
this book, or better yet see and hear them yourself. It is a story all Texans
should know and be proud of.
As a member of the 5000-plus man Corps of Cadets (from 1946
through 1951) I marched to the cadence of the Aggie Band to the mess
hall (three times a day), into the Kyle Field stadium, at formal Corps
reviews, and Corps parades in the major Texas cities. But in this book I
leamed things about this unusual music organization that I did not know:
like the fact that the last three bandmasters (tor that twenty-three year
period) were hand picked by their predecessors only after the retiring
man was convinced that the tradition of excellence would be continued
by the new bandmaster. And like the fact that the arrangement of the Star
Spangled Banner done by Lt. Col. Adams will never be changed. If you
have heard it, you know why. Texans in general and A&M people in
particular will be gratified to read of the accolades given the Fightin'
Texas Aggie Band by hand music authorities from all parts of the world.
The story is presented chronologically in five chapters;
1. The Early Bandmasters; 1894-1924
2. The Tradition Begins l Lt. Col. Dunn; 1924-1946
3. The Military Precision, Lt. Col. Adams~ 1946-1973
4. The Big Band Sound, Col. Haney~ 1973-1989
5. The Legend Continues l Lt. CoL Tolar~ 1989-Present
The authors have included over] 00 color and black-white photos and
appendices which lists all bandmasters, drum majors, and individual
band members for over a hundred years!
This is a story of a happening in which something must have been
done right - by a lot of people - consistently - over a 110 year period of
history.
H,J. Coffman
Arlington, Texas
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Sharpstown Revisited, by Mickey Herskowitz (Eakin Press~ P.O. Box
90159. Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1994. B&W Photographs. Index. P.
176. $19.95 Hardcover.
In the more than two decades since the Sharpstown scandal, Texans
have been captivated by the fa11 from prominence and power of Houston
develop Frank Sharp; the destruction of numerous influential and fast-
rising politicians who were entangled in the web of bribery and special
favors also has fascinated the public. Tn a short, never-boring, multi-
faceted book, biographer and Houston Post sports columnist Mickey
Herskowitz recounts the interesting and convoluted tale of Texas
corruption.
Sharpstown Revisited can be divided into three sections - with
Herskowitz having varying success in each. The first is a biography of
Frank Sharp, who is portrayed as an honest developer who becomes
incredibly wealthy through hard work and insightful planning. An
apologia for the builder and banker, the book depicts Sharp as the tragic
figure of thc scandal. The middle section addresses the actual events
surrounding stock manipulations as well as the legislators, such as
Speaker of the House Gus Mutscher, who peddled their influence for
profit. Because of the aforementioned bias, this segment appears
incomplete; it minimizes Sharp's role while blaming his underlings, the
Republicans, and even the death of his good friend, Congressman Albert
Thomas, for Sharp's failings.
The final portion concludes with reminiscences of participants,
from Father Michael Kennelly (founder of Strake Jesuit school) to
members of the "Dirty Thirty," the state representatives who helped
expose many of the shenanigans occurring in the legislature. Although it
ramhles at times, this 1S the best section.
While a captivating story told with the usual writing flair of
Herskowitz, Sharpstown Revisited suffers from portraying the downfall
of Frank Sharp as the real tragedy of the scandal.
Eddie Weller
San Jacinto College South
Stagecoach Inns of Texas, by Kathryn TUrner Carter (Eakin Press, PO.
Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1994. B&W Photographs. List
of Illustrations. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 254. $22.95
Hardcover.
Kathryn Turner Carter in Stagecoach Inns of Texas provides a
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much-needed account of the importance of stagecoach inns in early
Texas history. In any study of history, it is tempting to focus on the
dramatic events or the equally dramatic personalities behind the events.
Carter, however, focuses on the mundane logistics of how Texas was
settled. She provides detailed information concerning the establi~hment
of stagecoach routes. Cartcr describes the routes that were surveyed and
cleared through the Texas wilderness to connedt the territories. She
describes the various coaches and relates wonderful anecdotes from
typical journeys for which a passenger would pay the morc expensive
"flood~' ratc so that one would not have to get out and push when the
going got tough. Carter also tells about some of the people who
established these early routes. most notably John Butterlield.
Readers of the East Texas Historical Jounwl will be most interested
in the sections of the book which deal with inns particular to our "neck
of the woods." The Halfway House, the inn on the route of EI Camino
Real between San Augustine and Nacogdoches, is discussed on pages
90-93. Many notable Texans stayed here, including General Sam
Houston, Thomas J. Rusk, and James Pinkney Henderson. The Halfway
House is two-storied with a kitchen and dining room on one side and two
bedrooms on the other. More bedrooms are upstairs. James Johnson,
twice mayor of San Augustine, and Samuel Martin Flournoy, a Chireno
settler from Mississippi, are credited with building the inn. The Chireno
Historical Society purchased the inn in 1988 and is in the process of
restoring it near, but not on, its original site.
Another important East Texas inn is the Excelsior House in
Jefferson, Texas. Many notable Texans stayed there, including recent
figures such as Lady Bird Johnson and Governors Price Daniel, John
Connally, and Preston Smith. The Excelsior House has less of a rustic
look than that of the Halfway House. Its architecture is influenced hy
that of New Orleans, which is evidenl in the balcony with iron grillwork.
The Excelsior House was also the center for Jefferson's annual local
Mardi Gras celebration - another New Orleans influence. Marshall is
also home to two inns - the Capitol Hotel and Henderson Stagecoach
Inn.
Carter does an excellent job of placing the inns within their propcr
historical context. Hcr research is lhorough and is a valuable addition to
the growing body of Texas research. V·le are lucky to have a book which
addresses the role played by the stagecoach inns in Texas history,
especially since they helped solve the logistical problems of connecting
territories in a vast and varied state like Texas.
Alton Holt
Chireno, Texas
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Texas Bed and Brea~rast, Third Edition, by Ann Ruff, Gail Drago and
Marjie Mungo Acheson (Gulf Publishing Company, P.O. Box 2608,
Houston, TX 77001) 1994. B&W Sketches. Index. P. 204. $14.95
Paper.
There are two kinds of bed-and-breakfast guides. One gets its
information from bed-and-breakfast owners who pay a fee to be included
and provide their own description of services rendered and amenities
provided. The other - and lnuch more desirable - is compiled by authors
who have either stayed overnight or at least vi~ited the B&Bs about
which they write. Texas Bed and Breakfasts, A Texas Monthly guide
book, is of the second type. That alone recommends it.
This third edition is dedicated to one of the authors, Ann Ruff, who
died shortly before the book was published. Ruff had operated a B&B at
one time, so she knew, and apparently taught her co-authors, the
questions to ask and the things to look for in a good B&B. From first to
third edition, the number of B&Bs in Texas mushroomed, so the women
picked among them all to include onIy the ones they considered the best.
One of their major demands was that guests have a chance to meet their
hosts. They were right. People who stay in B&Bs usually are looking for
two things: a unique place to lay their head, and someone to introduce
them to the community.
Following a list of reservation services and a practical guide of what
to expect from a B&B, comes descriptions of homes or small inns which
qualify as B&Bs. The book is divided into four geographic areas: Austin
and Central Texas; Northeast Texas, including Dallas and Fort Worth; the
Panhandle and West Texas; and the South Texas Coast, including Houston.
The authors describe each establishment and offer insight into the
lifestyle of the hosts and a brief picture of the community.
There is one big problem with this or any B&B guidebook. It is out
of date before it reaches the printer. For exarnple l of the seven Marshall
B&Bs listed, three are closed. There arc also two new ones in Marshall
not yet reviewed or listed. Those kinds of changes occur all over the
state. Many B&B hosts tend to look at their innkeeping as a sideline to
their regular occupation. Marriage, divorce, or a change in occupation
might cause them to close their establishment. For the most up-to-date
infonnation about B&Bs, the best bet is to call the local Chamber of
Commerce in the traveler's destination. But to learn more about
accommodations, Texas Bed and Breakfast is the best book available in
the state on the subject.
Gail Biel
Marshall l Texas
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Decorating Texas: Decorative Painting in the Lone Star State from the
1850s to the 1950s, by Buie Harwood (TCU Press, Box 30776, Fort
Worth, TX 76129) 1993. ColorlB&W Photographs, Drawings.
Appendices. Bibliography. P. 192. $29.95 Paper. 560.00 Cloth.
The architectural phenomenon in Texas of "decorative painting" -
that is, painted embellishment of buildings, most often on their interiors
- is well documented in this encompassing work. The author
concentrates on roughly 100 years of decorative art spanning the middle
of the nineteenth to the middle of the twentieth centuries, because that is
when the bulk of documentable, historic work occurred. East Texas is
we]] represented in her examples since both settlement and urbanization
were highly concentrated in the region during this period. Standouts
from East Texas include interiors at the circa 1872 House of the Seasons
in Jefferson, and the circa 1946 "dairy scene" painting at Parker Brothers
Motor Company in Center.
Throughout eleven years of professional interest the author
observed - and assembled others' observations on - the fascinating
results of "stencilling, infill painting, freehand painting, graining [and]
marbling" (p. 1). She confined her criteria to surface decoration, mostly
interior, but this component of the larger world of art is rich with colors,
diversity, origins, and value to understanding history. Artwork observed
and interpreted in the book covers floors, ceilings, walls, and canvas in
the residential, religious, and "commercial" (her term that unfortunately
includes schools, post offices, and other public facilities) buildings. The
narrative and illustrated examples progress chronologically through
architectural styles from "'frontier" (p. 1) to post-World War II Art Deco.
While technical information is provided - examples, to explain
color, mixtures, and media; to provide physical dimensions and other
data - the author lets narrative history stand on its own, quite
comfortable for reading and understanding pertinent historic contexts. A
great deal of information is presented on artists, from "itinerant" to "in-
state" to "imported," (p. 6) both amateur and professional.
Acknowledgement that transportation systems (mostly railroads) caused
the artists and their works to appear where they are shows an excellent
contextual appreciation. Credit is clearly given to consumer magazines
and mail-order catalogs for many of the trends, styles, and designs
represented.
One purpose of the book apparently is to be the inventory of all
known examples of Texas decorative painting from the subject century,
but the author offers readers instructions for documenting discoveries "in
their area" (p. vii). Most examples presented are from preserved historic
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buildings. though no maps (where are Cat Spring and Beckville?) or
visiting infonnation arc provided for readers who wish to examine these
works firsthand. Some interesting deviations to extant examples appear:
Ernst F. Schuchard's 1930s color reconstructions of apparent exterior
painting on the 1768 Mission San Jose church in San Antonio; evidently
never-executed lobby murals for the] 927-29 Gulf Building in Houston.
Shortcomings of this work appear to be mostly the publisher's
fumbles, including muddy reproduction of the color cover and black-
and-white photos inside, many pages not numbered, and failure to cross-
reference text to detailed infonnation on some example sites at the end
of each chapter. The book features a helpful glossary, appendices, and a
bibliography, but no index.
Decorating Texas is overall a valuable addition to Texas books on
the history and preservation of arts and architecture. Many examples
long popular with tourists and historians arc covered in detail, plus many
sites heretofore obscure or recently discovered by researchers provide an
excellent balance for enjoyment and serious reference.
Jim Steely
Texas Historical Commission
Architecture in Texas, 1895-1945, by Jay C. Henry (University of Texas
Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819) 1993. B&W
PhotogTaph~.Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 382. $49.95 Cloth.
The folks who promote historic preservation, especially those of us
who practice architectural history, deal constantly with the public mental
block of "it ain't historic unless it happened a hundred years ago," or "it
ain't historic unless it happened in the nineteenth century." This attitude
is distressing when you consider that perhaps ninty percent of our total
surviving pre-World War II built environment was constructed roughly
between 1900 and 1941. As we face the close of this century, it's
refreshing to see this large new volume treat Texas architecture of the
first half of the twentieth century as a serious study.
Architecture in Texas, 1895-1945 is generally a welcome addition to
the analysis of Texas architecture, and most readers will enjoy flipping
through the vast assembly of example photographs. The author mastered
the use of a perspective-correcting lens for excellent results with his own
photos. Many images of out-of-state buildings that influenced Texas
architecture are placed beside the author's selection to made good
stylistic points. But few historic photos are reproduced here,
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unfortunately. The text and lessons contained in the book are not for
general readers, for whom the style terms "progressive modes" and
"academic eclecticism" won't add to their enthusiasm for a favorite
courthouse or library.
Ea~t Texas is well represented in this statewide survey, reflecting an
unmatched era of prosperity in the region largely due to King Cotton. An
excellent example of the many church designs of James Flanders is
featured from Pittsburg; the courthouse in Marshall is a key example of
this building type; the Tyrrell Library in Beaumont illustrates an unusual
conversion of a fine church building; the former post office in Palestine
represents the progression of federal buildings in the state; and Paris -
whose city center burned completely in 1916 - stands out as a laboratory
for architects during the rebuilding of the city, with examples here
including storefronts, residences, and the city hall. The ill-fated
Nacogdoches County courthouse of about 1910 is mentioned in a
footnote as an unfortunate loss.
The author warns the reader early that generally only existing
buildings were examined to relate the chronology and development of
Texas architecture during the fifty-year period. This was a curious
decision given the academic nature of the text. The general reader might
not get much out of a discussion of lost buildings, but a scholarly study
must use known examples, regardless of their ultimate fate, to establish
a chain of development. For instance, the author asserts that the popular
Mission Revival style had little influence in Texas until after 1900, a
generalization that misses J. Riely Gordon's important Texas pavilion for
the 1893 Chicago world's fair and other pre-1900 works.
In other areas as well, Texas Architecture, 1895-1945 escaped
review with too many dumb mistakes. The National Register of Historic
Places is misnamed in the main text, though it served as a substantial
reserve of information for the book. The classic confusion of J. Riely
Gordon's mentor W.K. Dobson for W.C. Dodson trips up some of the
author's design analysis. The New Deal's Public Works Administration
(PWA) is cited often, but its role in the overall federal sponsorship of
design during the depression is confused and often misleading. The
construction dates of the widely emulated Nebraska State Caital are
wrong, confusing the chronology of its influence. And Arts-and-Crafts
guru Gustav Stickley did not spell his name "Gustave."
But in summary, this book unlocks the secret that now the first half
of the twentieth century is historic. The astonishing and progressive
works of Texas architects such as El Paso's Henry Trost, Dallas' Lang
and Witchell (and their talented designer Charles Barglebaugh), Fort
Worth's Sanguinet and Staats (taken over by Wyatt Hedrick with his
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designer Herman Koeppe), San Antonio's Atlee Ayres and George
Willis, and Kansas City's Louis Curti~s receive long-overdue credit and
exposure here. Texas Architecture, 1895-1945 is like a travelogue of the
heretofore obscure but important works of these architects and others,
now tucked away in the small towns or neglected back streets of Texas.
The direct relationship of many of these buildings to world-class designs
of their era is fascinating, oilen surprising, and offers an excellent
perspective on who we are and how our more recent forebears chose to
identify themsclves.
Jim Steely
Texas Historical Commission
Texas Forgotten Ports. Vol. II, by Keith Guthrie (Eakin Press, P.O. Box
90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1994. B&W Photographs. Notes.
Bibliography. Index. P. 292. $22.95 Hardcover.
Texas Forgotten Ports-Vol. II is the second installment of Keith
Guthrie's trilogy on the subject. This book is a delight to read and a
major source of East Texa~ maritime history. Of particular interest to
journal readers are Guthrie's chapters on the Red River, Jefferson, Caddo
Lake, the Brazos River, and Galveston Bay. He also suggests in these
chapters how East Texas' waterways opened this part of the Lone Star
State to settlement and economic development.
The book vividly brought to life a by-gone era of smoke-belching
steamboats and rough-and-tumble riverports. Dozens of cities and
thousands of personal fortunes fell prey to the whimsical ebb and flow
of a river. Even the steamboat, the technological innovation that
conquered the river, eventually relinquished its economic hegemony to a
newer technology - the railroad,
Texas Forgotten Ports- Vol. II is a wonderful book. The stories, some
almost whimsical in nature, are well written and researched. The book
offers the casual student of East Texas hours of enjoyable reading and
leaves the professional historian with some intriguing topics to further
explore.
Donald Willett
Texas A&M University at Galveston
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The Courthouses of Texas: A Guide, by Mavis P. Kelsey. Sr., and Donald
H. Dyal (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, ColJege Station,
TX 77843-4354) 1993. Color Photographs. Bibliographic Essay.
Index. p. 331. $15.95 Paper. $29.50 Hardcover.
Kelsey and Dyal bring a beautiful vista of Texas courthouses in all
their splendor and majesty alive in this publication. Each county
courthouse is not only depicted in a color photograph, but is
accompanied by concise notes concerning its history, development, and
architectural style. This material is presented in such a compelling
manner that the reader wishes to continue reading until the book has
been finished completely.
In addition to the pictorial portrayal of these majestic monuments
erected in the counties, the hook describes the naming of the 254
counties in Texas. This segment contains a synopsis on the variations in
the selections of these names. Included in the eclectic criteria were
individuals (soldiers, statesman, and scoundrels), forts, rivers, and
geographic locations. This nomenclature emphasizes categories such as
the Renaissance of Harrison County, the Romanesque Revival of Denton
County, the Classical Revival of Henderson County, and the Modem
style of Jefferson County.
The Courthouses of Texas provides a single quick reference to one
of Texas' most under-explored panoramic vistas of our past as
represented in majestic monuments, the county courthouses. This highly
recommended work should he on a "must read" list for anyone interested
in our colorful and diverse history as well as in these profound legendary
structures of Texas democracy.
Albert R. Rambo
Blinn College at Bryan
The Meaning of Nolan Ryan, by Nick Trujillo (Texas A&M University
Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 1994. B&W
Pholographs. Endnotes. Bibliography. Index. P. 163. $13.95 Paper.
$24.50 Hardcover.
Baseball fans are captivated by the game's dominant players, home-
run sluggers, and strikeout pitchers. The most spectacular flamethrower
in baseball history is Nolan Ryan, whose fastball often exceeded 100
miles per hour and who set more than fifty records during a twenty-seven
year major league career. Ryan's most notable records were 5,714
strikeouts and seven no-hitters, and equally astounding was his ability to
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dominate batters as a power pitcher in his mid-forties (he pitched his
seventh no-hitter at the venerable age of forty-four). During the latter
seasons of his career, f,m interest mounted as impressively as his statistic
totals. A native of Alvin, Texas, Ryan spent the first half of his career
pitching for the New York Mets and the California Angels, but in 1980
he returned home as a Houston Astro, and in 1989 he became a Texas
Ranger, concluding his remarkable tenure in baseball in 1993.
Ryan's extraordinary popularity as a Texas Ranger was observed
firsthand by Dr. Nick Trujillo, a specialist in communications studics at
Southern Methodist University who, in his undergraduate years, pitched
for the University of Southern California, and who, as a sixteen-year-old
American Legion pitcher, watched Ryan play for the Angels. Struck by
the extravagant public and media reaction to Ryan as a Texas Ranger,
Trujillo studied the fabled pitcher as a cultural phenomenon. In The
Meaning ofNolan Ryan, Trujillo establishes Ryan's superstar credentials
through details of his ptiching exploits, pointing out his impact in
relation to the on-field success of his various teams, as well as his
influence on attendance and related profits, especially after becoming a
Ranger franchise hero. Trujillo traces the favorable and - especially
early in his career - unfavorable media portrayals of Ryan.
On a larger scale, Trujillo analyzes the changing meaning of
celebrities and sports heroes in our society, then discusses Ryan as a
representation of our cultural ideals (Ryan is even depicted as a "safe sex
symbol" in chapter five), and as an appealing commercial icon. Rather
than offering a biography of one of Amcrica's greatest athletes (Ryan
already has produced three autobiographies), Trujillo's book presents a
fascinating account of how a sports celebrity is created, and a thought-
provoking analysis of the cultural and commercial influences of
professional athletes on our sports-obsessed society. The Meaning of
Nolan Ryan is not just for the sports buff.
Bill O'Neal
Panola Junior College
Governor Ann Richards and Other Texas lthmen: From Indians to
Astronauts, by Ruthe Winegarten (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159,
Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1994. B&W Photographs. Appendix.
Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 189. $24.95 Hardcover.
Tn this pictorial history Ruthe Winegarten presents a representative
sampling of women of varied ethnic and class backgrounds whose lives
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and work have made a difference in the progress of Texas "from Indians
to astronauts," including the governor of the state, 1991-1995. Published
as Texas lVomen, A pictorial History: From Indians 10 Astronauts, the
first edition was awarded the T.H. Fehrenbach Award in 1986 for the best
ethnic/minority/women's study by the Texas Historical Commission.
The 1993, second edition, is a revised and updated version with a
foreword by Mary Beth Rogers, fonner director of the Texas Women's
History Project.
The book is the type that can grace a coffee table with its numerous
photographs and interesting stories of Texas women from all areas of the
state. However, it is much more than an eye-appealing pictorial work. It
records the achievements of some well-known figures, but includes
many more women who generally are unknown and unsung participants
in Texas history. The majority of women portrayed frequently played
roles which led to better communities and more effective institutions,
thus having a civilizing impact upon Texas. The influence of some of the
women reached beyond state and national borders as well.
Governor Ann Richards and other Texas Women is a valuable book
because it broadens the scope of Texas history, making it more complete
by including many persons whose contributions often have been
overlooked, downplaycd, or simply forgotten. It is also important as a
guide to stimulate more research and writing in lhc field of Texas
women's history.
Marion Holt
Lamar University-Beaumont
The Last Great Days of Radio, by Lynn Woolley (Republic of Texas
Press, 1506 Capital Avenue, Plano, TX 75074) 1994. B&W
Photographs. Index. P. 266. $12.95 Paper.
Radio nostalgia usually turns up with liberal doses of "The Shadow"
and "Fibber McGee and Molly" and other shows which characterize the
Golden Era of Broadcasting.
Lynn Woolley has chosen to focus on an era that, while not as
nostalgic as the 1930s and 19408 offers a significant insight to Texas
radio in the 1950s when the medium underwent a transition that shaped
today's broadcasting.
As a youngster at Temple in the 1950s Woolley studied the
techniques of announcing, deejay chatter, comedy, news reporting,
writing, and radio commercials. He landed his tirst announcing job with
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Radio Station KYLE in 1967, starting a long romance with radio. During
the ensuing years, Woolley witnessed an evolution in radio, including the
decline of the AM Top Forty giants, the rise of FM radio, the death of
radio news, the onslaught of station consultants who shaped radials
formats, and the government regulation of the broadcasting industry.
As he ticks off the changes in Texas radio in "The Last Great Days
of Radio," Woolley offers an interesting collection of personal stories, a
good look at the little-known peculiarities of broadcasting, and a long
line of colorful announcers, station managers, and newsmen.
In the 1960s and 19708, radio gave up its claim as a drama and
comedy medium and accepted a new role as a source of information and
music. Even today, the medium is still evolving, turning away from
traditional news and focusing on "talk radio" and music formats for
almost every demographic slice imaginable.
Woolley rightfully concludes that radio will conti nue to change, and
may even evolve into a medium of the future, possibly as the only free
source of music and information.
Bob Bowman
Lufkin, Texas
The Guadalupe Mountains: Island in the Desert, by W.C. Jameson
(Tex.as Western Press, The University of Texas at El Paso, EI Paso,
TX 79968-0633) 1994. B&W Photographs. References. P.95.
The author begins with the fonnation of the Guadalupe Mountains
from sedimentary deposits in a tropical sea that covered West Texas
millions of years ago, followed by an uplift and subsequent erosion.
There was little settlement in the area by easterners due to the
presence of Mescalero Apaches and a shortage of water.
Of the early explorers to this region~ only one, John Bartlett, in
J850, referred to the beauty of the mountainous country. Tn September
1858, the Butterfield Overland Mail route was established with one
station at the Pinery near Guadalupe Pass. Its remains still stand.
Following the successful campaign of Lt. Howard Cushing against
the Apaches in December 1869, the author discusses the arrival of
settlers to the Guadalupe Mountains. Two of the best known arc Wallace
Pratt, who settled in McKittrick Canyon, and J.C. Hunter, who owned
the Guadalupe Mountain Ranch.
In his discussion of wildlife, it is good to note that the author did not
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side with the environmentalists when discussing predators. He covered
both sides of the issue. He tells tales of hidden treasure in the
Guadalupes. None of it has been found.
Albert R. Machel
Nacogdoches, Texas
Quiet Revolution in the South: The Impact of the Voting Rights Act,
1965-1990, edited by Chandler Davidson and Bernard Grofman
(Princeton University Press, 4L William Street, Princeton, NJ
08540) 1994. B&W Photographs. P. 512. $24.95 Paper. $75.00
Hardcover.
On August 6, 1965, President Lyndon Johnson signed the Voting
Rights Act. Congress extended the act in 1970 and 1975, and in 1982 for
twenty-five years. The act covered seven Southern states - Texas was
added in 1975 - to eradicate the disfranchisement and political exclusion
of black citizens in the South.
This book comes from comprehensive research on the consequences
of the Voting Rights Act and the explicit effects of the act upon black
voter registration, voting patterns, and officeholding in the South. With
a data base drawn from more than 1,000 cities in eight Southern states,
the study ranges from the early 1970s through the 1980s.
The careful reader can feel the dynamics of a complex socio-
political process unfolding in the states' experience with the Voting
Rights Act. A unique interaction develops between efforts to enforce the
law and the defense of the status quo by Southern officialdom. One
clearly discerns the synergism between the evolving meaning of the
Constitution and the clout of the Voting Rights Act. Intense interest
group involvement on both sides produces compromises altering the
complexion of representative government and the construction of public
policy in the South.
Separate chapters dissect developments. in: Alabama, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carollna, Texas, and
Virginia. The states used poll taxes, literacy tests, the "White primary,"
registration and residence laws, and multi-member districts to restrict
black political participation. Federal enforcers resorted to administrative
supervision of changes in election code& (preclearance), voting
registrars, and court rulings to fight noncompliance.
Not subject to the Voting Rights Act until 1975, Texas became a
major battleground over enforcement, manifesting a grudging,
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involuntary compliance characteristic of all the states subject to the Act.
Though it never imposed a literacy test like other Southern states, Texas
utilized a poll tax, exclusionary registration laws, gerrymandered!
malapportioned election districts, and majority-vale primaries. The
Texas chapter is a model of the evolution of Voting Rights Act policy.
Through judicial decisions and preclearances by the Justice Department,
electoral participation by non-white citizens and a higher incidence
of black officeholding expanded. The Texas chapter gives sharp insight
into the role of federal courts in sharpening the teeth of the Voting Rights
Act.
Thc authors conclude that the Voting Rights Act of 1965 did
broaden the chances of non-white citizens to vote and serve in public
office in state governments. The act had sought to do more than erase
barriers to black voting; it sought to bring minority groups into the
organs of state and local governments. The noted increase in black
representation was attributed more to the growth in black-majority
election districts than to acceptance by white voters of black candidates.
Interestingly, in Texas, the constrictions of poll tax and residence
requirements fell most heavily on poor whites. Still, the act truly
transformed the basis of the Southern electoral sy~tem.
This is a monumental voting-rights policy work. Drawn from an
enonnous data base, the book greatly clarifies the history of this
lTIonumental federal regulatory system; it integrates sociological,
political, and demographic factors within a complex, longitudinal
research design. Of particular value is the book's vivid depiction of the
consensus-building processes in this crucial facet of representative
government in our century.
The book is not recreational reading. Copiously documented, it
would be good for courses in political behavior, constitutional law,
seminars in civil-rights policies, political history, and the like.
James G. Dickson
Stephen F. Austin State University
Great Justices of the Supreme Court: Ratings and Case Studies, by
William D. Pederson and Norman W. Provizer (Peter Land
Publishing, Inc., 62 West 45th Street, New York, NY 10036) 1993.
Index. Selected Bibliography. P. 388. $32.95 Paper.
A conference was held in November 1990 on the campus of
Louisiana State University at Shreveport on the issue of "'Greatness on
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the United States Supreme Court." This volume grew out of the
conference and is in the same literary genre as Pederson and McLaurin,
The Rating Game in American Politics and Pederson and Provizer,
Grassroots Constitutionalism: Shreveport, the South, and the Supreme
Law of the Land.
The book reports on the polling of American publ ic law "experts~'
to create a pantheon of great United States Supreme Court justices. The
lead chapter presents results of the first scholarly effort to determine
whether different evaluators arrive at the same rankings of justices
through a comparable set of criteria.
This latest poll is a blood relative of the highly respected study of
Blaustein and Mersky in 1978. The new rank ordering was based on a
survey of law school faculty, judges, practicing lawyers, and law school
students. The rankings are reported according to each discrete category
of respondents, along with a composite ranking by all respondents en
masse. The unsurprising conclusion is that there is still no consensus on
who are the great justices or on the criteria for identifying greatness. The
criteria used by respondents cover a wide range; the editors try to
uncover what areas of agreement exist.
Except for a unanimous agreement on Chief Justice John Marshall
and Oliver Wendell Holmes l the lineup of the top ten varies, with justices
shifting up or down or in and out of the rankings from the various
correspondents. The book includes a useful reference to all previous
major rankings of justices, including a ranking of the great dissenters on
the Court.
Subsequent chapters depict biographical sketches of individual
justices with references to their major cases and personal attributes that
contributed to their high historical rankings. Among the criteria of
greatness are such traits as: writing ability, intellectual prowess, impact
upon the law and public integrity, impartiality, courage to take unpopular
positions, ability to carry a proportionate share of the Court's work,
craftsmanshipl and the like.
The biographical sketches and case studies provide insightful views
of the judicial process. The chapter entitled "Leadership on the U.S.
Supreme Court: Justices Who Have Made a Difference" usefully defines
the eannarks of leadership on the Court and the ingredients in the
potential for greatness in specific justices. The paragons whose careers
are sketched manifested in their work such traits as: clarity of writing;
consistency and lasting effects of their principles; influence upon public
opinion; skill as consensus builders; and contributions to the legal
profession.
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On the negative side~ some of the chapters are not completely
germane to the putative theme of the book. Why include a strange
chapter on the roles of Charles Evans Hughes and William Howard Taft
in the creation of the permanent Court of Intema;tional Justice? Such a
chapter seems superfluous, since Hughes and Taft are the ~ubject of two
of the biographical chapters. Since Taft does not appear consistently on
most recent polls of great Supreme Court justices~ one might quibble
over his extensive treatment in this work at all.
Further, a chapter on "The Reagan Court Appointees" might be said
to be gratuitous, although it does illustrate pertinent features of the
appointment process and the continuities between the judicial
philosophy of some of the most recent appointees and those of the
Holmes-Brandeis school of jurisprudence.
This book is a positive reflection of current research into an
endlessly fascinating exercise in literary sportsmanship. Americans love
their Hall of Famers in any field.
James G. Dickson
Stephen F. Austin State University
The 1992 Presidential Election in the South, edited by Robert P. Steed,
Laurence W. Moreland, and Tad A. Baker (Praeger, Westport,
Connecticut) 1994. Index. P. 221. $55.00 Hardcover.
This volume is the latest in a series on presidential elections
spinning off the Citadel Symposium on Southern Politics. Contributing
authors participated in a study of local political party activists in the
South in 1984, 1988, and 1992.
The 1992 report summarizes the presidential nomination and
election processes throughout the South, induding kcy participants,
events, electoral strategies, and results in each of the eleven Southern
states. The states are divided into the Deep South: Alabama, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina, and the Rim South:
Arkansas, Florida, North Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia. The
1992 election is reviewed on a state-by-state basis, within the regional
framework effectively established by the editors.
Each state appraisal has difIerent authors; some synopses are
lengthier than others, with varying amounts of tabular, statistical, and
demographic data. Excellent editing maintains uniformity and continuity
of style. The title of each state review cleverly reveals the character of
the presidential contest in that state; for example: Alabama: No Winners
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or Losers; Texas: Friends, Neighbors, and Native Sons; Georgia: A State
in Transition; Soulh Carolina: Republican Again, and Tennessee:
Favorite Son Brings Home the Bacon.
Significant differences between the 1988 and the 1992 elections are
highlighted, for the whole South and on a state-by-state basis. A major
focus is upon the altered dynamics in the strategy of Southern party
leaders with respect to so-called Super Tuesday. Of particular
significance was the absence of certain salient personalities - such as
Jesse Jackson - and the absence of big-name opponents for Bill Clinton
in the primaries, leaving no viable alternatives to the moderate elements
in the Democratic Party, embodied in Clinton and Gore. Super Tuesday
worked well for boLb parties in 1992.
Each of the state chapters follows a similar pattern, while allowing
for the often different situations in discrete states. This format included
(for hoth parties), the campaign for nomination (state primaries), the
general election campaign (with tactics and game plans), results and
analysis of the general election, elections for down-ballot positions in
the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives, state governorships and
state legislatures, and a conluding "what it all means" appraisal. This
final analysis extrapolates what the election meant for the future of two-
party competition in the state.
A concluding chapter asserts that in the 1992 presidential contest,
the South was not a vital region. Bill Clinton would have won without a
single one of the thirty-nine electoral votes he picked up in the South -
shades of Harry Truman. Clinton did succeed in forcing the Bush
campaign to expend resources in the South, which they had hoped not to
waste. Much of the vote for Clinton-Gore was attributable to the declinc
in support for Bush's presidential record. This chapter usefully depicts
the paradoxes of the South's position in the 1992 campaign.
This book provides extensive data on the extent to whieh the old
solid Democratic South has disappeared; tahular references clearly
reveal the emerging and strengthening character of two-party
competition in the South. The editors have compiled a worthwhile
survey of the 1992 presidential contcst in the South in a form that is
readable, informative, and both of general interest and for readers
interested only in their own state. An appealing feature is the balance
between purely reportorial and analytical approaches to the subject
matter.
James G. Dickson
Stephen F. Austin State University
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900 Miles on the Butterfield Trail, by A.C. Greene (University of North
Texas Press, P.O. Box 13856, Denton, TX 76203) 1994. Notes.
Bibliography. Index. P. 293. $29.95 Hardcover.
Information and books about the Butterfield Trail are plentiful. A.C.
Greene demonstrates the value of retelling history one more time~
filtering it through a writerls personal perspective by taking to parts of
the trail in his car with wife, Judy, armed with all the available
infonnation and some new historical evidence about the 2800-mile route
that began at the Mississippi River and ended at the Pacific Ocean. The
trail becomes a personal journey as he reconstructs time and place,
searches the landscape where hover the spirits of those whose destiny
was linked with the trail, and searches for his own historical
interpretation.
Some of the country re-visited is "personal country" around Abilene
where the author grew up. It is at Fort Phantom Hill where Greene tells
the reader, "I believe sometimes we don't really appreciate history until
we go where it happened," or that the fort is where "I found history or
where history found me."
A.C. Greene has always been a master of words, but in retelling the
old stories, reviving and reconstructing well known infonnation, he adds
another dimension to his writing. There is a mystic connection between
time-pa~t and place-present and a mystic quality in his writing about it.
He is not afraid to say that he feels, but in the saying he does not lose
anything of the historian's dedication to exactness or clearness. The old,
familiar song is the Butterfield Trail, but A.C. Greene writes his own
beautiful lyrics.
Joyce Roach
Keller, Texas
East Texas Mill Towns & Ghost Towns, by W.T. Block (Best of East
Texas Publishers, P.O. Box 1647, Lufkin, TX 75902) 1994. B&W
Photographs. Notes. P. 403. $35.00 Hardcover.
Renewed interest in the East Texas lumber industry of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century has sparked a flurry of recent
activity among researchers and scholars. Most notable of these efforts is
the East Texas Sawmill Data Base organized by the Texas Forestry
Museum. But other than the work of the late Robert S. Maxwell and
periodic scholarly interest in the Brotherhood of Timber Workers, the
lumber industry and the piney woods region has remained the subject of
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nostalgia rather than sustained critical, scholarly analysis. W.T. Block's
first of his three-volume anthology of East Texas mill towns and ghost
towns does not fill the analytical void, but it offers a critical compilation
of information and source material on the region's forgotten sawmill
towns.
Block, a retired U.S. postal employee, aims to go beyond providing
information on the famous mill towns such as Diboll, Wiergate, and
Manning and attempts instead to rescue the smaller mill towns from
"historical oblivion" (p. 10). A first chapter describes early lumbering
practices in the region before the industrial boom of the 1880s.
Subsequent chapters focus on individual counties (Angelina, Chambers,
Jefferson, Nacogdoches, Newton, Orange, Polk, and Tyler). Later
volumes will include other counties. Each chapter opens with a
geographical description followed by a catalog of infonnation about the
county's various mills and companies, large and small. This book is
meticulously footnoted, and Block demonstrates an impressive eye for
detail, piecing together the history of mills, companies, and lumbermen
from disparate sources such as newspapers, oral histories, private papers,
and trade journals. These strengths make the volume invaluable for
anybody researching the region, although some will find the lack of an
index a handicap. Block discusses not only the familiar lumber barons
but the role independent logging contractors such as B.E Van Meter
played in harvesting the virgin timber stands. We also learn about such
obscure places as Howard's Switch, Appleby, and Stryker.
Throughout the book, Block pauses to comment on the impact of
deindustrialization. Block quotes vivid scenes of rusting equipment,
dilapidated buildings, and acres of cutover land, by-products of "cul-
and-run" lumbering techniques. He regrets that the lumber industry so
often lined the pockets of bankers and investors outside the region who
did litUe to reinvest in the counties that enriched them. Those practices
seldom left little more than ghost towns. Thanks to Block's energetic
efforts, we know more about the people who once animated those places.
Steven A. Reich
Northwestern University
The Lone Star State Divided, by Merle Durham (Hendrick-Long
Publishing, P.O. Box 25123, Dallas, TX 75225) 1994. B&W
Photographs. Bibiliography. Index. P. 129. $14.95 Hardcover.
The Lone Star State Divided is an extremely readable juvenile book
on Texas and Texans in the Civil War. The author seems to have a gift for
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weaving history into interesting stories.
After a short introduction on the Civil War and Texas leaving the
Union, the author picks up with Ben McCulloch, a famous Texas Ranger
who was the commissioned military officer for the Texas Committee on
Public Safety, and his men taking over San Antonio. General David
Twiggs and hi s men were allowed to leave but McCullough's men kept
$3 million worth of military equipment. Of special interest to the junior
high student will be the part about Robert E. Lee riding up to the Read
House in San Antonio in the midst of the celebration by McCulloch's
men.
A two-page chronology of battles is followed by brief description of
the main ones. Tales of Hood's Brigade and Terry's Texas Rangers are
included. The dreams of Colonel John Baylor and General Henry Sibley
to expand into New Mexico seemed to end with the Battle of Glorietta
Pass. Adequate coverage was given to the blockade and battles of the
Texas Coast. Students will like the picture of Dick Dowling used as an
illustration in telling the story of Sabine Pass.
The book, with a two-page bibliography and an index, might be
criticized for omitting the hardships and conditions of those on the home
front during the war. But, hey, the author gives us "Rip" Ford and the last
battle of the Civil War. What more could Texans want!
The Lone Star State Divided should be in all junior and senior high
school libraries.
Willie Earl Tindall
San Augustine, Texas
Life on the Texas Range, photographs by Erwin E. Smith, text by J.
Evetts Haley (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX
78713-7819) 1994. B&W Photographs. P. 112. $19.95 Paper.
Life on the Texas Range is a collection of black-and-white
photographs that confmn why Erwin E. Smith is regarded as one of the
finest cowboy photographers the United States ever produced. Smith's
excellent photography depicts the Western cowboy in his true habitat.
Evident in the collection of seventy-nine plates are the vast stretches of
open range which the cowboy called home, the cowboy's monotonous
lifestyle, some of the methods needed to work with cattle, and oilier
aspects of a cowboy's life which often are lost in today's stereotypical
portrayal of cowboys in the "Wild West." Smith believed an accurate
account of cowboy life was needed, so he worked on this for the better
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part of his life. The one drawback is that more of Smith's photographs
were not included in this work or organized into other books, but~ as the
material was difficult to organize and expensive to produce, the reader
must be resigned to the fact that this is one of the only collections of
Erwin E. Smith's photography.
In the opening text, J. Evetts Haley depicts Smith as a man who was
intrigued with the West from the time he was a boy, and this boyhood
infatuation was one of the Inain reasons Smith sought a career in cowboy
photography. Unfortunately, financial difficulties prevented him from
pursuing this career as much as he desired. The reader, whether a
proponent of the New Western History or not, is led to believe that Smith
was one of the first advocates of portraying the cowboy in his natural
habitat. Since the photographs included are of the best quality and
because plates such as those presented may never be produced in a
similar manner, one should appreciate the importance of the material
covered in this work.
Christopher Spaid
Nacogdoches, Texas
Life on a Mexican Ranche, by Margaret Maud McKellar, edited by
Dolores L. Latorre (Lehigh University Press, 440 Forsgate Dr.,
Cranbury, New Jersey 08512) 1994. B&W Photographs. Notes.
Sources. Index. P. 238. $38.50 Hardcover.
This book, originally written as a series of articles to be published
in a journal in New Zealand, provides an interesting and useful view of
a number of aspects of life on ranches and communities in Mexico and
the Southwest in the 18908. It is clearly written from an outsider's point
of view, that of the author, a woman whose husband and family moved
from Scotland to Australia, then to New Zealand, and then to Mexico,
where they lived from June 1891 to the fall of 1R93.
The book provides insights into what it was like for foreigners who·
came to Mexico to begin ranching. It gives interesting descriptions of
foreigners traveling into Mexico on trains and then traveling by
stagecoaches and wagons through a number of small towns on the way
to the Las Ruelas Ranch in the State of Coahuila. There were a number
of other British and other foreigners ranching in the area when the
McKellars arrived. The author describes the relationships between the
foreigners, the Mexican ranchers and vaqueros, the Indians, and a
number of Negroes living in the area. She gives insights into the
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traditional life of the region, including foodways, medicines, the styles
of architecture, furniture, and how people lived in this area.
A significant eonf1ict developed between Mexican ranchers and
McKellar, who decided to enclose his ranch in a fence. This ult1mately
led to his being killed, which (along with a developing move toward
revolution against the governor of Coahuila) led to the McKellars
moving back to New Mexico and finally selling the ranch. Although
written from an outsider woman's point of view, the book provides
useful insights into the life on a Mexican ranch in the 18908. While it
does not give the male perspective of what it was like to be a rancher or
a cowboy, it does provide useful insights into the work they engaged in
and the sense of pride the Mexican vaqueros had in their horsemanship
and cattle working skills.
Joe Graham
Texas A&I University
TejanoJ" & Texas under the Mexican Flag, ]82 J-] 836, by Andres Tijerina
(Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX
77843-4354) 1994. B&W Photographs. Notes. Bibliography. Index.
P. 172. $14.95 Paper. $29.50 Hardcover.
Andres Tijerina relied heavily on primary material from the Bexar
Archives~ the aetas del conRreso de Coahuila y Texas, Barker's The
Austin Papers, and Kimball's Laws and Decrees a/the State a/Coahuila
and Texas to successfully analyze and describe how the Mexican
political, legal, military, cultural, governmental, social, educational, and
economic systems impacted the Texas frontera. Using a topical
approach, the author explained the different Mexican regulations that
emerged from Spanish law and how these concepts influenced present-
day Texas.
For example, the municipio and the ayuntamiento became the form
of city government. When the Tejano settlements existed in 1821,
reference is made to Don Domingo Ramon for establishing
Nacogdoches in 1716. The other two principal settlements included the
Bexar-Goliad region and the Rio Grande region. Nacogdoches was
similar to the other two regions. except that because of its smaller
population, it did not obtain a complete ayuntamiento until June 1827,
when "Samuel Norris was the first constitutional alcalde and president
of the first official ayuntamiento" (p. 32).
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the author consulted the major works that deal with the different Indian
tribes that populated northeastern Mexico and southern Texas. The
emphasis on the Tlascalan tribe leaves the reader with the impression
that other native tribes were non-existent. Also, the author's conclusion
that the colonization laws of Coahuila y Texas were designed to
encourage mestizaje (racial mixing process between Spaniard and
Indian) raises many debatable questions.
Nevertheless, Dr. Tijerina's book is well-written and illustrated with
fouf maps and thirteen tables. It definitely fills the chronological void
between Chipman's Spanish Texas, 1519-1821, and Montejano's Anglos
and Mexicans in the Making of Texas, 1836-1986. This book is highly
recommended as a supplemental textbook to any high school and college
course on Texas history.
J. Gilberto Quezada
Zapata County Historical Commission
The Darrell Royal Story, by Jimmy Banks (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159,
Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1994. Revised Edition, B&W
Photographs. P. 179. $19.95 Hardcover.
Seldom does the fame or influence of sports tigures extend beyond
their game, and rarely does it last long after their participation ends. An
exception is Darrell Royal, fonner football coach of the University of
Texas Longhorns. In twenty seasons Royal won three national
championships and numerous Southwest Conference titles, and the
Longhorns were a perennial national power. Almost two decades after
his retirement from active coaching, Royal's record is still the standard
by which Texas and Southwest Conference coache~ are measured.
Intensely competitive and respected for personal and professional
integrity, Royal also is remembered for his charisma and folksy humor.
Included in his legacy are many witty sayings, or "'Royalisms," that are
part of this story. This blend of successful achievement and compelling
personality make him one of the most appealing sports figures in recent
memory. Jimmy Banks first issued his biography in 1973 as Royal began
to contemplate an end to his coaching career. Banks, an Austin, Texas,
journalist, has updated the original by adding a small portion of new
material and some photographs from the intervening years. A long-time
student of Texas sports and politics, Banks provides a worthwhile look
at the early and middle life of a man whose accomplishments and
stature, within and outside his profession, have made him a part of Texas
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sports history and also of Texas culture.
James Todd
Lufkin, Texas
89
Best Editorial Cartoons of the Year, 1994 Edition~ edited by Charles
Brooks (Pelican Publishing Company, Gretna, LA) 1994. 191 PP.
It is no mean achievement to be judged the best out of thousands of
political cartoons published annually in the United States and Canada.
For the twenty-second year, Charles Brooks has harvested the finest
examples of political cartoons - this unique form of political and social
commentary - for inclusion in this Annual.
Almost 400 selections from 191 artists are presented in seventeen
topical categories. Public policy issues and debates which have
dominated other print and electronic media and public forums are
arranged graphically for the reader's scrutiny. Selections span the range
of philosophical positions manifested in public debates over these most
current of events during the past year.
Issues resolved and unresolved, cussed and discussed, probed and
picked - foreign and domestic - are sketched by these talented and
perceptive observers of public affairs and societal conflicts. Some issues
are treated whimsically; some arc drawn in stark, doleful, and realistic
shades. Some issues are portrayed as caricatures of personalities and
events, with heavy doses of exaggeration for thought-provoking effect.
Some lean toward the grotegque to highlight their brooding doomsday
scenario, while other artist/observers paint with masterful
understatement.
Whatever the style of the individual artist, each panel encompasses
a host of significant imperatives facing policy makers in the United
States and Canada, with the personal perceptions of each present in
varying degrees. Unfolded in declarative sentences, the dynamics
encapsulated by these skillful commentators would fill volumes.
Once again, Charles Brooks has managed to show us "the way we
were" in a very "readable" format. It's fun to see if you would have
chosen different cartoons for the Pulitzer and other top journalistic
prizes. See you next year, Charles.
James G. Dickson
Stephen F. Austin State University
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Historic Churches of Texas: The Land And The People, by Frank A.
Driskill & Noel Grisham (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX
78709-0159) 1994. B&W Photographs. Bibliography. Index. P. 373.
$24.95 Hardback.
Originally published in 1980, this 1994 revised edition supposedly
was "completely reedited and updated." However, this reader noted
very little, if any, material or references later than 1980. This work
primarily contains historical sketches of various congregations and
denominations gathered from numerous sources that mirror the
variegated cultures in Texas. Photographs capture the architecture of
early church edifices, whose construction often reflects that of the
members' mother country.
Spanish-Mexican rule permitted only the legal practice of
Catholicism until Texas Independence in 1836 ushered in religious
freedom. Union church buildings often were shared initially by more
than one denomination until separate structures could be erected. From
these religious foundations, ministries to the community evolved,
providing clinks, hospitals, and schools.
The authors, educators rather than professional historians, have
collected much valuable and interesting information. Apparently, a great
deal of labor was expended to depict these historic houses of worship
accurately. Various language and cultural groups encompassing different
denominations are characterized. Additional balance is achieved by
including ethnic congregations and structures with unusual features,
Church dates appear to be accurate. However, the authors use the
incorrect term religion when discussing diverse Christian groups. But
Christianity's many variant expressions embody all groups, ranging from
Catholic to Protestant denominations. Therefore, the correct
nomenclature should have been sect or denomination. Judaism is the
only other religion dealt with throughout this work, although the recent
flow of immigrants into Texas probably would justify the inclusion of
Islam, other eastern religions, and possibly cults as well.
This reviewer takes one notable exception to the text on page 86;
"On July 18, 1847, Dr. Defee immersed eighty people into the Christian
Church, or Church of Christ, in Shelby County and welcomed two
Baptist ministers in Sabine County, Peter Eldridge and G.W. Slaughter,
into the Reformation or Restoration movement." During seventeen
months of research in 1990-91, no hint of evidence uncovered even
suggested that either Eldridge or Slaughter were ever associated in any
way with the Church of Christ.
Nonetheless, as observed, the overall treatment of Texas houses of
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worship is gratifying, which makes this volume a worthwhile addition to
the library of both clergy and laymen alike.
Ron Ellison
Beaumont, Texas
Defense of a Legend: Crockett and the de fa Pena Dia'}', by Bill
Groneman (Republic of Texa~ Press, 1506 Capital Avenue, Plano,
TX 75074) 1994. Black and W Photographs. Notes. Sources. Index.
P. 210. $14.95 Paper.
Bill Groneman grew up with the heroic image of David Crockett as
portrayed in the television series early in the 1950s. It is his aim in this
book to perpetuate this view of the legendary figure.
Legends are preserved by tradition alone; they are not supported by
documentation. Since Groneman cannot present proof that David
Crockett wenl down swinging at the Alamo, his defense of the legend
must rest on attacks on whatever source Inaterial that does exist - mainly
Jose Enrique de la Pena's With Santa Anna in Texas. According to de la
Pena, Crockett and six others surrendered, were taken before Santa
Anna, and executed by his order. In researching an article on the death
of Crockett, Groneman became aware that the so-called diary was not
written while de la Pena was on the campaign, but that it was a memoir
written at a later time, with additional information from a variety of
source!\. Further examination revealed to him that the diary lacked
provenance, that it contained premature and erroneous infonnation, that
it was similar to another recognized forgery, and that physical evidence l
i.e' l paper and ink, was questionable. He concludes that the diary is a
forgery.
Groneman identifies the forger as John A. Laflin, also known as
John A. Lafitte, who claimed kinship to the Gulf Coast pirate Jean
Lafitte. Laflin had published The Journal of Jean Lafitte, which Laflin
had written himself. Most of the Journal was taken from a novel about
Lafitte entitled The Corsair by Madeline Kent, with whom he
collaborated before they disagreed.
Groneman cites Charles Hamilton, autograph dealer and
handwriting expert. Hamilton states that the handwriting of With Santa
Anna in Texas "bear~ the same characteristic script, slightly modified,
that appears in his other fabrications in English, French and Spanish." It
is difficult to believe that any forger, no matter how gifted, could produce
creditable forgeries in three languages.
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Groneman has devoted intense effort to his Defense ofa Legend. His
research includes interviews and the examination of many documents
and books. He raises some questions as to the trustworthiness of the de
la Pena diary that deserve consideration.
Dan Kilgore
Corpus Christi, Texas
Sam Chamberlain's Mexican War: The San Jacinto Museum of History
Paintings, by William H. Goetzmann (Texas State Historical
Association, 2.306 Richardson Hall, University Station, Austin, TX
78712) 1994. Color Tl1u~trations. Notes. Index. Pp. 207. $49.95
Cloth.
Samuel Emory Chamberlain, born in 1829 in New Hampshire, was
just fifteen years of age when he joined a volunteer regiment in Illinois
to fight in the Mexican War. After numerous adventures in Texas and
northern Mexico with Zachary Taylor's forces, Chamberlain penned My
Confession: the Recollection of a Rogue, a manuscript which lay
unpublished for more than a century. Then early in t 956 Life magazine
excerpted three installments from it; later that same year Harper issued
the fun text, edited by Roger Butterfield, and it was reprinted by the
University of Nebraska Press in 1987 with a new foreward by John
Eisenhower.
Chamberlain'8 dramatic firsthand account is especially valuable for
its insights into camp life and comments about soldiering in this
misunderstood war. However, when Chamberlain's account was
published in the 19508, there was instant controversy about the
authenticity of the manuscript; for example, WaIter Presscott Webb
labeled it a hoax in his review. Since that time, research has satisfied a
majority of scholars that Chamberlain did most of the things he claimed
and that the manuscript therefore is. genuine.
The truly exciting part of the discovery of Chamberlain's
manuscript - and what made L(fe willing to excerpt from it - was the
discovery in the Old Print Shop in New York City of 147 Chamberlain
watercolors about the war. These are the work of a self-taught artist, a
primitive, but a study of them provides the viewer with, as the dust jacket
of this book accurately says, "upclose views of the battles, marches,
atrocities, massacres, seductions, and tall tales of the Mexican War."
The bulk of the more than 160 Chamberlain watercolors in this book
came from those discovered at the Old Print Shop (there were two
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duplicates among them); this stunning collection subsequently was
acquired by the San Jacinto Museum of History, housed in the San
lacinto Monument near Houston. The remainder of the pictures in this
book came from other Chamberlain paintings discovered by Professor
Goetzmann during his research in writing his introduction and notes; he
found eight belonging to a Chamberlain great-granddaughter and
thirteen in a collection at Brown University.
Those who buy this volume for the paintings alone are getting good
value despite the price; the artwork is reproduced magnificently in this
oversize book. And purchasers get a bonus in Professor Goetzmann's
thoughtful introduction and notes that accompany the paintings.
Everyone interested in the Mexican War is indebted to the Smrunerlee
Foundation of Dallas for a grant which made possible this publication,
which i~ a genuine contribution to Texana and Mexican War literature.
Odie B. Faulk
Professor Emeritus
Northeastern State University
WJ. Cash and The Minds of the South, edited by Paul D. Escott
(Louisiana State University Press, Baton Rouge, LA 70893) 1992.
Illustrations. Index. P. 267. $29.95 Hardcover.
As a seminal work on the South, Cash's Mind has attracted
innumerable proponents and critics in the fifty years since its publication
in 1940. In an effort to identify what made this work so germane or
caustic to observers of the South, Cash's alma mater, Wake Forest
University, hosted a symposium to examine Cash's South and his cogent
interpretation of Southern culture.
Escott has done a masterful editing job by taking widely disparate
essays and combining them into three parts that examine increasingly
broader perspectives on the South. In an Afterward, Escott concedes that
despite developing important themes, scholars will continue the debate
over what constitutes the South and its distinctiveness and why the
themes of Cash's book evoke such strong passions. Even though C. Vann
Woodward has questioned many of Cash's premises, he explained that
the work has no rivals "in influence among laymen and few among
professional historians" (244).
The initial focus concerns the origins of Wilhur Cash and his book
and the influence on his thought and work. The second part contains
essays which bear directly on The Mind of the South and its major
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concepts. In the final section, scholars from political science, economics,
history, and religion seek to evaluate Cash and Mind from the
perspective of a South that differs markedly from that experienced by
Cash. They also examine the advances of scholarship on the South in the
fifty years since Cash's death.
In a work of such dimensions with essays contributed by different
scholars, inevitably the work contains some unevenness. Some of the
essay~ are too narrowly focused, while others seek to impose current
issues such as gender on the past, which would have been meaningless
to Cash, if he even contemplated such ideas at all. However, C. Enc
Lincoln's personal perspective on Cash's Mind of the South should
encourage every observer of the South to read Mind once more to
detennine what place Wilbur J. Cash should occupy in the pantheon of
Southern writers who helped delineate many Americans' "Dixie state of
mind."
l\farshall Scott Legan
Northeast Louisiana University
James Bowie: Texas Fighting Man, by Clifford Hopewell (Eakin Press,
P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159), 1994. Endnotes.
Bibliography. Index. B&W Photographs. P. 155. $18.95 Hardback.
Restless and colorful, James Bowie liked being on the edge of
adventure: speculating in lands, smuggling slaves (together with Jean
Lafitte), and joining briefly James Long at Nacogdoches. Bowie differed
with the Rapides Parish, Louisiana, sheriff, and after watching a duel on
a sandbar near Natchez (1827), was drawn into a battle, wounded by four
different attackers, and killed the sheriff with a knife. Because of this
duel and some land deals, Bowie left for Texas. He married the daughter
of the alcade at San Antonio de Bexar, searched for a silver mine, fought
Indians as a Ranger colonel, speculated in lands, and lost his wife and
children to an epidemic. Bowie fought at Nacogdoches, at Mission
Concepcion, in the Grass Fight, and at the Alamo.
Hopewell was both objective and truthful in using letters, public
records, books, and newspapers. His research was substantial, the
bibliography solid, the endnotes meticulous. The best passages were
about getting legal title to smuggled slaves and for 700,000 acres, and
how Bowie got his father-in-law to help establish the mill which earned
his citizenship. Contradictory evidence kept Hopewell less definitive at
key points. Did Bowie invent the knife or find the silver mines? What
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happened at the sandbar duel or in the Indian fights? Confined to a col
at the Alamo by illness~ broken hip, and crushed ribs, did Bowie face
death like Richard Widmark? His mother said (p. 125) when told about
the Alamo, '''I'll wager no wounds were found in his back."
Bill Enger
Trinity Valley Community College
A History of Ashton Villa: A Family arul Its House in Victorian
Galveston, Texa.~~ by Kenneth Hafertepe (Texas State Historical
Association, 2/306 Sid Richardson Hall, University Station, Austin,
TX 78712) 1991. III ustrations. Notes. P. 56. $5.95.
A History ofAshton Villa by Kenneth Hafertepe is the fifth volume
of the Texas State Historical Association's Popular History Series. The
book traces the rise to economic prominence of one of Galveston~searly
families, that of James Moreau Brown, and describes the history of their
residence, the magnificent Ashton Villa.
Ashton Villa, built in 1859, was the first brick residence in
Galveston and one of the first buildings in Texas to incorporate an
ltalianate style. The building remained in the Brown family until 1926
when the Shriners bought the home. The Galveston Historical
Foundation acquired the structure in 1970 and maintains it as a museum.
The book accurately portrays the history of the building but the author
failed to capture the channs l elegance, and spendor most Galvestonians
associate with this wonderlul building.
Donald Willett
Texas A&M University at Galveston
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',:' Black:, 'Soldiers in'-
Jim CrowTexas, 1899-1917
,_Garna L Christian -- ,
, 'i:J)is ~olum~ fWly c~ronides f~r thc6rst time the clashes between btack infuntr)'
,ana,<:avalry ti1embersandthe''CiVilian communities in Texas. Using previously
illt.tapped primM)' sources, the autfl.'o£,{eveals the complex dyqamic that cleve!·
oped among the races. 256 PP: 1.6 b~ photos. 8 tine drawings. $35.00
-'. ',_" } " J'
Th'eCadd'o'lndians
Tribes at the Convergence of Empires, 1542-1854
- ,.' F. Todd Smith
Tracing the history of Caddo relatio~hips with European'settlers and even the
, ,~nfedel"ades among the CMdo people.,s, the author describes three cenmries of
diplomacy that ultimately resulted in defeat and resettlement Q!J the Brazos Reserve.
" ' , 2.56'Pfl"~:map~: $24.50
The CliiefExecutives of Texas·
From Stephen F. Austin,toJohU B:;Connally, lr. ' '
Kenneth e.' Hendrickson, 1n,,: , _"', '
in this convenient and somewhat i~verent reference work on the'!pw de.ceased';"
'chiefs of Texas government, a shorrbiography describes each leader's personality/-;'
. personal life. and political career ,and includes an honest assessment of accomplish-
ments and faults. 272 V,~\~ b&w photos. $29.50
Torpedoes in the Gulf
Galveston and the U-Boats, 1942-1943
., Melanie Wiggins
;. The author 0 f they Mode Their Own Law relates how Galveston reacted to the news
:, that German: subs were sinking merchant ships off the Gulf Coast. Interviews with
f~mner U-boat~aptains provide the other side of the story. 256 pp. 32 photos. 1 map.
, -~" ,- $29.50 cloth; $14.95 paper
II· ,~~JeA&M University PressDrawer C• College Station, TX 77843-4354800-826-8911 • FAX: 409-847-8752
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